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Some Notes on INFORMATION (Today) and Its Reader
Encrypted networks, digital currencies, artificial intelligence, data
harvesting, algorithmic biases, sentient machines—all are products of
twenty-first-century data-based capitalism. As a result, the proliferation
of information, and data’s nebulous modes of circulating and being
processed, fundamentally shape our existence now. INFORMATION
(Today) is a group show featuring contemporary artists seeking to
unravel this phenomenon.
Intended as a loose response to the iconic INFORMATION show at New
York’s Museum of Modern Art, curated by Kynaston L. McShine in 1970,
INFORMATION (Today) at Kunsthalle Basel and the Astrup Fearnley
Museet examines how contemporary artists deal with the relentless
flow of information and data that inflects the present. MoMA’s exhibition
was born from the late 1960s and early 1970s dawn of the “Information
Age,” when advancements in new computing and communication
technologies—and, with them, access to information—was suddenly
on the rise. And, in the fifty years since, the ubiquity of access and
connectivity has arguably lulled us into complacency with its flipside:
ever more highly technologized forms of surveillance and the
overexposure of our personal data. Exploring the myriad ways in which
information signifies in our “post-truth” era, such a show seems more
urgent than ever.
INFORMATION (Today) features a selection of international artists
loosely culled from the two generations since 1970—which is to say,
born after the original INFORMATION exhibition—for whom the processing
and formalizing of data is among the central tenets of their work. The
current exhibition presents a range of artistic positions, including recent
work and new commissions in diverse media (from sculpture and painting,
to video and performance, and from the undeniably material to the
wholly immaterial), thus providing an overview of some of the most
promising and challenging practices grappling with data, technology,
and information today.
Collected in this reader are essay excerpts, entire articles, book
chapters, printed illustrations, one poem, and smartphone screenshots
of fragments of texts that are being read by the participating artists
of INFORMATION (Today). When asked what discursive material has
accompanied them—either as background research in their practice
at large, or in thinking about their contribution to this exhibition specifically,
or even more generally in their thinking about how data and information
occupy our lives—this is what the artists shared with us. It is exciting
to make these texts available to those who wish to explore the information
(as it were) behind INFORMATION (Today). The result is a bootleg object
of sorts—a low-fi photocopied reader, as might be produced for a university
course or shared among friends—meant to be spread “under the arm,”
so as to offer an informal circuit of information dispersion that reaches
beyond the exhibition itself. It is available for free and is intended for
educational and research purposes.

INFORMATION (Today) is curated by Elena Filipovic
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REINCARNATION AND BIOLOGY
A Contribution to the Etiology of Birthmarks and Birth Defects
Ian Stevenson, MD

In 1997 the psychiatrist and professor at Virginia School of Medicine,
Dr. Ian Stevenson published his life work,“Reincarnation and Biology: The
Etiology of Birthmarks”. The book was the result of field work in Asia, Turkey,
Lebanon, across Africa and Alaska, in which he interviewed and investigated
claims of reincarnation with particular attention to the correspondence of
birthmarks on the reincarnated subject to the circumstances of their death in
their previous lives. Stevenson’s book is a strange and beautiful mix of narrative
literature, forensic analysis, biological data, historiography, theology and
conflicting scientific hypotheses. In focusing on the claim to reincarnation
rather than the ethnography of a single people, Stevenson’s monologue
chronicles a collectivity of people who exist at the threshold of the law and
for whom injustices and violence have otherwise escaped the historical record
due to colonial subjugation, corruption, rural lawlessness and legal amnesty.
Perhaps, counter to the intention of the author, what we see in his collection is not
reincarnation as a scientific fact, but reincarnation used as a medium for justice.
In the birthmark, testimony is stored in the body of the next generation, ensuring
the survival of minor histories in the face of religious conversions, destruction of
language and property, colonial occupation and territorial annexation.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N , A N D O T H E R D A R K M AT T E R S

“The cia can neither confirm nor deny the existence or nonexistence of
records responsive to your request.” Sometime in the spring of 2011, I wrote
to the Central Intelligence Agency (cia) and to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (fbi) to request the release of any documents pertaining to
Frantz Fanon under the Freedom of Information Act (foia). At the time,
I was interested in Fanon’s travels to the United States of America in 1961,
possibly under the nom de guerre Ibrahim Fanon, to receive treatment for
myeloid leukemia. He arrived in the United States on October 3, staying at
a hotel in Washington, DC, where he was “left to rot,” according to Simone
de Beauvoir, “alone and without medical attention.”1 Fanon was a patient
at the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center in Bethesda, Maryland,
from October 10, 1961, until he died of pneumonia on December 6, 1961.
He was thirty-six. I didn’t get any documents from the cia except a letter
citing Executive Order 13526 with the standard refrain that the agency “can
neither confirm nor deny the existence or nonexistence of records,” and
further stating that “the fact of the existence or nonexistence of requested
records is currently and properly classified and is intelligence sources and
methods information that is protected from disclosure.”
Fanon’s foia files that were released to me by the fbi consist only of
three declassified documents: Document #105-96959-A—a clipping of a
1971 Washington Post-Times Herald article on Fanon’s “Black Power Message” and its continuing influence on the Caribbean island of Martinique,
where he was born; Document #105-96959-1—a once “secret” memo on
Fanon dated March 9, 1961; and Document #105-96959-2—a book review
of David Caute’s 1970 biography Frantz Fanon, filed under “extremist matters,” which says of Caute that “his methodology bears the Marxist stamp”
and that “he is no friend of the United States or of a free society.” Document
#105-96959-A, the news clipping, names The Wretched of the Earth (1963)
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as Fanon’s most important book, stating, “its sales have run unusually high
lately, especially among young Negroes.” Document #105-96959-2, the fbi’s
own review of Caute’s biography, describes Fanon as a “black intellectual,” a
“radical revolutionary,” and “a philosophical disciple of Karl Marx and Jean
Paul Sartre, [who] preached global revolt of the blacks against white colonial rule,” and says that Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth is “often quoted
and misquoted by Stokely Carmichael and other black power advocates,
both foreign and domestic.” This review also claims that “Fanon’s importance has been inflated into exaggerated dimensions by the need of black
revolutionaries for philosophical justification and leadership.” Traces of
Fanon’s influence appear in other declassified fbi documents where either
he or his published books are named, including some documents that detail the bureau’s surveillance of the Black Panther Party.
Although much of the information on the once “secret” fbi memo
on Fanon, Document #105-96959-1 (figure I.1), has been redacted, meaning
that some of its information is censored, concealed, or otherwise covered
up, this memo names Fanon as “the Algerian representative in Ghana for
the Algerian Front for National Liberation (fln)” and notes that he was, at
the time, in Tunisia preparing to travel to Washington, DC, for “extensive
medical treatment.” This memo is from Sam J. Papich, the bureau’s liaison
to the cia. It is interesting to note here that the redaction of Document
#105-96959-1 took the form of a whiteout, concealing a good portion of
the original text with white blocks, in this way deviating from the method
of censoring the redacted data with opaque black blocks, rendering any
information in the dark. We can think of the redaction here as the willful absenting of the record and as the state’s disavowal of the bureaucratic
traces of Fanon, at least those which are made publicly available. Here
Frantz Fanon is a nonnameable matter. Now dead, yet still a “currently and
properly classified” security risk, apparently, as “the fact of the existence or
nonexistence” of Fanon’s records itself is “intelligence sources and methods
information that is protected from disclosure.” With this, the redaction and
Executive Order 13526 could be understood as a form of security theater
where certain “intelligence sources and methods,” if in existence, could still
be put into operation, and as such could not be declassified.
Fanon’s foia files form a part of the long history of the collection of intelligence on the many black radicals, artists, activists, and intellectuals who
were targeted for surveillance by the fbi. This list includes Assata Shakur,
2 Introduction
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James Baldwin, Lorraine Hansberry, Stokely Carmichael, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the Freedom Riders, Martin Luther King
Jr., Elijah Muhammad and the Nation of Islam, Claudia Jones, Malcolm X,
Fred Hampton, William Edward Burghart DuBois, Fannie Lou Hamer,
Cyril Lionel Robert James, Mumia Abu-Jamal, Angela Yvonne Davis, Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison, Josephine Baker, Billie Holiday, the Black Panther Party, Kathleen Cleaver, Cassius Clay, Jimi Hendrix, and Russell Jones
aka Ol’ Dirty Bastard of the Wu-Tang Clan, among many, many others. The
declassified printed matter released to me by the fbi was not particularly
revealing regarding any surveillance and monitoring of Frantz Fanon. I was
disappointed. My own surveillance of the records of the fbi’s surveillance
of Fanon had apparently been stalled.
In the foreword to the 2005 edition of The Wretched of the Earth, Homi
Bhabha describes Fanon’s dying days as filled with delirium and with a love
for liberation:
his body was stricken, but his fighting days were not quite over; he
resisted his death “minute by minute,” a friend reported from his bedside, as his political opinions and beliefs turned into the delirious fantasies of a mind raging against the dying of the light. His hatred of racist Americans now turned into a distrust of the nursing staff, and he
awoke on his last morning, having probably had a blood transfusion
through the night, obsessed with the idea that “they put me through
the washing machine last night.” His death was inevitable.2
Les damnés de la terre (1961) would be the last of his books that Fanon
would live to see published. He was in the hospital in Maryland when he
heard some initial reviews of the book and he reportedly stated, “That’s not
going to get me my marrow back.”3 A letter to a friend penned from his
hospital bed captures Fanon’s rage “against the dying of the light” as both a
battle of the body against disease and an anticolonial praxis:
During a night and day surveillance, they inject me with the components of blood for which I have a terrible need, and where they give
me huge transfusions to keep me in shape—that’s to say, alive. . . .
What shocks me here in this bed, as I grow weaker, is not that I’m
dying, but that I’m dying in Washington of leukemia considering that
I could have died in battle with the enemy three months ago when I

Introduction 3
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FIGURE I.1.
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“secret” fbi memo on Frantz Fanon, Document #105-96959-1.

knew I had this disease. We are nothing on earth if we are not, first of
all, slaves of a cause, the cause of the people, the cause of justice, the
cause of liberty.4
Fanon wrote much of the anticolonial Les damnés de la terre as his time
was running out. He knew that his cancer was terminal, which brought
writing the book “down to the wire,” as he put it.5 At the time he was in
exile in Tunisia after being expelled from Algeria in January 1957 by the
French authorities for his work with the Front de Libération Nationale
(fln). During his exile in Tunisia, home to the fln’s headquarters, Fanon
took on multiple roles. He worked at the fln’s newspaper El Moudjahid,
served in refugee camps run by the fln near the Algerian border, was chef
de service at the psychiatric hospital of Manouba, and was also the Algerian provisional government’s delegate to Mali and other African nations.
While in exile, Fanon gave a series of lectures at the University of Tunis on
surveillance, the psychic effects of war and colonialism on the colonized,
and antiblack racism in the United States.6 In the notes from these lectures,
Fanon speaks of the problem of racial segregation in the United States, or
the “color bar” as he names it, where antiblack racism is constant and multilayered, emotional and affective. He mentions the themes of escape and
blackness on the move found in Negro spirituals, the haunting lyrics of
blues music and social death, Harlem and the writings of African American
novelist Chester Himes, the rigidity of the color line and its nagging presence, African American vernacular and code-switching (“quand un Noir
s’adresse à un Blanc”) and repressive policing practices (“Quand un Noir
tue un Noir, il ne se passe rien; quand un Noir tue un Blanc, toute la police
est mobilisée”).7 Fanon’s lectures on surveillance at the University of Tunis
were eventually canceled, by order of the Tunisian government.8
During these lectures Fanon put forth the idea that modernity can be
characterized by the “mise en fiches de l’homme.” These are the records,
files, time sheets, and identity documents that together form a biography,
and sometimes an unauthorized one, of the modern subject. In a manner
similar to the detailed case histories of colonial war and mental disorders
found in the fifth chapter of The Wretched of the Earth, in a section of the
notes on these lectures titled “Le contrôle et la surveillance” (in English
“Surveillance and Control”), Fanon demonstrates his role as both psychiatrist and social theorist, by making observations, or social diagnoses, on
the embodied effects and outcomes of surveillance practices on different
Introduction 5
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categories of laborers when attempts are made by way of workforce supervision to reduce their labor to an automation: factory assembly line workers subjected to time management by punch clocks and time sheets, the
eavesdropping done by telephone switchboard supervisors as they secretly
listened in on calls in order to monitor the conversations of switchboard
operators, and the effects of closed-circuit television (cctv) surveillance
on sales clerks in large department stores in the United States. This is control by quantification, as Fanon put it. The embodied psychic effects of surveillance that Fanon described include nervous tensions, insomnia, fatigue,
accidents, lightheadedness, and less control over reflexes. Nightmares too:
a train that departs and leaves one behind, or a gate closing, or a door that
won’t open. Although Fanon’s remarks on cctv surveillance are short,
they are revealing as he suggests that these cameras are trained not only
on the potential thief, but also on the employee working on the shop floor
who is put on notice that the video surveillance is perpetual. He also noted
that workers displayed microresistances to managerial control in the way of
sick leave, expressing boredom on the job, arriving late, and sometimes not
arriving at work at all. Rather than being thought of as unproductive, such
acts must be understood as disalienating, as they are strategic means of
contesting surveillance in the workplace.
Although only the notes from these lectures remain, Fanon’s observations
on the monitoring of audio communications and cctv are nevertheless instructive for the social diagnosis of alienation and the effects of modernity,
surveillance, and resistance that he offers. If one were to read these lectures
“optimistically,” as Nicholas Mirzoeff has suggested, “had he lived longer,
Fanon might have moved away from his emphasis on masculinity to imagine
new modes of postrevolutionary gender identity, as part of this analysis of
the racialized disciplinary society, a connection made by many radical black
feminists in the United States from Angela Davis to Toni Cade Bambara
and bell hooks.”9 I enter Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness with
this sense of optimism in mind: that in Fanon’s works and in the writings of
black feminist scholars, another mode of reading surveillance can be had.
Dark Matters begins with a discussion of my failed attempt to get my
hands on any information from the cia pertaining to Fanon, his fbi foia
file, the short notes that remain from his lectures on surveillance, and an excerpt from his letter to a friend recounting the “night and day surveillance”
that he experienced as he was on the brink of death as a way to cue surveillance in and of black life as a fact of blackness. My gesture to “The Fact of
6 Introduction
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Blackness,” one of the English translations of the title of the fifth chapter
of Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks, is a deliberate signal to the facticity
of surveillance in black life. First published in 1952 as Peau Noire, Masques
Blancs, the book’s fifth chapter in the French original is “L’expérience vécue
du Noir.” As Sylvia Wynter and others have noted, the translation of that
chapter’s title into English as “The Lived Experience of the Black” in later
editions offers a more accurate understanding. It is this slight difference
between the two titles—“The Fact of Blackness” and “The Lived Experience of the Black”—that I want to signal here. The “Blackness” in the former could be taken to mean, as Wynter has put it, “Blackness as an objective
fact” while “The Lived Experience of the Black” speaks to a focus on the
imposition of race in black life, where one’s being is experienced through
others.10 Wynter continues her discussion of Fanon and sociogeny to say
that “The Lived Experience of the Black” makes clear that Fanon is dealing
“with the ‘subjective character’ of the experience of the black, of, therefore,
what it is like to be black, within the terms of the mode of being human
specific to our contemporary culture.”11
Sociogeny, or what Wynter calls “the sociogenic principle,” is understood as the organizational framework of our present human condition
that names what is and what is not bounded within the category of the human, and that fixes and frames blackness as an object of surveillance. Take,
for example, Fanon’s often-cited “Look, a Negro!” passage in Black Skin,
White Masks on the experience of epidermalization, where the white gaze
fixes him as an object among objects and, he says, “the white gaze, the only
valid one, is already dissecting me.”12 Epidermalization here is the imposition of race on the body. For Fanon, there is no “ontological resistance” in
spaces, like that train he rode in France, that are shaped for and by whiteness, where “instead of one seat, they left me two or three,” he writes.13 Dark
Matters takes up blackness, as metaphor and as lived materiality, and applies it to an understanding of surveillance. I work across multiple spaces
(the airport, the plan of the Brooks slave ship, the plan for Jeremy Bentham’s
Panopticon, Internet art) and different segments of time (the period of
transatlantic chattel slavery, the British occupation of New York City during the American Revolution, post-9/11) to think through the multiplicities
of blackness. This method of analyzing surveillance and the conditions of
racial blackness brings historical documents, art, photography, contemporary popular film and television, and various other forms of cultural production into dialogue with critical race scholarship, sociological theory,
Introduction 7
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and feminist theorizing. For this study, I look to Pamela Z’s multimedia
project on travel and security, Baggage Allowance; Adrian Piper’s What It’s
Like, What It Is #3; Caryl Phillips’s epistolary story “The Cargo Rap” on
prisons, politics, and slavery; and Hank Willis Thomas’s commentary on
branding and the afterlife of slavery in his B®anded series. Part of the argument presented here is that with certain acts of cultural production we can
find performances of freedom and suggestions of alternatives to ways of living under a routinized surveillance. In this fashion, I am indebted to Stuart
Hall’s unsettling of understandings of “cultural identity” that does not see
the black diaspora and black experiences as static or singular, but instead as
“a result of a long and discontinuous series of transformations.”14 Following
Rinaldo Walcott here, my use of the term “blackness” is to “signal blackness as a sign, one that carries with it particular histories of resistance and
domination” that is “never closed and always under contestation.”15 Blackness is identity and culture, history and present, signifier and signified, but
never fixed. As Ralph Ellison names it in Invisible Man, “Black is . . . an’
black ain’t.”16
Fanon’s “Look, a Negro!,” his articulations of epidermalization, and
his anticolonial thought have influenced the formation of this book. Dark
Matters suggests that an understanding of the ontological conditions of
blackness is integral to developing a general theory of surveillance and,
in particular, racializing surveillance—when enactments of surveillance
reify boundaries along racial lines, thereby reifying race, and where the
outcome of this is often discriminatory and violent treatment. Of course,
this is not the entire story of surveillance, but it is a part that often escapes
notice. Although “race” might be a term found in the index of many of the
recent edited collections and special journal issues dedicated to the study
of surveillance, within the field of surveillance studies race remains undertheorized, and serious consideration has yet to be given to the racial
subject in general, and to the role of surveillance in the archive of slavery
and the transatlantic slave trade in particular. It is through this archive and
that of black life after the Middle Passage that I want to further complicate
understandings of surveillance by questioning how a realization of the conditions of blackness—the historical, the present, and the historical present—can help social theorists understand our contemporary conditions of
surveillance. Put another way, rather than seeing surveillance as something
inaugurated by new technologies, such as automated facial recognition or
unmanned autonomous vehicles (or drones), to see it as ongoing is to in8 Introduction
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sist that we factor in how racism and antiblackness undergird and sustain
the intersecting surveillances of our present order. Patricia Hill Collins uses
the term “intersectional paradigms” to signal that “oppression cannot be reduced to one fundamental type, and that oppressions work together in producing injustice.”17 Indebted to black feminist scholarship, by “intersecting
surveillances” I am referring to the interdependent and interlocking ways
that practices, performances, and policies regarding surveillance operate.
The concept of dark matter might bring to mind opacity, the color black,
limitlessness and the limitations imposed on blackness, the dark, antimatter, that which is not optically available, black holes, the Big Bang theory,
and other concerns of cosmology where dark matter is that nonluminous
component of the universe that is said to exist but cannot be observed, cannot be re-created in laboratory conditions. Its distribution cannot be measured; its properties cannot be determined; and so it remains undetectable.
The gravitational pull of this unseen matter is said to move galaxies. Invisible and unknowable, yet somehow still there, dark matter, in this planetary
sense, is theoretical. If the term “dark matter” is a way to think about race,
where race, as Howard Winant puts it, “remains the dark matter, the often
invisible substance that in many ways structures the universe of modernity,” then one must ask here, invisible to whom?18 If it is often invisible,
then how is it sensed, experienced, and lived? Is it really invisible, or is it
rather unseen and unperceived by many? In her essay “Black (W)holes and
the Geometry of Black Female Sexuality,” Evelyn Hammonds takes up the
astrophysics of black holes found in Michele Wallace’s discussion of the negation of black creative genius to say that if “we can detect the presence of
a black hole by its effects on the region of space where it is located,” where,
unseen, its energy distorts and disrupts that around it, from that understanding we can then use this theorizing as a way to “develop reading strategies that allow us to make visible the distorting and productive effects” of
black female sexualities in particular, and blackness in general.19 Taking up
blackness in surveillance studies in this way, as rather unperceived yet producing a productive disruption of that around it, Dark Matters names the
surveillance of blackness as often unperceivable within the study of surveillance, all the while blackness being that nonnameable matter that matters
the racialized disciplinary society. It is from this insight that I situate Dark
Matters as a black diasporic, archival, historical, and contemporary study
that locates blackness as a key site through which surveillance is practiced,
narrated, and enacted.
Introduction 9
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Surveillance is nothing new to black folks. It is the fact of antiblackness.
This book is not intended to be a comprehensive overview of the ways that
black people and blackness have come under, or up against, surveillance.
Of the scholars that have written about surveillance as it concerns black
people, many have taken as their focus the fbi Counterintelligence Program (cointelpro) that ran from 1956 until 1971 and that saw individuals
and domestic political organizations deemed subversive, or potentially so,
come under investigation by the bureau with the aim of disrupting their
activities, discrediting their efforts, and neutralizing their effects, often
through infiltration, disinformation, and the work of informants. Sociologist Mike Forrest Keen’s study of the fbi’s surveillance of sociologists such
as W. E. B. DuBois and E. Franklin Frazier, David Garrow’s The fbi and
Martin Luther King Jr., Theodore Kornweibel on the fbi’s surveillance of
the activities of Marcus Garvey and the United Negro Improvement Association through the use of informants and disinformation, or Carole
Boyce Davies’s writings on the intense fbi scrutiny of Trinidadian activist, Marxist, and journalist Claudia Jones, for example, form part of this
scholarly work. Other research examines policing with a focus on racism,
state power, and incarceration, such as the works of Ruth Wilson Gilmore,
Angela Davis, Joy James, Dylan Rodriguez, and more. James Baldwin, Toni
Cade Bambara, bell hooks, and Ralph Ellison have all, in different ways,
written on being looked at and on seeing black life. For instance, in The
Evidence of Things Not Seen, James Baldwin describes black suffering under
the conditions of antiblackness where, as he puts it, “it is a very grave matter
to be forced to imitate a people for whom you know—which is the price
of your performance and survival—you do not exist. It is hard to imitate a
people whose existence appears, mainly, to be made tolerable by their bottomless gratitude that they are not, thank heaven, you.”20 Toni Cade Bambara’s call for emancipatory texts to “heal our imperialized eyes” as well as
bell hooks’s naming of the interrogating, “oppositional gaze” as “one that
‘looks’ to document” form part of this critical take on black looks.21 Ralph
Ellison’s critiques and quarrels with what is taken as canonical sociology
and the ways in which much of its early racial knowledge production was
achieved by distorting blackness has been detailed by Roderick Ferguson.
In Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of Color Critique, Ferguson offers an
analysis of an unpublished chapter of Ellison’s Invisible Man where he examines the ways that canonical sociology made itself out to be a discipline
through the “sociologization” of black sexuality by way of surveillance. On
10 Introduction
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sociologization, Ferguson writes, “canonical sociology would help transform observation into an epistemological and ‘objective’ technique for the
good of modern state power. This was a way of defining surveillance as a
scientifically acceptable and socially necessary practice. It established the
sociological onlooker as safely removed and insulated from the prurient
practices of African American men, women and children.”22
As ethnography, tallying, and “statistics helped to produce surveillance
as one mode, alongside confession, for producing the truth of sexuality in
Western society,” when this mode concerned the measurement of black
human life in the post-Emancipation United States, such racial logics often made for sociology as a population management technology of the
state.23 One example of how such sociologization functioned in relation to
blackness is “The Conflict and Fusion of Cultures with Special Reference
to the Negro,” Robert Park’s 1918 address to the meeting of the American
Sociological Society in which he stated, “The Negro is, by natural disposition, neither an intellectual nor an idealist like the Jew, nor a brooding
introspective like the East Indian, nor a pioneer and frontiersman, like the
Anglo-Saxon. He is primarily an artist, loving life for its own sake.”24 Park,
who in 1925 would become president of the American Sociological Society,
continued his address by saying, “The Negro is, so to speak, the lady among
the races.”25 Park’s address is instructive regarding the tenets of gendered
antiblack racism that shaped the discipline of sociology in the early twentieth century. It is accounts of blackness like these that influenced Ellison’s
quarrels with sociological discourse, or what he called in his introduction
to Invisible Man “the bland assertions of sociologists,” where in observing,
tallying, quantifying, indexing, and surveilling, black life was made “unvisible.”26
Dark Matters stems from a questioning of what would happen if some
of the ideas occurring in the emerging field of surveillance studies were put
into conversation with the enduring archive of transatlantic slavery and its
afterlife, in this way making visible the many ways that race continues to
structure surveillance practices. This study’s objects of investigation include the plan of the Brooks slave ship, the Panopticon, the Book of Negroes
as a record of black escape from New York in the late 1700s, branding of
enslaved people in transatlantic slavery, slave passes and runaway notices,
lantern laws in eighteenth-century New York City that mandated enslaved
people carry lit candles as they moved about the city after dark, a set of
rules from the 1800s specifying the management of slaves on an East Texas
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plantation, and the life of a young woman named Coobah who was enslaved in eighteenth-century Jamaica. If we are to take transatlantic slavery
as antecedent to contemporary surveillance technologies and practices as
they concern inventories of ships’ cargo and the cheek-by-jowl arrangement laid out in the stowage plan of the Brooks slave ship, biometric identification by branding the slave’s body with hot irons, slave markets and
auction blocks as exercises of synoptic power where the many watched the
few, slave passes and patrols, manumission papers and free badges, black
codes and fugitive slave notices, it is to the archives, slave narratives, and
often to black expressive practices, creative texts, and other efforts that we
can look for moments of refusal and critique. Slave narratives, as Avery
Gordon demonstrates, offer us “a sociology of slavery and freedom.”27 To
paraphrase Gordon here, through their rendering of the autobiographical,
the ethnographic, the historical, the literary, and the political, slave narratives are sociological in that they reveal the social life of the slave condition,
speak of freedom practices, and detail the workings of power in the making
of what is exceptional—the slave life—into the everyday through acts of
violence.28

Surveillance Studies
In this section, I provide a brief overview of key terms and concepts, some
of them overlapping, as they relate to the concerns of this book. This is not
meant to be a comprehensive review of the field of surveillance studies, but
rather it is done to put this book into conversation with that body of research and writing and to also introduce the two main, interrelated conceptual schemes of this book: racializing surveillance and dark sousveillance.
Research and writing that falls under the rubric of surveillance studies has
come from a range of disciplines including sociology, geography, cultural
studies, organization studies, science and technology studies, criminology, and critical theory. As an interdisciplinary field of study, the questions
that shape surveillance studies center on the management of everyday and
exceptional life—personal data, privacy, security, and terrorism, for example. In their introduction to The Surveillance Studies Reader, Sean Hier
and Joshua Greenberg note that although “a qualitative shift in surveillance
took place after 9/11,” there still remains a certain absence in the literature
“on the pre-9/11 forms of surveillance that made post-9/11 surveillance
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possible.”29 Dark Matters seeks to make an intervention in the literature by
naming the “absented presence” of blackness as part of that absence in the
literature that Hier and Greenberg point to. In the sense that blackness is
often absented from what is theorized and who is cited, it is ever present in
the subjection of black motorists to a disproportionate number of traffic
stops (driving while black), stop-and-frisk policing practices that subject
black and Latino pedestrians in New York City and other urban spaces to
just that, cctv and urban renewal projects that displace those living in
black city spaces, and mass incarceration in the United States where, for example, black men between the ages of twenty and twenty-four are imprisoned at a rate seven times higher than white men of that age group, and the
various exclusions and other matters where blackness meets surveillance
and then reveals the ongoing racisms of unfinished emancipation.30 Unfinished emancipation suggests that slavery matters and the archive of transatlantic slavery must be engaged if we are to create a surveillance studies
that grapples with its constitutive genealogies, where the archive of slavery
is taken up in a way that does not replicate the racial schema that spawned
it and that it reproduced, but at the same time does not erase its violence.
Since its emergence, surveillance studies has been primarily concerned
with how and why populations are tracked, profiled, policed, and governed
at state borders, in cities, at airports, in public and private spaces, through
biometrics, telecommunications technology, cctv, identification documents, and more recently by way of Internet-based social network sites
such as Twitter and Facebook. Also of focus are the ways that those who
are often subject to surveillance subvert, adopt, endorse, resist, innovate,
limit, comply with, and monitor that very surveillance.31 Most surveillance,
as David Lyon suggests, is “practiced with a view to enhancing efficiency,
productivity, participation, welfare, health or safety,” leaving social control
“seldom a motivation for installing surveillance systems even though that
may be an unintended or secondary consequence of their deployment.”32
Lyon has argued that the “surveillance society” as a concept might be
misleading, for it suggests “a total, homogeneous situation of being under
surveillance” rather than a more nuanced understanding of the sometimes
discreet and varying ways that surveillance operates.33 He suggests that we
should look more closely at “sites of surveillance,” such as the military, the
state, the workplace, policing, and the marketplace in order to come to an
understanding of the commonalities that exist at these various sites. For
Lyon, looking at contemporary sites of surveillance requires us to examine
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some “common threads” including rationalization (where reason “rather
than tradition, emotion or common-sense knowledge” is the justification
given for standardization), technology (the use of high-technology applications), sorting (the social sorting of people into categories as a means of
management and ascribing differential treatment), knowledgeability (the
notion that how surveillance operates depends on “the different levels of
knowledgeability and willing participation on the part of those whose lifedetails are under scrutiny”), and urgency (where panic prevails in risk and
threat assessments, and in the adoption of security measures, especially
post-9/11).34
In Private Lives and Public Surveillance (1973), James Rule set out to explore commonalities within sites of surveillance as well by asking whether
the “sociological qualities” of the totalizing system of surveillance as depicted in George Orwell’s 1984 could be seen in computer-mediated modern systems of mass surveillance in the United States and Britain, such as
policing, banking, and national health care schemes.35 Rule found that although the bureaucratic systems he studied did not function as malevolently as in 1984, Orwell’s novel served as a “theoretical extreme” from
which to analyze a given system’s capacity for surveillance, in other words,
how near it comes to replicating an Orwellian system of total control.36 Using this rubric, Rule concludes that a large-scale and long-enduring surveillance system could be limited in its surveillance capacity in four ways:
due to size, the centralization of its files, the speed of information flow, and
restrictions to its points of contact with its clientele. Although much has
changed with regard to innovations in information technologies, machine
intelligence, telecommunications, and networked cloud computing since
the time of Rule’s study in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Private Lives is
instructive in its understanding of the workings of centralized and diffused
power by state and private actors and institutions, and for identifying earlier developments in what Gary T. Marx has called “the new surveillance.”37
What makes “the new surveillance” quite different from older and more
traditional forms of social control is laid out by Marx in a set of ten characteristics that these new technologies, practices, and forms of surveillance
share to varying degrees: (1) it is no longer impeded by distance or physical barriers; (2) data can be shared, permanently stored, compressed, and
aggregated more easily due to advances in computing and telecommunications; (3) it is often undetected, meaning that “surveillance devices can
either be made to appear as something else (one-way mirrors, cameras
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hidden in a fire extinguisher, undercover agents) or can be virtually invisible (electronic snooping into microwave transmission or computer files)”;
(4) data collection is often done without the consent of the target, for example with noncooperative biometric tagging and matching at a casino or a
sporting event, or Facebook’s prompt to “tag your friends” using the photo
tag suggest feature; (5) surveillance is about the prevention and management of risk through predictive or anticipatory means; (6) it is less labor
intensive than before, opening up the possibility for monitoring that which
was previously left unobserved, like the detection of illegal marijuana
grow-ops by thermal cameras set to sense unusually high temperatures or
the detection of illicit bomb making by collecting and testing chemical air
samples; (7) it involves more self-surveillance by way of wearable computing or “electronic leashes” such as fitness trackers or other means by which
people come to monitor themselves; (8) the presumption of guilt is assigned to some based on their membership within a particular category or
grouping; (9) technological innovations have made for a more intensive
and interiorizing surveillance where the body is concerned, for example,
with voice analysis that is said to measure stress as a way to differentiate
between lies and truths; and (10) it is now so intense and with reduced
opportunities to evade it that “the uncertainty over whether or not surveillance is present is an important strategic element.”38 With these developments regarding the scope and scale of surveillance, Marx has suggested
that perhaps we have become a “maximum-security society.”
For Marx, the maximum-security society is a way to conceptualize how
the surveillance that was once figured as contained inside the military base
or the maximum-security prison (“perimeter security, thick walls with
guard towers, spotlights, and a high degree of electronic surveillance”)
now extends out to the whole society.39 According to Marx, the maximumsecurity society is predictive, porous, monitored and self-monitored, and
made up of computerized records and dossiers, where increasingly choices
are engineered and limited by social location. In it, everyone is rendered suspicious at some time or another, while some individuals might be more often subject to what Marx terms “categorical suspicion” given their ascribed
membership in certain groups. Notably, for Marx, the maximum-security
society is also “a transparent society, in which the boundaries of time, distance, darkness, and physical barriers that traditionally protected information are weakened.”40 Marx’s concept of “electronic leashes” and also what
William Staples calls “participatory monitoring” are ways of understanding
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how people, objects, and things come to be monitored in remote, routinized, and continuous ways—think of electronic ankle bracelets as a requirement of house arrest or car ignitions fitted with breathalyzers that measure
a driver’s breath alcohol content before the engine can be started.41 People
who are subject to such monitoring are also tasked with actively participating in their own confinement by partnering, in a way, with the overseeing
body or agency in the check for violations and infractions.
Oscar Gandy’s “panoptic sort” names the processes by which the collection of data on and about individuals and groups as “citizens, employees and
consumers” is used to identify, classify, assess, sort, or otherwise “control
their access to the goods and services that define life in the modern capitalist society,” for example, with the application of credit scores by lenders to
rate the creditworthiness of consumers or put to use for targeted marketing
of predatory lending with high-interest loans.42 The panoptic sort privileges
some, while disadvantaging others. These concepts—categorical suspicion, social sorting, maximum-security society, electronic leashes, participatory monitoring, panoptic sorting—along with Kevin Haggerty and
Richard Ericson’s concept of the “surveillant assemblage,” are some of the
ways that the field has come to conceptualize surveillance. As a model for
understanding surveillance, the surveillant assemblage sees the observed
human body “broken down by being abstracted from its territorial setting”
and then reassembled elsewhere (a credit reporting database, for example)
to then serve as virtual “data doubles,” and also as sites of comparison by
way of, for example, credit scores or urinalysis drug testing, where one’s
biological sample is collected and tested for drug use, or when “lie detectors align and compare assorted flows of respiration, pulse and electricity.”43
I want to add to these understandings of surveillance the concept of racializing surveillance. Racializing surveillance is a technology of social control where surveillance practices, policies, and performances concern the
production of norms pertaining to race and exercise a “power to define what
is in or out of place.”44 Being mindful here of David Theo Goldberg’s caution that the term “racialization,” if applied, should be done with a certain
precision and not merely called upon to uncritically signal “race-inflected
social situations,” my use of the term “racializing surveillance” signals those
moments when enactments of surveillance reify boundaries, borders, and
bodies along racial lines, and where the outcome is often discriminatory
treatment of those who are negatively racialized by such surveillance.45 To
say that racializing surveillance is a technology of social control is not to
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take this form of surveillance as involving a fixed set of practices that maintain a racial order of things. Instead, it suggests that how things get ordered
racially by way of surveillance depends on space and time and is subject
to change, but most often upholds negating strategies that first accompanied European colonial expansion and transatlantic slavery that sought to
structure social relations and institutions in ways that privilege whiteness.
Racializing surveillance is not static or only applied to particular human
groupings, but it does rely on certain techniques in order to reify boundaries along racial lines, and, in so doing, it reifies race. Race here is understood as operating in an interlocking manner with class, gender, sexuality,
and other markers of identity and their various intersections.
John Fiske shows the operation of racializing surveillance in his discussion of video surveillance and the hypermediation of blackness where he
argues that “although surveillance is penetrating deeply throughout our
society, its penetration is differential.”46 Fiske argues that although Michel
Foucault and George Orwell both conceptualized surveillance as integral
to modernity, surveillance “has been racialized in a manner that they did
not foresee: today’s seeing eye is white.”47 Fiske gives the example that
“street behaviors of white men (standing still and talking, using a cellular
phone, passing an unseen object from one to another) may be coded as
normal and thus granted no attention, whereas the same activity performed
by Black men will be coded as lying on or beyond the boundary of the normal, and thus subject to disciplinary action.”48 Where public spaces are
shaped for and by whiteness, some acts in public are abnormalized by way
of racializing surveillance and then coded for disciplinary measures that are
punitive in their effects. Racializing surveillance is also a part of the digital
sphere with material consequences within and outside of it. For example,
what Lyon calls “digital discrimination” signals this differential application
of surveillance technologies, where “flows of personal data—abstracted
information—are sifted and channeled in the process of risk assessment,
to privilege some and disadvantage others, to accept some as legitimately
present and to reject others.”49 In this way, data that is abstracted from, or
produced about, individuals and groups is then profiled, circulated, and
traded within and between databases. Such data is often marked by gender,
nation, region, race, socioeconomic status, and other categories where the
life chances of many, as Lyon notes, are “more circumscribed by the categories into which they fall. For some, those categories are particularly prejudicial. They already restrict them from consumer choices because of credit
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ratings, or, more insidiously, relegate them to second-class status because of
their color or ethnic background. Now, there is an added category to fear:
the terrorist. It’s an old story in high-tech guise.”50
To conceptualize racializing surveillance requires that I also unpack
the term “surveillance.” Surveillance is understood here as meaning “oversight,” with the French prefix sur- meaning “from above” and the root word
-veillance deriving from the French verb veiller and taken to mean observing or watching. The root word -veillance is differently applied and invoked,
for example, with the terms “überveillance” (often defined as electronic
surveillance by way of radio-frequency identification or other devices embedded in the living body), “redditveillance” (the crowdsourcing of surveillance through publicly accessible cctv feeds, photographs uploaded
to online image sharing platforms such as Flickr, and online discussion forums, such as Reddit and 4chan), and “dataveillance,” to name a few.51 Lyon
has outlined the “potency of dataveillance” in a surveillance society, which,
he writes, is marked by “a range of personal data systems, connected by telecommunications networks, with a consistent identification scheme.”52 The
prefix data- signals that such observing is done through data collection as
a way of managing or governing a certain population, for example, through
the use of bar-coded customer loyalty cards at point of sale for discounted
purchases while also collecting aggregate data on loyalty cardholders, or
vehicles equipped with transponders that signal their entry and exit on payper-use highways and roads, often replacing toll booths.
The Guardian newspaper named “surveillance” and “sousveillance” as
the words that mattered in 2013 alongside “Bitcoin,” “Obamacare,” and
“binge-watching.”53 For Steve Mann, who coined the term “sousveillance,”
both terms—sousveillance and surveillance—fall under the broad concept
of veillance, a form of watching that is neutral. Mann situates surveillance
as the “more studied, applied and well-known veillance” of the two, defining surveillance as “organizations observing people” where this observing
and recording is done by an entity in a position of power relative to the person or persons being observed and recorded.54 Such oversight could take
the form of red-light cameras that photograph vehicles when drivers violate
traffic laws, or the monitoring of sales clerks on shop floors with cctv, as
well as, for example, punch clocks that track factory workers’ time on the
floor to more ubiquitous forms of observation, productivity monitoring,
and data collection, such as remote desktop viewing or electronic monitoring software that tracks employees’ non-work-related Internet use. Mann
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F I G U R E I . 2 . Steve Mann’s Veillance Plane and the
“8-point compass” model of its directionalities. From Steve Mann, “Veillance
and Reciprocal Transparency.” Reproduced with permission.

developed the term “sousveillance” as a way of naming an active inversion
of the power relations that surveillance entails. Sousveillance, for Mann,
is acts of “observing and recording by an entity not in a position of power
or authority over the subject of the veillance,” often done through the use
of handheld or wearable cameras.55 George Holliday’s video recording of
the beating of Rodney King by police officers of the Los Angeles Police
Department on March 3, 1991, is an example of sousveillance, where Holliday’s watching and recording of the police that night functioned as a form
of citizen undersight.
Mann’s Veillance Plane (figure I.2) places surveillance on the x-axis
(uppercase S) and sousveillance on the y-axis (lowercase s). An “8-point
compass” model, the Veillance Plane sees sousveillance and surveillance
as “orthogonal vectors” or perpendicular, where “the amount of sousveillance can be increased without necessarily decreasing the amount of surveillance.”56 Other directionalities on this plane include univeillance (e.g.,
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when one party to a telephone conversation records said conversation,
making this action more aligned with sousveillance, rather than an approach closer to surveillance where a “nonparticipant party” to a conversation does the recording) and McVeillance. McVeillance would include an
establishment that sets up a policy that forbids patrons from using cameras
and recording devices on its premises, while at the same time recording
those very patrons through cctv surveillance, for example. McVeillance is
surveillance minus sousveillance (S − s). Mann describes the “sousveillance
era” as occurring prior to the increase and normalization of surveillance
cameras recording in public and private spaces. He argues that although
“the king or emperor or sheriff had more power” in the sousveillance era,
during this era “the observational component of that power was more approximately equal than it is today,” where people are often prevented from
recording entities in positions of power, for example, when signs are posted
in government offices and business establishments warning visitors and
patrons that the use of recording devices on the premises is prohibited.57
On the sousveillance era, Mann further explains, “Before approximately 50
years ago—and going back millions of years—we have what we call the
‘sousveillance era’ because the only veillance was sousveillance which was
given by the body-borne camera formed by the eye, and the body-borne
recording device comprised of the mind and brain.”58
I want to make a link here between Mann’s naming of the human eye as
a “body-borne camera” and what Judith Butler terms the “racially saturated
field of visibility” and what Maurice O. Wallace has called the “picturetaking racial gaze” that fixes and frames the black subject within a “rigid
and limited grid of representational possibilities.”59 In other words, these
are ways of seeing and conceptualizing blackness through stereotypes, abnormalization, and other means that impose limitations, particularly so in
spaces that are shaped for whiteness, as discussed above with reference to
Fanon’s epidermalization and to Fiske on how some acts and even the mere
presence of blackness gets coded as criminal. We can read a rigid framing in
how Rodney King’s acts of self-defense during a traffic stop in Los Angeles
as recorded by Holliday on March 3, 1991, were coded as aggressive and
violent. When King raised his hand to protect himself from police baton
blows, his actions were met with more police force. Within what Butler has
called a “racially saturated field of visibility,” such police violence is not read
as violence; rather, the racially saturated field of visibility fixed and framed
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Rodney King and read his actions, as recorded by Holliday, as that danger
from which whiteness must be protected.60
Although the observational component of the power of the sheriff might
have been equal to that of the citizen in the sousveillance era, in the time of
slavery that citizenry (the watchers) was deputized through white supremacy to apprehend any fugitive who escaped from bondage (the watched),
making for a cumulative white gaze that functioned as a totalizing surveillance. Under these conditions of terror and the violent regulation of
blackness by way of surveillance, the inequities between those who were
watched over and those who did the watching are revealed. The violence of
this cumulative gaze continues in the postslavery era.
Extending Steve Mann’s concept of sousveillance, which he describes as
a way of “enhancing the ability of people to access and collect data about
their surveillance and to neutralize surveillance,”61 I use the term “dark
sousveillance” as a way to situate the tactics employed to render one’s self
out of sight, and strategies used in the flight to freedom from slavery as necessarily ones of undersight. Using this model, but imagining Mann’s Veillance Plane as operating in three dimensions, I plot dark sousveillance as an
imaginative place from which to mobilize a critique of racializing surveillance, a critique that takes form in antisurveillance, countersurveillance,
and other freedom practices. Dark sousveillance, then, plots imaginaries
that are oppositional and that are hopeful for another way of being. Dark
sousveillance is a site of critique, as it speaks to black epistemologies of
contending with antiblack surveillance, where the tools of social control
in plantation surveillance or lantern laws in city spaces and beyond were
appropriated, co-opted, repurposed, and challenged in order to facilitate
survival and escape. This might sound like Negro spirituals that would sing
of freedom and escape routes, or look like an 1851 handbill distributed by
Theodore Parker, a white abolitionist from Massachusetts, that advised
“colored people of Boston” to “keep a sharp lookout for kidnappers” who
would act as slave catchers under fugitive slave laws that federalized antiblack surveillance (figure I.3). In this way, acts that might fall under the
rubric of dark sousveillance are not strictly enacted by those who fall under
the category of blackness.
Dark sousveillance charts possibilities and coordinates modes of responding to, challenging, and confronting a surveillance that was almost
all-encompassing. In the Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, FredIntroduction 21
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erick Douglass carefully describes how surveillance functioned as a comprehensive and regulating practice on slave life: “at every gate through
which we were to pass, we saw a watchman—at every ferry a guard—on
every bridge a sentinel—and in every wood a patrol. We were hemmed in
upon every side.”62 This sweeping ordering did not, of course, preclude escapes and other forms of resistance, such as antisurveillance “pranks” at
the expense of slave patrollers by stretching vines across roads and bridges
to trip the patrollers riding on their horses, or counterveillance songs, for
example, the folk tune “Run, Nigger, Run,” which warned of approaching slave patrols.63 Recalling acts of antisurveillance and counterveillance,
ex-slave Berry Smith of Forest, Mississippi, tells of “the pranks we used to
play on them paterollers! Sometimes we tied ropes across the bridge and
the paterollers’d hit it and go in the creek. Maybe we’d be fiddling and dancing on the bridge and they’d say, ‘Here come the paterollers!’ Then we’d put
out.”64 Such playful tricks were a means of self-defense. These oral histories
of ex-slaves, slave narratives, and runaway notices, in revealing a sociology
of slavery, escape, and freedom, recall the brutalities of slavery (instruments of punishment, plantation regulation, slave patrols) and detail how
black performative practices and creative acts (fiddling, songs, and dancing) also functioned as sousveillance acts and were employed by people as
a way to escape and resist enslavement, and in so being were freedom acts.
As a way of knowing, dark sousveillance speaks not only to observing
those in authority (the slave patroller or the plantation overseer, for instance) but also to the use of a keen and experiential insight of plantation
surveillance in order to resist it. Forging slave passes and freedom papers
or passing as free are examples of this. Others include fugitive slave Ellen
Craft escaping to Philadelphia in 1848 with her husband, William, by posing as a white man and as William’s owner; Henry “Box” Brown’s escape
from slavery in 1849 by mailing himself to freedom in a crate “3 feet long
and 2 wide”; Harriet Jacobs’s escape from slavery to a cramped garret above
her grandmother’s home that she named as both her prison and her emancipatory “loophole of retreat”; slave spirituals as coded messages to coordinate escape along the Underground Railroad; Harriet “Moses” Tubman
and her role in the 1863 Combahee River Raid that saw over seven hundred
people escape enslavement in South Carolina; Soujourner Truth’s escape
to freedom in 1826 when she “walked off, believing that to be alright.”65
Dark sousveillance is also a reading praxis for examining surveillance that
allows for a questioning of how certain surveillance technologies installed
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during slavery to monitor and track blackness as property (for example,
branding, the one-drop rule, quantitative plantation records that listed enslaved people alongside livestock and crops, slave passes, slave patrols, and
runaway notices) anticipate the contemporary surveillance of racialized
subjects, and it also provides a way to frame how the contemporary surveillance of the racial body might be contended with.

The Chapters
If, for Foucault, “the disciplinary gaze of the Panopticon is the archetypical
power of modernity,” as Lyon has suggested in the introduction to Surveillance Studies: An Overview,66 then it is my contention that the slave ship
too must be understood as an operation of the power of modernity, and
as part of the violent regulation of blackness. Chapter 1, “Notes on Surveillance Studies: Through the Door of No Return,” considers the Panopticon (1786) and the plan of the slave ship Brooks (1789) for what these
two schematic plans disclose about surveillance, race, and the production
of knowledge. My intent in this chapter is not to reify the Panopticon as the
definitive model of modern surveillance, but rather I want to complicate it
through a reading of the slave ship. Both of these diagrams were published
in and around the same time period, and they continue to provoke, in different ways, questions for both surveillance studies and for theorizing the
black diaspora. Taking up David Murakami Wood’s call for a “critical reinterpretation” of panopticism, what I am suggesting here is that one of the
ways that this reinterpretation can be done is through a reading of the slave
ship.67 Panopticism, for Murakami Wood, is understood as “the social trajectory represented by the figure of the Panopticon.”68 Panopticism, then,
is the Panopticon as a social practice. I interrogate the Panopticon and the
plan of the slave ship Brooks to ask: What kinds of subjects were these two
spaces meant to produce? How is social control exercised? What acts of
subversion and resistance do these structures allow for? Also in this chapter, I explore the operation of disciplinary and sovereign forms of power
over black life under slavery by looking at plantation management and running away.
In Jeremy Bentham’s plan for the Panopticon, small lamps worked to
“extend to the night the security of the day.”69 I examine this idea of the
security of the day and surveillance by lamps at night in Chapter 2, “Ev24 Introduction
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erybody’s Got a Little Light under the Sun: The Making of the Book of Negroes.” In this chapter I discuss what I call “lantern laws,” which were ordinances “For Regulating Negroes and Slaves in the Night Time” in New
York City that compelled black, mixed-race, and indigenous slaves to carry
small lamps, if in the streets after dark and unescorted by a white person.
With this citywide mandate, “No Negro, Mulatto or Indian slave could” be
in the streets unaccompanied “an hour after sunset” without “a lanthorn
and lighted candle in it, so as the light thereof may be plainly seen” without
penalty.70 Here technologies of seeing that are racializing in their application and effects, from a candle flame to the white gaze, were employed in an
attempt to identify who was in place with permission and who was out of
place with censure. The title of this chapter is taken, or sampled, from the
lyrics of funk band Parliament’s song “Flash Light” (1977). I do this to hint
at and imagine what it might mean in our present moment to be mandated
to carry a handheld flashlight in the streets after dark, illuminating blackness. This chapter also looks to prior histories of surveillance, identification documents, and black mobilities through a reading of the archive of
the Book of Negroes. Working with treaties, letters and other government
documents, maps, memoirs, and fugitive slave advertisements as primary
source data, I use this archive to examine the arbitration that took place
at Fraunces Tavern in New York City between fugitive slaves who sought
to be included in the Book of Negroes and those who claimed them as escaped property. The Book of Negroes is an eighteenth-century ledger that
lists three thousand self-emancipating former slaves who embarked mainly
on British ships, like Danger and Generous Friends, during the British evacuation of New York in 1783 after the American Revolution. The Book of Negroes, I argue, is the first government-issued document for state-regulated
migration between the United States and Canada that explicitly linked
corporeal markers to the right to travel. This linking of gender (often recorded in the ledger as “fine wench,” “ordinary fellow,” “snug little wench”),
race (“healthy Negress,” “worn out, half Indian,” “fine girl, ¾ white”), labor (“brickmaker,” “carpenter by trade,” “formerly slave to”), disabilities
(“lame of the left arm,” “stone blind,” “blind & lame”), and other identifying marks, adjectives, and characterizations (“3 scars in her face,” “cut in his
right eye, Guinea born,” “remarkably stout and lusty,” “an idiot”) points to
the ways that biometric information, understood simply as “bio” (of the
body) and “metric” (pertaining to measurement), has long been deployed
as a technology in the surveillance of black mobilities and of black stabiliIntroduction 25
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ties and containment. This chapter argues that biometric information technology—as a measure of the black body—has a long history in the technologies of slavery that sought to govern black people on the move, notably
those technologies concerned with escape.
Chapter 3, “B®anding Blackness: Biometric Technology and the Surveillance of Blackness,” asks broader questions about early applications of
biometric surveillance and its role in African American racial formation in
particular, and in the black diaspora in general. I begin with a discussion of
an 1863 carte de visite featuring “Wilson Chinn, a Branded Slave from Louisiana” as a way to locate my analysis of branding within plantation surveillance and punishment practices. To more clearly draw the links between
contemporary biometric information technology and transatlantic slavery,
I trace its archive, namely the diary of Thomas Thistlewood (an English
planter and slave owner) that tells of plantation conditions in eighteenthcentury Jamaica and the life of an enslaved woman named Coobah, other
written accounts, runaway notices, and cartes de visite. I begin with a discussion of branding during transatlantic slavery as a marking, making, and
marketing of blackness as commodity. Branding was a measure of slavery,
an act of making the body legible as property that was put to work in the
production of the slave as object that could be bought, sold, and traded. I
argue here that the history of branding in transatlantic slavery anticipates
the “social sorting” outcomes that Lyon’s work alerts us to regarding some
contemporary surveillance practices, including passports, identification
documents, or credit bureau databases.71 Through Frantz Fanon’s concept
of epidermalization—that being the imposition of race on the body—I
trace and provide a genealogy of modern, digital epidermalization by focusing on branding and the role of prototypical whiteness in the development of contemporary biometric information technology. I consider the
way that what Paul Gilroy terms “epidermal thinking” operates in the discourses surrounding research and development (r&d) of contemporary
biometric information technologies and their applications: the fingerprint
data template technology and retina scans where the human body, or parts
and pieces of it, are digitized for automation, identification, and verification purposes or, in keeping with what Haggerty and Ericson argue as the
markings of the surveillant assemblages, “reduce flesh to pure information.”72 Epidermal thinking marks the epistemologies concerning sight at
the site of the racial body.73 I look at some r&d reports concerning race and
gender within the biometrics industry, including one particular report that
26 Introduction
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uses images of actor Will Smith as the prototypical black male and actor
Tom Cruise as the prototypical white male. This chapter also examines the
branding of blackness in contemporary capitalism by looking at National
Football League quarterback Michael Vick’s postincarceration rebranding,
artist Hank Willis Thomas’s B®anded series, and blockbuster films starring
actor Will Smith that feature biometric information technology. I argue in
this chapter that the filmic representation of biometrics is one of the ways
that the viewing public gains a popular biometric consciousness and comes
to understand these surveillance technologies. I also explore the contemporary circulation of branding artifacts for sale online and take up visual
artists Mendi + Keith Obadike’s Blackness for Sale, where Keith Obadike
put his blackness up for sale on eBay.com as a way to question the current
trade in slave memorabilia and branding blackness.
Chapter 4, “ ‘What Did tsa Find in Solange’s Fro’?: Security Theater
at the Airport,” asks, broadly, what the experiences of black women in airports can tell us about the airport as a social formation. This chapter also
examines art and artworks at and about the airport and popular culture representations of post-9/11 security practices at the airport to form a general
theory of security theater. This is far from saying that security measures and
security theater at the airport are a strictly post-9/11 formation. Between
1970 and 2000 there were 184 hijackings of U.S. commercial airline flights,
while for foreign carriers during that period hijackings totaled 586.74 Garrett
Brock Trapnell hijacked one of those planes, Trans World Airlines Flight 2
from Los Angeles to New York on January 28, 1972, and during this hijacking he reportedly said: “I’m going to tell you exactly what I want. I want
$306,800 in cash waiting at Kennedy. I want the San Jose jail notified I want
Angela Davis released.”75 Trapnell later claimed that his demand that Angela Davis be released was actually a ploy to garner the attention and support of the black nationalist movement. Trapnell’s was one of twenty-six
hijackings of U.S. air carriers in 1972, a peak in domestic aerial piracy that
led to the introduction of new security measures by way of a Federal Aviation Administration Emergency Order on December 5, 1972.76 This Emergency Order included preflight screenings of passengers and their carry-on
baggage by way of magnetometers, or walk-through metal detectors, and
the use of handheld metal detectors at many U.S. airports. This was not the
first federal intervention into antihijacking efforts. On September 11, 1970,
President Richard Nixon announced countermeasures to combat what he
called “the menace of air piracy,” including dispatching plainclothes armed
Introduction 27
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personnel, or sky marshals, onboard U.S. commercial flights and the expansion of the use of magnetometers at airports.77 The rash of airplane hijackings in the early 1970s eventually led to the Anti-hijacking or Air Transportation Security Act of 1974, signed into law by Nixon on August 5, 1974, four
days before his resignation from the office of the president. On February 22
of that same year, Samuel J. Byck attempted to hijack Delta Airlines Flight
523 out of Baltimore-Washington International Airport with the expressed
intent to assassinate President Nixon by weaponizing the plane and crashing it into the White House. Byck killed two people during his failed attempt, including the plane’s copilot. Byck died of a self-inflicted gunshot
wound during a standoff with police. Delta Flight 523 never left the runway
that day.
I recount this short history of hijackings and various countermeasures as
a way to situate contemporary security measures in U.S. air travel as having
a much earlier history than those measures taken and performances undergone after the tragic attacks by weaponized aircraft in New York City and
Washington, DC, on September 11, 2001. This history offers a counterframing to then National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice’s comment during
a press briefing in 2002 when, in reference to the 9/11 hijackings, she stated,
“I don’t think anybody could have predicted . . . that they would try to use
an airplane as a missile, a hijacked airplane as a missile.”78 At post-9/11 U.S.
airports, passenger screening by the U.S. Transportation Security Administration (tsa) fulfills the usual scripts of confession (“What is the purpose
of your travel?” or “What do you do for a living?” and “Are you bringing any
goods in with you?”). With increasing procedural delays due to antiliquid
policies, pat downs, chat downs, opt outs, the application of trace detection
technologies to check for residue of explosive making materials, and with
Secondary Security Screening Selection for some, many travelers undergo
a certain amount of ontological insecurity at the border, particularly at airports. While the airport is an institutional site where almost everybody is
treated with suspicion at one time or another—by tsa agents, by airline
workers, and by other travelers—some travelers may be marked as more
suspicious than others. In Chapter 4, I introduce the concept of racial baggage in order to name the ways that race and racism weigh some people
down at the airport. I also examine the discretionary power wielded by tsa
agents and by airline workers by looking at cases of, mainly, black women
who were subjected to invasive pat downs, hair searches, and other security
theater measures. I do this as a way to question how black women are de28 Introduction
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ployed in narratives about airport security, for example, through representations in popular culture as uninterested, sassy, and ineffective tsa agents.
This chapter suggests that we pay attention to the ways that black women’s
bodies come to represent, and also resist, security theater at the airport.
The epilogue brings together this book’s key concerns around the question of what happens when blackness enters the frame, whether that be
cameras that “can’t see black people” or centering blackness when it comes
to questioning the logics of surveillance.
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1 First questions
Discovering that I have nothing to live by
I decide to study the facts of my life
By this I hope to find out what is true for me
2 Keeping a diary
I try to observe my own experience
And discover that the more I look the more I see
But I do not know how to learn from what I see
3 Exploring the hinterland
Letting one’s mind speak for itself
It shows that one can have unguessed-at thoughts
I find it has its own views about God and the
world dare not ignore these
4 The coming and going of delight
I suspect that moods can be controlled by an
internal gesture
For I discover the power to stop the mind from
meddling, discover also the invisible feelers of mind
Perhaps delight comes only when one stops trying
But panic comes as well, with the act of surrender
5 Searching for a purpose
I try to have a purpose in life
I find a purpose but do not understand it
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Wanting quality, not quantity, in living
Concentration begins to come alive
Searching for a rule
I look for a rule to control moods
But I see the need to understand rather than to
command
For I find that trying does not master moods
And ‘to will’ seems a matter of waiting, not pushing
Two ways of looking
I find that attention can be either wide or narrow
And wide attention sees a different world
But I cannot attend widely whenever I choose
Discovering that thought can be blind
Observations of how children think provide me
with a clue
I learn how to set snares for wandering thoughts
But am astonished at their childishness
And observe how blind they are to their own
nature
Watching the antics of blind thinking
I find also that blind thinking has no respect for
facts
It thinks in terms of extremes
And it is at the mercy of the past, the personal,
and of the accidental
It threatens the whole success of my enterprise
The escape from blind thinking
I find that emotion and fatigue increase the
blindness
But when expressed, thought can see itself
So talking teaches you how to think
And often you must talk to yourself
Fear of a dragon
What happens when the gesture of wide attention
fails?
What happens to ideas outside the narrow beam
of attention?
Example of a fear that became monstrous when
not recognized
What does fear of death mean?
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12 More outcasts of thought
I misinterpret a picture in terms of its opposite
And discover ‘opposites’ in dreams and waking
thoughts find how to provide clothing for
outcast thoughts
And discover that dreams can provide clues
13 Relaxing
I try to learn control of my mind by relaxing my
body
But it seems that in order to relax physically one
must first be active mentally
So I discover the sagacity of the body
And I begin to learn how to perceive, not through
my head only, but with the whole of my body
and the whole of my past
14 Cart-horse or Pegasus?
Finding a natural rhythm of awareness
In the seeing phase I must stop and look back at
the blind phase
But it was not always safe to stop and look
When watched, the blind phase becomes wise
15 Discovery of the ‘other’
In spite of many discoveries I am still afraid of
losing myself
Then comes a moment of accepted annihilation
And after this I discover new aspects of
communication
16 Retrospect
I had discovered something about happiness
And found that science could help me, but was
not the end of my journey
I thought I had discovered the critical point of
willing
And when I did what I could, then I became aware
of an unconscious wisdom that was wiser than I
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The Gospel of Wealth According to Marc Benioff
The Salesforce founder has donated a fortune to right capitalism's wrongs, and he thinks his fellow
billionaires should too. Why can't we just be grateful?
Maybe every period seems dark from a certain angle; maybe the autumn of 2018 was extra murky. Mark Zuckerberg
was answering for Facebook's latest security breach, CBS chief Les Moonves had recently resigned amid sexual
misconduct allegations, Google CEO Sundar Pichai had been disputing the EU's record $5 billion fine for antitrust
violations. The righteousness of powerful businessmen had been looking extra iffy, but in San Francisco change was
coming.
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A municipal election approached. Amid an unremarkable assortment of ballot initiatives was one that, on its face, also
looked unremarkable. The Homelessness Gross Receipts Tax Ordinance, or Proposition C, sought to stem the city's
spiraling homelessness problem by raising taxes by an average of half a percent on big companies—tech ones, most
prominently. Doing so would bring in up to an estimated $300 million a year for various initiatives, from new beds in
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versus evil: not just a means of addressing San Francisco's housing emergency but a shot across the bow of the
booming industry that was partly responsible for it, and perhaps across capitalism-as-usual.
Enter Marc Benioff, founder and co-CEO of Salesforce, the city's largest employer. Declaring that “our city is in a crisis,”
he threw his full support behind the measure that promised to take his company's money. He publicly outflanked the
city's ostensibly liberal mayor, London Breed—who opposed it on grounds that the measure didn't allow for enough
accountability—and pledged upward of $2 million to the Prop. C campaign. But it was on Twitter that Benioff truly
went to town. “As SF's largest employer we recognize we are part of the solution,” he declared on October 9.
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Audio: Listen to this article. To hear more, download Audm for iPhone or Android.

Jack Dorsey, cofounder and CEO of Twitter and founder and CEO of Square, surely still smarts from what followed.
“I want to help fix the homeless problem in SF and California. I don't believe this (Prop C) is the best way to do it,”
Dorsey replied. “Mayor Breed was elected to fix this. I trust her.”
Maybe Dorsey hadn't spent much time on Twitter. In 279 characters Benioff calmly eviscerated him.
“Hi Jack. Thanks for the feedback. Which homeless programs in our city are you supporting? Can you tell me what
Twitter and Square & you are in for & at what financial levels? How much have you given to heading home our $37M
initiative to get every homeless child off the streets?”

ADVERTISEMENT

In his response, Dorsey claimed he was simply following his mayor's strategy for dealing with the crisis; indeed, people
who work on homelessness issues have told me the question was hardly open and shut. But this was no time for
nuance. The spectacle of two billionaires virtue-squabbling lit up the internet, and the Twitter mob came for Dorsey,
hoisting atop its shoulders a triumphant Benioff. Publications around the world heralded a rare instance of C-suite
selflessness. One headline read, “Marc Benioff is 2018's Most Woke.”
I'd been curious about the 55-year-old software entrepreneur for some time. In addition to his Prop. C efforts, Benioff
had spent the previous year running a powerful company (the bulk of Salesforce's revenue comes from its cloud-based
customer relationship management software); he'd overseen annual revenue growth of more than 25 percent; and he'd
written his fourth book, Trailblazer. For San Franciscans, the 61-story Salesforce Tower visually dominates the city, as
does Benioff's name—there it is on buildings, in headlines, and now on the masthead of Time magazine, the world's
biggest newsweekly, which he purchased in 2018 with his wife, Lynne. But these are the kinds of adrenalized and
quasi-random achievements we expect of our tech billionaires. What piqued my curiosity about Benioff was his
upending of the genre altogether.
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On the surface were superficial departures. Where the modern tech-billionaire template reflects a certain nerdy
abstemiousness—slender Paleo physique, biohacked sleep program, the whiff of a cryo appointment earlier that day—
Benioff, 6'5", playful and feisty, calls to mind a big old bear. (Metallica's Lars Ulrich told me he longs for a milk crate
when his large friend comes in for a hug.) Chief among Benioff's distinguishing characteristics, though, is his incessant
public munificence, emphasis on incessant, emphasis on public.
Scarcely a month goes by without another grant, another ribbon-cutting, another broadside against complacent CEOs.
He and Lynne gave $250 million to build UCSF Benioff Children's Hospitals in San Francisco and Oakland. Between
2017 and 2019, Salesforce and the Salesforce Foundation gave away about $130 million, and the Benioffs personally
donated nearly $200 million in roughly the same time period. Via large individual and company donations, a
philanthropy-centric business model, and a general irrepressibility on social issues, Benioff has set his sights over the
years on homelessness, oceans, public schools, local hospitals, LGBTQ+ rights, the gender pay gap, and the country's
gun crisis. Forbes referred to him as “San Francisco's Giant of Generosity.” To The Silicon Review he's “the intrepid tech
visionary who pioneered a groundbreaking philanthropic model.” Pando went so far as to call him “a people's
billionaire.”
Integral to Benioff's reputation for goodness is the insistent badness regularly displayed by his ultrarich brethren.
Benioff does not offer the Russians a handy platform for derailing our democracy or erode civil discourse 280
characters at a time. He doesn't use his wealth to undermine public education or fund climate change denial. He does
not accuse British rescue divers of pedophilia. At a moment when his plutocrat peers seem increasingly hell-bent on
mucking everything up, Benioff has carved out a different brand altogether: the good billionaire.
The particulars of the brand can be dissected, but the point is a feeling, a man-sized dollop of hope that powerful
interests might start working for us rather than against. On November 6, 2018, San Francisco residents passed Prop. C.
But in a sense the biggest victor was the magnanimous billionaire behind it.
Anyway, that's one way of telling it.
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As Bay Area childhoods go, Marc Russell Benioff's was solitary and geeky. He was shy, favoring the company of his
golden retriever or, better yet, circuit boards. A streak of defiance ran through him. Once, in kindergarten, his teacher
asked him to draw a circle. He looked her in the eye and drew a straight line.
In 1966, when Benioff was 2, his father, the son of an immigrant from Kyiv, took the helm at a local dress shop chain.
The job ruled him. Most nights he'd be at the kitchen table until 11, going over the books. On Sundays, Marc would
climb into his father's 1970 Buick station wagon. His “most formative business classroom wasn't a classroom at all,” he
writes in Trailblazer. It was delivering bolts of wool, poplin, and polyester in that hot Buick. Among the lessons he
absorbed: work ethic, integrity, I hate retail.
Electronics beckoned. At 12 he relocated to the family basement, where he could geek out unimpeded. At 14 he bought
his first computer, a TRS-80, and wrote a program called How to Juggle, which he sold to a computer magazine for $75.
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At 15 he founded Liberty Software, which made games for the Atari 800. Soon he was bringing in $1,500 a month,
which he used later to enroll at USC.
At college, Benioff rushed Tau Kappa Epsilon and did the normal frat boy thing of buying two Macintosh computers
and hooking them together. The plan was to start writing code—all he needed was the company's developer software
to arrive in the mail. When months passed with no sign of it, he phoned Guy Kawasaki, Apple's head of developer
relations. It would be the first of many conversations. “Why don't you spend the summer of 1984 at Apple?” Kawasaki
eventually asked the insistent kid on the other end of the line. A summer at Apple led to a job answering the sales line
at Oracle soon after graduation.

Sign Up Today

Sign up for our Longreads newsletter for the best features, ideas, and investigations from WIRED.
With apologies to Benioff completists, I'm about to fast-forward through some of his most noteworthy career turns. His
time as the youngest vice president in Oracle's history. His complex relationship with Larry Ellison. His Ferrari,
reportedly a more expensive version of Ellison's. I'm even skimming over the pivotal moment when he came up with
his software-as-service idea and his father cautioned against leaving a stable job, but he did it anyway, and the
company that started in a rented apartment on card tables and folding chairs now has a market cap dwarfing the GDP
of many countries.
More interesting to me is the sabbatical he took before starting Salesforce, after more than a decade at Oracle. For five
months he swam with dolphins in Hawaii and traveled throughout India, where he had “an incredible awakening.” He
met with the humanitarian leader Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, as well as the Dalai Lama, who “talked about finding one's
calling and the importance of community service.” But most profound, he says, were the words of the Hindu guru Mata
Amritanandamayi, known as the hugging saint or Amma.
“It was she who introduced me to the idea, and possibility, of giving back to the world while pursuing my career
ambitions,” Benioff wrote. “I realized that I didn't have to make a choice between doing business and doing good.”
This was the birth of both a generous mindset and a savvy personal narrative. Over the course of four books, countless
speeches, and 25,000 tweets, Benioff has created a public persona that marries audacious business acumen with
ambiguously spiritual beneficence, all inextricable from Salesforce. Over the years, he would proselytize Salesforce's 1–
1-1 model, in which the company donates 1 percent of its revenue, 1 percent of its product, and 1 percent of its
employees' time to the community. He would install meditation rooms on every floor of Salesforce Tower. He would be
periodically subject to epiphanies of rectitude, like “I am not gonna have any more meetings that aren't at least a third
women.” And in the nation's most influential publication, The New York Times, he would call on “my fellow business
leaders and billionaires” to create a “more fair, equal and sustainable capitalism that actually works for everyone.”
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San Francisco's mayor proclaimed May 22, 2018, as Salesforce Tower Day to mark the completion of the city's tallest
building. Benioff used his office's opening ceremonies to address the city's less fortunate:
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“Kids in schools across the Bay Area, families walking down the sidewalk, families and children in shelters, sleeping in
cars—they're all looking up at this tower. I want to say to them, ‘When you look up and see this tower, I want you to
know you are not alone. We are thinking of you, and I hope you see this tower as a beacon, a symbol of hope.’ ”
But times change, even for the affluent, and just two years later those words have a different ring.

By happenstance I've worked for two billionaires in my life. From those experiences I concluded that one of
civilization's great challenges stems from millionaire rhyming with billionaire. In holding them in the same linguistic
corner of our minds, we conflate them, yet they're so mathematically distinct as to be unrelated. A millionaire can, with
some dedicated carelessness, lose those millions. Billionaires can be as profligate and eccentric as they wish, can
acquire, without making a dent, all the homes and jets and islands and causes and thoroughbreds and Van Goghs and
submarines and weird Beatles memorabilia they please. Unless they're engaging in fraud or making extremely large
and risky investments, they're simply no match for the mathematical and economic forces—the compounding of
interest, the long-term imperatives of markets—that make money beget more money. They can do pretty much
whatever they want in this life, and therein lies the distinction. A millionaire enjoys a profoundly lucky economic
condition. A billionaire is an existential state.
This helps explain the cosmic reverence draped over so many billionaires, their most banal notions about innovation
and vision repackaged as inspirational memes, their insights on markets and customers spun into best sellers. Their
extravagances are so over the top as to inspire legend more often than revolution. Benioff has rented out the entire San
Francisco Giants stadium for a corporate event, and he once got David Bowie to perform at a Salesforce Foundation
soiree at Carnegie Hall. He owns an estate in Hawaii and multiple homes in the Bay Area. When a hotel room shortage
threatened to leave out in the cold some of the 160,000 attendees of the 2015 Dreamforce conference—“four days of
innovation, fun, and giving back”—the company brought in a cruise ship.
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He is regularly invited to spread the gospel of Benioff, as he did in April at NationSwell Summit West, a conference
designed to “feature creative, cutting-edge solutions and the problem-solvers behind them.” From the back of a small
hall, I watched him deliver a rollicking stream of thoughts on his family roots, negativity, writing down intentions, his
friend Stevie Wonder, and radical trust. (“Can you even hold fear in your mind if you truly have radical trust?”) But the
heart of his remarks, delivered to this room full of business, tech, VC, nonprofit, and philanthropy types, was clear:
From immigration to plastic in the ocean, enlightened leaders have no shortage of opportunities to make a better
world. This led him to recall his role in Prop. C.

A millionaire enjoys a profoundly lucky economic condition. A billionaire is an existential state.
“What I was not expecting was a huge surge against me by many, many, many business leaders, who are friends of
mine, close friends of mine, who are completely opposed to paying any kind of taxes ... We're in a world where we
have to look at taxes as a key part of the solution,” he said. Mentioning corporate tax rates, individual tax rates, and city
tax rates, he added that “we've got to look at that as part of the solution.”
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The room broke out in applause. Just 16 months earlier, in 2017, Congress had passed President Trump's Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act, the largest tax overhaul in more than three decades. The law lowered the top marginal tax rate for individuals
from 39.6 percent to 37 percent and reduced corporate rates from 35 percent to 21 percent. It was a love letter to the
very wealthiest, written hastily behind closed doors. Those new cuts, atop years of tax avoidance, cuts to estate taxes,
and rising payroll taxes, meant that, for the first time ever recorded, the 400 richest Americans are now paying a lower
overall tax rate than almost anyone else, according to a study by two UC Berkeley economists.
Benioff possesses an acute awareness of this reality. He has called for increasing taxes “on high-income individuals like
myself” to “generate the trillions of dollars that we desperately need to improve education and health care and fight
climate change.”
But it's worth noting a few asterisks in his call to arms. For one, Prop. C taxes certain sectors differently than others,
making it more burdensome to, say, a fintech company like Square, which would have to pay twice as much tax as
Salesforce, despite bringing in a fraction of its revenue. But more important is the part Benioff never mentions: the zero
dollars his company paid in federal income tax that year, according to the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy.
“This is a company that had $7.8 billion in gross profit in 2018 and didn't pay a dime in federal income tax,” Frank
Clemente, executive director of Americans for Tax Fairness, told me, before running through the assorted mechanisms
used by the country's corporations to avoid contributions to the federal treasury: patents held by foreign subsidiaries.
The so-called stock options loophole, which allows companies to lower their taxable income by paying executives in
stock options. Offshore accounts. (As of 2017, Salesforce had 14 tax haven subsidiaries, in Hong Kong, Luxembourg,
Singapore, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Ireland, according to a report from the advocacy group US PIRG and
ITEP.)
To put it in further perspective, the tax burden Salesforce stood to face under Prop. C amounted to roughly $10 million
a year—a fraction of what a multibillion-dollar company's federal income tax would be without those loopholes.
Benioff was whisked away after the NationSwell event; asking him questions was proving difficult. It wasn't that
Benioff owed me anything. He's a private citizen. But at the same time, he's not a private citizen. Without running for
office, he's attained a phenomenal level of influence; the San Francisco Business Times called him “the most influential
man in San Francisco.” If a local elected official had as much power and sway as Benioff, they'd feel some responsibility
to answer to the press.
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So I went back to watching him from afar and talking to those who know him. His friends and even Mayor Breed
described his genuine love for his city and fellow citizens; I also heard accounts of an oversize ego, a superficial
wokeness rooted in vanity or optics. But parsing the personality of a billionaire seemed to be missing the broader
significance of his existence. How he wielded those billions seemed more to the point.
Benioff can't make laws. But as a billionaire and corporate titan, he can influence them. According to public records,
Salesforce increased its lobbying expenditures in 2017 and lobbied directly on the Trump tax bill. Was it one of the
many companies that had pushed for a lower corporate tax rate, despite Benioff's public appeals for more taxes? The
records shed no light. Salesforce wouldn't comment on specifics, and the members of Congress and lobbyists I
contacted couldn't or wouldn't help.
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It was starting to look as if I might never know what happened that year in Washington.

ILLUSTRATION: JOHANNA GOODMAN

Andrew Carnegie was around Benioff's age when he published The Gospel of Wealth, and in so doing all but invented
modern philanthropy. Describing the moral necessity of distributing “the millionaire's hoard” in one's lifetime, the steel
magnate advocated a “true antidote for the temporary unequal distribution of wealth.” Carnegie's money—and that of
other philanthropists he inspired—created remarkable institutions, from public libraries to Carnegie Mellon University.
But this is also true: The temporary unequal distribution of wealth persists.
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This partly explains the critique of philanthropy that's gathered steam in recent years. In a 2013 New York Times op-ed,
Peter Buffett, son of Warren, described the “conscience laundering” that's rampant in that world—giving that “just
keeps the existing structure of inequality in place. The rich sleep better at night, while others get just enough to keep
the pot from boiling over.” More recently, in his influential book Winners Take All, Anand Giridharadas zeroed in on the
righteous do-gooderism of tech elites, whose beneficence merely papers over deeper ills—the “lube of corporate
profiteering,” as he has put it.
Skepticism swirled even during Carnegie's time. Was he selfless or a heartless union crusher? Was such accumulation
of wealth natural, as he argued, or the contrivance of unfair laws and regulations? By the end of the Gilded Age,
philanthropy had assumed an explicitly legitimizing purpose, according to Ben Soskis, a historian and research
associate at the Urban Institute's Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy. “The pitchforks were directly invoked at the
time,” Soskis said. “It was understood that if you want to be able to maintain this kind of wealth, you have to give back.”
From here, Soskis says, the ideas behind what we now call philanthro-capitalism gradually took root: The people who
make the most money are also the best equipped to address the world's problems. The belief has proven remarkably
resilient, given its regular brushes with reality. The passage of the 16th Amendment and the creation of a progressive
federal income tax in 1913 arguably did far more for national welfare than all of philanthropy combined. The big,
consequential crises—the Great Depression, the millions of people without health insurance that led to Medicare, the
2008 financial crisis—have been marked by a sobering recognition of the limits of voluntary giving and an
understanding of the unique power of the state. Meanwhile, though philanthropists traffic in the idea that they're
engaging root causes, a focus on actual structural reform is rare. As Soskis put it, philanthropy “has stayed far away, for
the most part, from the systems of economic distribution that it gets its money from.”
At the same time, the tax obligations for the country's wealthiest that could address the larger issues have been steadily
diminished. Under Ronald Reagan, the top marginal tax rates were slashed from 70 percent to 50 percent. And the top
rates have fallen further over time. As the richest accumulated more wealth, as unions lost power and wages stagnated,
the nation's wealth disparity has only grown. Today the country's three richest billionaires hold the same wealth as
more than half the nation's population. As the collective wealth of the world's poorest 3.8 billion people fell by 11
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percent in 2018, billionaire fortunes increased by 12 percent, according to Oxfam. Consider Benioff: Between 2017 and
2018, his net worth rose by $2.47 million a day, according to Business Insider. Meanwhile, recent Federal Reserve data
revealed that tens of millions of Americans would be unable to cover a $400 emergency expense.
The 1 percent have entered a new period of interrogation. That inspiring tale of success: At whose expense did it come?
These philanthropic gestures: Are they distracting from, and delaying a reckoning with, deeper problems they
themselves exacerbate? Towering accumulations of capital start to seem less like symbols of hope than monuments to
dysfunction. In Benioff's case, a penchant for good deeds coincides with a shifting public conversation about good itself
—a waning tolerance for symptomatic fixes, a growing appetite for structural change. A simple but persistent question
hovers around even a generous, well-intentioned billionaire, in some ways hovers more, because of those intentions. Is
extreme wealth part of the solution or part of the problem? As Rob Reich, codirector of Stanford University's Center on
Philanthropy and Civil Society and author of Just Giving, told me, major philanthropy “is an exercise of power by the
wealthy that deserves our scrutiny, not our automatic gratitude.”
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If this scrutiny results in less munificence from Benioff—if he takes his philanthropy ball and goes home—that would
be a great shame. As nonprofits and foundations shoulder more and more of the civic burden, their reliance on
charitable giving only grows. Nor can government solve all problems; a vibrant and varied civic sector has been
indispensable to the country from the beginning. Still, throwing money at symptoms of inequality without addressing
its underlying causes presumably seems foolhardy to big-picture, see-around-the-corner guys like Benioff. “I'm
somebody who can see things that other people can't see,” he has said. Indeed, his company's success rests on its
ability to sell a whole system, rather than bite-size solutions. If anyone can see structural problems—defects in the
operating system itself—it should be him.
In a sense, Benioff has painted himself into a corner of good intentions, one avoided by the many CEOs who don't
purport to care in the first place. To speak so much about disrupting the status quo and improving the rapidly
deteriorating world—and to increase one's profile in so doing—is, eventually, to court a response: OK, let's see then.

The grounds of San Francisco's Presidio Middle School were swarming when I arrived on a hot September afternoon
to witness Benioff's latest good deed: TV crews, the mayors and superintendents from two cities, and roughly 1,000
amped-up middle schoolers well into a daylong Salesforce-themed fair, complete with Salesforce employees,
Salesforce mascots, a Salesforce virtual reality experience, and Salesforce T-shirts for everyone. Benioff's philosophy
on discreet, low-key giving can best be described as: nah.
The occasion was the announcement of an $18.2 million grant from Salesforce to the San Francisco and Oakland
Unified School Districts and two education nonprofits. At 1 o'clock, inside a large white tent erected on the school
blacktop, Benioff approached the lectern, a phalanx of mayors and other VIPs behind him. Massive in a stylish navy
suit, hair swept back as though by sheer existential momentum, he was a picture of swaggering largesse.
To the assembled kids he issued a warning: They were about to get seriously bored.
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“It's going to get worse before it gets better,” he said with a sly grin.
But in truth it was only ever good. His is a frisky charisma that simultaneously commands attention and diffuses it, and
when your defenses are weakened, he hits you with some unimpeachable compassion for whatever global problem
he's currently addressing. At the middle school, he told a story of simple civic duty.
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“This is my neighborhood,” he declared, for indeed he lives nearby. That was how he'd come to walk through the
school's front door a few years ago and ask the principal how he could help.
Soon Benioff was meeting with faculty and students, asking what needed fixing. Before long there were new computers
arriving in classrooms and plans in place for an overhaul of their joyless schoolyard. Gesturing out at the beautifully
remade blacktop, Benioff took a moment to crow.
“Did you like the prison yard you had before?” he asked the kids.
The speech culminated in an account of Salesforce's sustained commitment to public education in the Bay Area.
“We've now given more than $67 million to these schools, so congratulations to you,” he said, turning to the
superintendents behind him. Those donations have led to computer science education at all grade levels, a dramatic
rise in the number of students in AP computer science classes, and improved technology in schools, says Chris
Armentrout, an official with the San Francisco school district. He even attributed the money to helping improve math
scores.

Benioff “will do enormous good and he'll also show its limits.”
Afterward, I followed Benioff and his entourage into the school for a private event. Inside the library, with its
inspirational posters and droning box fans, sat three dozen Bay Area middle school principals. On the agenda was a
check-in about a component of Salesforce's public school grant, called the Principal's Innovation Fund, in which every
middle school principal in the two districts is awarded $100,000 to do with as they see fit. For the next hour Benioff
listened as each principal thanked him and explained how the money would hire another teacher or facilitate extra
planning time.
By far, though, the biggest issue for some of the principals was teacher retention, a challenge made virtually unsolvable
by the Bay Area's astronomical housing costs. Increasingly, San Francisco schools see members of their staffs spending
two or three hours a day commuting from less expensive exurbs, as rents continue to skyrocket. The high cost of
housing in the Bay Area is a complex issue, more complicated than well-paid tech workers pricing everyone else out—
but that's part of it, which made the irony hard to miss. The man presenting this enormous gift was also partly
responsible for its need.
Beyond that, though, an even deeper truth seemed to be surfacing. Here was a classic use case for the vision of Benioff
and other wealthy philanthropists, one in which the private sector steps up to address problems traditionally the
province of government. But this was the thing: It wasn't enough. As immense as Salesforce's grant was, as profoundly
welcome as it was, it was also no match for the deepest challenges faced by two major urban school districts. Clarifying
itself there in the library was the simple arithmetic of private versus public, the inescapable difference in scale between
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what even the most generous corporation or individual can accomplish and what tax-collecting governments can.
The meeting went on, Benioff listening patiently until each educator had weighed in. He was at last bringing things to a
close when a thought appeared to occur to him. He cocked his head. How would everyone feel, he wondered, if he
doubled the amount in the principal's grant this year?
In the days that followed, I replayed the moment several times. If any of the principals felt a little queasy—if they
deeply appreciated the grant but less so the Apprentice-like theatrics that it came with, or the spectacle of public
educators relying on the whims of a wealthy individual—they didn't let on. Nobody stood and said, This isn't how the
system should work, because that just doesn't happen. The room erupted in gasps and whoops, and Benioff beamed.
“You'll be leaving the room with a double,” he said.
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Benioff is a great salesman and his grasp of optics and spin is unparalleled. He was at Davos last January shortly after
Giridharadas tweeted a crack about the surfeit of hollow corporate sanctimony there—phrases like win-win, do well by
doing good, and conscious capitalism. Rather than pick up his sword, Benioff, who frequently invokes those very ideas,
simply co-opted the critique.
“Anand, there are many companies & CEOs committed to systemic change—yes We need a lot more than to awaken!
You are helping—Your message & book are so powerful we need you to be part of Davos discussion.”
Several people I spoke with—in the nonprofit world, in the tech world, in politics—would only criticize Benioff when
my recorder was off. Giridharadas, who is now an editor at large for Time, hired by Benioff himself, declined to be
interviewed. (His most recent cover story: “Party's Over: The Fall of America's Ruling Class.”) When critics do come at
him directly, Benioff has proven adept at deflecting them. In the summer of 2018, as border detentions were being
widely condemned, more than 650 Salesforce employees signed a letter asking that the company drop its contract with
Customs and Border Patrol, which used its software for its operations. When that didn't work, protesters showed up
with a 14-foot cage outside San Francisco's Moscone Center in September, where the company was hosting its massive
Dreamforce conference. Eventually Tony Prophet, the company's chief equality officer, agreed to meet with some of
the activists. Salesforce insisted the conversation be off the record, but someone who attended told me two facts:
Prophet had worn a T-shirt emblazoned with the word Feminist, and the company's CBP contract remained.

SUBSCRIBE

Subscribe to WIRED and stay smart with more of your favorite writers.
A few months later, Salesforce created a position ostensibly to handle this very sort of issue. In January, Paula Goldman
became the company's first chief ethical and humane use officer. Six months later we spoke by phone, touching on the
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various causes Salesforce had championed in recent years: sustainability, gun control, LGBTQ+ rights.
“I will say universally we are a company that does the right thing,” she said.
But as I began drilling into particulars, the conversation swerved. At one point Goldman referred to equality being a
core value for the company and quoted Benioff's frequently stated commitment to “the equality of every human being.”
I asked what, exactly, “equality” meant in the Salesforce parlance. She laughed. “I think it's a self-explanatory
statement,” she replied.
I tried a different approach. “Do you feel like it's possible to have a company as large as Salesforce is, in a city like San
Francisco, without exacerbating inequality?”
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“I'm not sure how to respond to that question,” Goldman said. “It feels like a little bit of a leading question.”
I conceded that it was, but to no avail. Finally, I asked about the CBP contract, assuming it had been around long
enough for a coherent answer to have formed.
“As you can imagine, I think a lot about that,” she replied. “We have a whole set of principles and processes in place to
work through a number of questions around how customers use our products and what gets raised.”
But the contract?
“I'd say we're working on it.”

After months of observing Benioff from a distance, I was granted a half-hour interview with him. It happened after
the Presidio Middle School festivities, in an empty office on the first floor of the building. Like many seasoned public
speakers, Benioff's one-on-one persona felt like a quieter version of his stage presence. He told me a much-repeated
Salesforce origin story, involving a group of Marines installing a hundred computers in a Washington, DC, middle
school. This gave way to a general leadership word salad, best practices and integrated approaches and
operationalizing value. Business and government “should be two dance partners,” he told me, more connected than
they are currently. When I mentioned rumors of a future political career, he said—convincingly—that it didn't appeal.
When I asked whether he held too much influence as a private citizen, he demurred, then somehow pivoted to the
subject of charter schools. But then he found his way back to the need for compassionate capitalism, which brought
him to Prop. C and his frequently stated interest in paying more taxes. I'd been waiting nearly a year for this.
Was it true that Salesforce paid nothing in federal income tax, as ITEP had reported? I asked.
He shifted a little in his seat.
“I don't know exactly what our tax rate is,” he replied, “but it probably wasn't what we could be paying. We can afford
more, which is why we just said we should be taxed higher—”
“But I'm saying zero. What they're reporting is that there was none paid.”
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“We'll find out. I don't know,” he replied, and one of his people jumped in, too, assuring me they'd “call our tax people.”
Benioff continued: “I'll tell you, I'll give you our tax returns, but my point is that we're not paying enough.”
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“OK,” I said. “But Salesforce lobbied for the Trump tax cuts, right? The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017?”
“No, not to my knowledge.”
“Did they lobby against it?”
“I don't know. I don't know if we lobbied against it, but I think ... I don't know. My recollection is that that all happened
so fast, which was it all went down in a period of about six months that I don't think anybody was, I certainly was never
solicited to—”
A staff member cut in, then brought things back around to Prop. C, reminding me that in that case he'd supported the
idea of higher taxes. I asked what he thought of Elizabeth Warren's proposed wealth tax for individuals. Given Benioff's
reported net worth of $6.9 billion, he'd pay $373 million in the first year. (“Good news—you'll still be extraordinarily
rich!” notes the calculator page on Warren's website.)
“I think that those types of taxes are good,” he said slowly. “I think it's fine, but I think that it should be looked at on the
historical levels of what worked in that and what has not worked.”
I asked if that was a yes or a no.
“I don't want to be on the side of saying that I fully support her,” he said.
Throughout this whole portion of the exchange, the staff member sitting across from him had begun tapping on her
phone. There now came a knock at the door. Another staffer entered and informed Benioff of an important doctor's
appointment.
We chatted another few minutes—after the uncomfortable tax conversation, I nudged us back to his outlook for the
country's future. It was a softball and he swung as such, saying what he'd like is for us to be “more united and less
divided.” Briefly we discussed his role at Time, but then the doctor's appointment could be put off no longer.
I spent much of the weeks before and after that interview trying to find out what Salesforce's lobbyists had argued
behind closed doors about the tax bill. Despite many calls around Capitol Hill, I found nothing. Finally, the company
agreed to put me in touch with Niki Christoff, senior vice president for strategy and government relations.
Our conversation lasted two minutes. She told me that Salesforce had indeed lobbied on the tax bill, but only for two
relatively minor items. Regarding the corporate tax cuts, the company had decided not to take a position. Salesforce
walked Benioff's talk, in other words.
I would've dropped the matter after that, had my phone not rung sometime later. It seemed my inquiries had found
their way to someone with direct knowledge of Salesforce's lobbying efforts, and in exchange for not being identified in
this piece, this person agreed to talk.
Salesforce had ramped up its lobbying efforts. The tax bill included a number of provisions, some of which would
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remove tax benefits that corporations had enjoyed. This source told me that the company was interested in how the
lower tax rate would work in conjunction with other aspects of the bill. Like other big companies, Salesforce wanted to
make sure it wasn't going to pay more after tax reform. Salesforce expressed a keen interest in the durability of the
lower rate, as did many companies. The bill was complex but Salesforce's ultimate goal, the source said, was
straightforward: the best deal possible. (WIRED reached out to Salesforce for comment; the company was emphatic
that it had not lobbied for lower tax rates.)
I hung up and, not for the first time, struggled to know how to think about Salesforce and the man behind it. Whatever
else is true, Marc Benioff does more good in a day than most of us will muster in our lifetimes. I found myself flashing
on a conversation I'd had with Ben Soskis, the philanthropy historian. As he sees it, Benioff's contradictions and even
his existence make him “a clarifying agent” for our times.
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His benevolence and its limitations go hand in hand when “the maldistribution itself is the problem,” Soskis said.
Regarding his philanthropy and other good deeds, he added, “You don't have to dismiss it as unimportant to also insist
that it's inadequate ... He will do enormous good and he'll also show its limits.”
After our interview, Benioff and I walked out of the school together, down the front steps. Palpably, he was done with
our interaction. It was nearly dusk. We shook hands and then he climbed into the passenger seat of a Bentley SUV,
which was either gold or champagne, I couldn't tell.
Collage and spot photo sources: Getty Images
Updated 12-11-19, 5:45PM ET: An earlier version of this story incorrectly stated Benioff rode in a Rolls-Royce SUV. It
was a Bentley.
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Fred Turner: Silicon Valley Thinks Politics
Doesn’t Exist
July 31, 2018

Technology isn’t handed down to us by the gods. At 032c, we
inspect the components of our digital reality, fully expecting to
see ourselves reﬂected back. In this interview, excerpted from
Rhizome’s Seven on Seven conference publication, What’s to
be Done?, editor Nora Khan spoke to media theorist Fred
Turner about the tech industry’s frontier puritanism, the myth
of “neutrality,” and the idealist art on Facebook’s Menlo Park
campus.
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Fred Turner is widely considered one of the foremost intellectuals and experts on
counterculture’s inﬂuence on the birth of the tech industry. He is the Harry and
Normal Chandler Professor and Chair of the Department of Communication at
Stanford University. He has written three books: The Democratic Surround:
Multimedia and American Liberalism from World War II to the Psychedelic Sixties
(University of Chicago Press, 2013); From Counterculture to Cyberculture:
Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital Utopianism
(University of Chicago Press, 2006), and Echoes of Combat: The Vietnam War in
American Memory (Anchor/Doubleday, 1996; 2nd ed., University of Minnesota
Press, 2001). He is also a former journalist, writing for a range of publications
from the Boston Globe Sunday Magazine to Nature.

American Memory (Anchor/Doubleday, 1996; 2nd ed., University of Minnesota
Press, 2001). He is also a former journalist, writing for a range of publications
from the Boston Globe Sunday Magazine to Nature.

Nora Khan: You’ve written at length on the New Communalists, their rejection of politics,
their attempts to build a pure new world on the edge of society. This ethic was translated into
tools, infrastructure, and material for the technological world we are in today.
But, as you’ve argued so well, that rejection of politics, embedded in tools, has given us a
series of disasters. To me, it seems the most insidious effect is when this claim suggests more
advanced technologies are apolitical, amoral, or neutral. It seems particularly absurd when
you start talking about machine vision, predictive policing and their algorithmic phrenology,
databases sorting people by their employability, or psychographic maps.
I often hear tech activists and critics decry technology companies’ claims that their tools and
platforms are neutral. I also do the same. But where does this idea of technology as neutral,
come from? Is it similar to how business leaders claim the market is amoral?
Fred Turner: Well, I’ll speculate, and I hope it’ll be useful speculation. There are a
couple of sources. One is chronologically proximate, and one is probably a little bit
more distant. The proximate one remains professional engineering culture and its
educational system. Engineering education is a system in which explicitly political
questions are generally relegated to other ﬁelds entirely: political science, sociology,
history, English, and on down the line.
The practice of engineering is too often taught as if it were simply the design of
functions, the design of things to do things. It’s sort of an explicit ethical choice, inside
all parts of the ﬁeld, to leave politics aside. (Although I think that’s changing.)
This means you’ll get people who tell you, “It’s not my business whether the bridge is
good or bad. The bridge has to work. The bridge has to hold up.” That’s the goal. That
whole tool orientation is a pragmatic, self-serving vision inside professional
engineering training. It’s been there a long time.
There’s a deeper thing, that goes way, way back to the early modern period. It’s about
where the seat of the government is. In the era of kings and queens, government
resided in the body of the monarch. Technology was implement through which the
monarch got the job done, but it was only an implement. The power to rule was was in
the blood of the monarch.
Kings and queens would demonstrate their organic power by building automata and
staging amazing mechanical expositions in their courts and gardens. Chandra Mukerji
of UC San Diego has written a beautiful book on the Gardens of Versailles and how
they were, essentially, models of royal power. But they became models of royal power
when Louis XVI demonstrated technology. The power itself resided inside him. The
political was the king, the inheritance, the social role around the king, the court. It was
people. As we look through time, I think that idea of politics being people gradually
morphed and became attached to the idea that politics could live in writing. Politics is
what we say and do. Tools are, by deﬁnition, things that help us say and do that, but
power is, itself, something deployed by living beings, in person eons ago and later
through letters and printed proclamations.
Today, thanks to Marx and especially Foucault, we think about power and technology
diﬀerently. It’s Foucault who teaches us about governmentality. More recently, most
everyone in the academy on the social science side has had some encounter with the
study of science and technology, particularly, actor-network theory in which it’s always
a social actor.
There has been a whole lot of work bringing things back into the social world, and
that’s just work that’s been done since Foucault, Bruno Latour, and all the diﬀerent
folks that they’ve worked with in the United States and Europe. The question of why
technology is considered neutral is only possible because we’ve had that last two
generations of scholarship.
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The next thing you know, you’re deep in an
Orwellian swamp.

NK: And it gets more tricky when such effort is invested into maintaining an image of the
tool as neutral. Many of the engineers and narrative designers who are sitting in these rooms
are perfectly aware that you are persuading someone to feel and think. The design of technology hides its political imperatives by presenting as neutral.
It seems the most accessible and powerful example of this is narrative and conversational
design, mediated through bot and virtual assistants and interfaces. You have poets and
playwrights who are brought on to write bots, creating soft and pliable brand personalities.
Add to that psychologists, cognitive linguistics scholars, and of course, captologists, trained in
the study of persuasive design – hey, a department based at Stanford! – channeling a
carefully targeted design through interfaces.
FT: Here’s where you can see that wonderful migration of the material engineering
position, a position born out of mechanical engineering, with physical engineering
migrating into social engineering sort of unconsciously. It makes the migration by
moving from thing, to text.
So, when an architect or a builder builds the building that constrains the behavior of
the people in it, everybody’s happy; that’s the point. Building objects that constrain
behavior in benevolent ways is what engineers do. It seems that way, I think, to many
folks who imagine and think of themselves as engineers. (There’s a whole other
question about whether programmers are, in fact, engineers.)
But if you take it seriously, that these are too, engineers, then the notion of moving
from a physical architecture to a nudge architecture* isn’t such a big leap. The notion
is that the option of benevolent inﬂuence through infrastructure, or team design,
seems a pretty reasonable choice.
But of course, it isn’t, right? Because text and interfaces – interfaces being symbolic
structures rather than material ones, although they have a material base – they work
diﬀerently. They have diﬀerent kinds of eﬀects. They get inside us in diﬀerent ways. If I
have a material wall in a building and I just walk into it, it says, “Oops. Now it’s soft;
can’t go that way.” “All right, no problem.” Nothing sort of inside me has really
changed.
But a nudge infrastructure that changes my desire such that I desire a red Popsicle,
not a green Popsicle – that’s diﬀerent. Once it starts to change so that I desire a baby
made with brown hair, because we need more babies with brown hair, what happens
then? You can walk down that line very quickly.
The next thing you know, you’re deep in an Orwellian swamp. Engineers barely think
about that swamp, because building architectures for benevolent inﬂuence is what
they do.
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NK: Relational AI is another swamp, building a mind that is mirroring our consumer desires
back to us. It’s becoming more difﬁcult to see this design, these tiny incremental micro-adjustments to interfaces and infrastructure. So how can the average person understand and
track this process, especially when a company’s design thinking is proprietary, locked away
in a black box? How is the average person to begin to demand ethical design or legible design? Other than, say, mining the brains of tech workers who abscond to activism, and tell us
what’s going on inside.
FT: Oh my gosh. That’s the $60,000 question. You probably know Tristan Harris?**
That’s one of the questions he’s trying to answer and I’m going to put my money on
him. I don’t have an answer to that question, but I do have some comforting historical
context to oﬀer.
We are building these kind of mirror systems, these mirror minds, that reﬂect our
desires, and then act on them. I think what’s diﬀerent about them compared to
historical examples isn’t the mirroring part, so much as the mode of interaction.
Everything that you just said about the AI, with the exception of how we interact with
them, could’ve been said about the Sears Roebuck catalog in 1890. The Sears catalog
was a desire analogy, a desire mirror that was carefully tweaked. The products were
carefully removed and inserted to produce desires in people on the prairie and to give
them means of satisfying those desires.
It also gave them the means of interacting with Sears as a company. What’s changed
since then is the speed at which the interaction between the user and designer
occurred, as it does now in virtually real time. The catalog had to be mailed out and
read, and purchases had to be made. The speed was months and years. But people
were as disturbed at the end of the 19th and in the early 20th centuries by the arrival
of new kinds of media in those periods as we are about AI. Many of the fears that we
have are very similar, the mirroring one being a leading one.

NK: On our survey, we asked a question about Openwater, a consumer wearables startup
that’s trying to develop a ski cap to “read your mind,” using data about oxygenated blood
ﬂow to the brain to read desires, thoughts. This is a claim made by the founder, formerly of
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NK: On our survey, we asked a question about Openwater, a consumer wearables startup
that’s trying to develop a ski cap to “read your mind,” using data about oxygenated blood
ﬂow to the brain to read desires, thoughts. This is a claim made by the founder, formerly of
Facebook and Google (an expert engineer around holograms, high-pixelated screens), on
stage at conferences. She calls this move toward mind reading inevitable, a statement made
with total conﬁdence, and very little irony or pause.
What is at play in some of the more possibly ethically dubious inventions in Silicon Valley? Is
it a drive to own all human “territory,” inside the body and out? I also think of the archetype
of the White Hat Hacker, the lone genius with access to code that no one understands, who
knows what is best for society. The unknown may seem terrifying, he says, but you’ll soon
see.
FT: I think that’s absolutely what’s at play. I was struck in the late ’90s and early aughts
as some of these early systems were being built, but how many of my friends would
say, “Oh, you worry too much. The good hackers will protect us. People will crack open
those systems. We’ve all cracked open other things.” And that’s tremendously naïve.
It’s part of a deep prejudice in American thought. Americans tend to think in terms of
individuals. They tend to not think in terms of institutions.
One place that it happens is in how we read what we can do with technology. We think,
“Sure, big systems may come along, but individual rebels always triumph.” That’s part
of our deep cultural narrative. “And it’ll happen here, too.” It’s a way in which that same
cultural narrative gets taken up by engineers – and you’ve just given me a fabulous
example of that happening on stage – where these folks imagine themselves as the
archetypal American frontierspeople. The nature of the frontier is to be conquered
is irrelevant; it’s the conquering that matters. The actual westward push of Europeans
stomped all over native peoples. Now, you see people like the founder you just
described, quite happily, marching across our brain space as though it was just the
latest in open, organic American ﬁelds to be conquered. We’re the natives in this story
and that’s terrifying.

NK: The brain is just more material to examine and absorb. People are raw material. Code to
be unlocked.
FT: Exactly. The brain is just another material. There’s a lot of deep American
mythology at play. That declaration about wanting to read your mind: it is a classic
case. One of the things I’m most interested in these days is the ways that
technologists are thinking like the early American Puritans, who were my ﬁrst
intellectual love.

My idea of utopia is actually a
hospital.
NK: There’s a lot in your “Don’t Be Evil” interview for LOGIC that I really enjoy, particularly your moments of reﬂection at Burning Man. You traced a line from this desert excess back
to a more Puritan, deeply American idea of the restart.
There’s a religious zeal in wanting to restart society from zero. I visualize this in terms of the
simulation. If you can build a world from scratch, you can also build a person without history
or politics.
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This seems optimistic until you realize that what some designers are hoping to get rid of are
the more “troublesome” aspects, like race or gender or history. They are modular add-on
features that can be removed. That is an ideology. It now drives social engineering and
corporate-driven city planning and design. San Francisco is a good example.

the more “troublesome” aspects, like race or gender or history. They are modular add-on
features that can be removed. That is an ideology. It now drives social engineering and
corporate-driven city planning and design. San Francisco is a good example.
FT: There’s long been a lot of traﬃc between urban designers and game designers,
even before things got digital. I ﬁnd that fascinating.
You are saying something that I want to pick up on, because I think it’s really
important: this idea of building a person or a place without a history. I think that’s a
deeply American idea, because we leave the known. We’re supposed to be the country
that left Europe. We’re supposed to be the country that left the known.
Why did we leave the known? Well, so we could become the unknown, the people
without history, the people without a past. When you leave history behind, the realm
that you enter is not the realm of nothingness. It’s the realm of divine oversight, at
least in American culture.
When the Pilgrims came to Massachusetts, they left the old world behind so as to be
more visible to God. The landscape of New England would be an open stage and they
would, under the eye of God, discover whether they were, in fact, the elect: chosen to
go to Heaven after they died.
No technologists today would say they’re a Puritan, but that’s a pattern that we still
see. We see people sort of leaving behind the known world of everyday life, bodies,
and all the messiness that we have with bodies of race and politics, all the troubles
that we have in society, to enter a kind of ethereal realm of engineering achievement,
in which they will be rewarded as the Puritans were once rewarded, if they were elect,
by wealth.
The Puritans believed that if God loved you enough to plan to take you to heaven in
the end, he wasn’t going to leave you to suﬀer on this Earth before you came to him.
Instead he would tend to make you wealthy. Puritans came to see that as a great
reward. Puritans, and broad Protestant logic, deems that God rewards those whom he
loves on Earth as in Heaven.
You can see that in the West a lot now. Folks who leave behind the social world of
politics and are rewarded with money are, in fact, living out a deep, New England
Puritan dream.

NK: The city on a hill. The early settlers on it, looking down at the wilderness, mapping
civilization. This idea of having a God’s eye view of society maps a bit onto building of the
simulation or the model. Being a worldbuilder means you can position yourself as neutral, as
the origin, which is an amoral, evasive point which you can never really capture. It vanishes.
But there are a remarkable amount of coders and programmers thinking in terms of ethical
design who want to help us visualize a world with history and politics. Do you think ethical
design could help us do that? Is that an imperative that is useful now?
FT: I think everything helps. I think that what we like to call ethical design – well, you
have to think very hard about whose ethics are built into the system, and how people
have agency around that. This is an old lesson in science and technology studies, that
if you build a road that only accommodates cars, then only people with cars will be
able to ride on it. You may value independence, and you may see that as an ethical
choice, but it may be that some people don’t even have access to that ethical
framework because of the kinds of lives they lead on the material plane. And then,
you’re stuck.
I’ve always found it very hard to think about any system, any planned, top-down
system as, by deﬁnition, benevolent. The best systems and institutions are constantly
focused on negotiation, on structured negotiation. So, the best institutions are places
that have a constant system of check and balances.
My idea of utopia is actually a hospital. [Laughs] A hospital is a place where people
get together, work very hard over very long periods of time in deﬁned roles, checking
and rechecking each other’s work, and they work toward a benevolent goal of saving
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My idea of utopia is actually a hospital. [Laughs] A hospital is a place where people
get together, work very hard over very long periods of time in deﬁned roles, checking
and rechecking each other’s work, and they work toward a benevolent goal of saving
lives. If you were to build a society built along similar lines, hopefully not one where
everybody wears scrubs and white jackets, that starts to be a better place. So, the
building is architected, so the systems are architected, but the negotiation is constant.
That’s what I’d like to see.

NK: That’s lovely. I think of how Kiyoshi Izumi redesigned psychiatric wards in Canada after dropping acid. The caged-in architecture, the lack of privacy, of clocks, the barred, high
windows like a prison; Izumi felt how distressing and inhumane it was. The ideal mental hospital valued privacy; patients had sound proof rooms with unbarred windows. Sources of perceptual distortions, like silhouettes, terrifying to someone with mental illness. Patients had
less distress in this communal space driven by a different set of ethics, one more
compassionate.
FT: I want to riﬀ on that for a second. If we go back to that question of these neutral
worlds, if you act like a God and build a world that doesn’t take account of diﬀerences,
but rather tries to neutralize them in a single process, or a single code system, or
under a single ethical rubric, what you end up doing is erasing precisely the kinds of
diﬀerences that need to be negotiated.
So, it may look like a benevolent system to you. In fact, a form of a truly benevolent
system is one that, I think, allows people to negotiate the distribution of resources
across diﬀerences. That’s a very diﬃcult problem politically. That’s what politics are
for. You can help with those negotiations. If you can help people work with those who
are diﬀerent from themselves, you’re better oﬀ.

NK: And this seems even more difﬁcult to accomplish when diversity and identity politics are
embedded in corporate marketing. I’d like to talk about your new piece on the aesthetics of
Facebook, on the play at diversity and identity politics without ethical follow-through. There’s
a perverse contrast between the poster at their Menlo Park headquarters asking visitors to
“Take Care of Muslim/Black/Women and Femmes/Queer Latinx …” and so on, when there are
no unions in sight. I’m guessing the hiring process would suggest some realities that are not
quite aligned.
What is the danger in this ﬂattening, this validation of diversity as a cover for violation? The
image of counterculture, progress, transformation – these are very seductive images to
imagine oneself embodying. How are people to stay alert to the difference between
iconography and action?
FT: We’ve done it diﬀerently in diﬀerent eras. There was a lot of work to help people
resist propaganda in the ’30s and ’40s. There were whole institutions formed to do
that. There was a lot of work to help people resist the rise of commercialism in the
’20s.
But something has changed since then: Individualism and attention to identity are
sources of elite power right now. Facebook’s mission is entirely consonant with
identity politics. It precisely helped people break apart identities and become even
more factional in identity. They give clear terms for this expression, they just market
those expressions back. In those kinds of diﬀerences are exactly the kinds of market
segments that matter to them, the segments that Facebook wants to monetize.

NK: That’s lovely. I think of how Kiyoshi Izumi redesigned psychiatric wards in Canada afThe
focus on
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is one ofarchitecture,
the keys, I think,
to of
being
an elite
American
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days.
ter dropping
acid.
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the lack
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of clocks,
the barred,
That’s part of where you see the backlash in the South of Trumpism. When we focus
windows like a prison; Izumi felt how distressing and inhumane it was. The ideal mental hoson identity, we focus on diﬀerent modes, what you’re describing, rightly, of market
pital valued privacy; patients had sound proof rooms with unbarred windows. Sources of persegmentation.
ceptual distortions, like silhouettes, terrifying to someone with mental illness. Patients had
less distress in this communal space driven by a different set of ethics, one more
What we lose track of is just raw poverty. Modes of separating that are geographicallycompassionate.
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based, modes of separating that are age-based, modes of separating that have
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The way that we ﬁx a Facebook is not by learning to read its representations more
eﬀectively. It’s by using the democratic institutions that we have. We have to recognize
that it’s a company, not a system of conversation, but a for-proﬁt ﬁrm, and then
subject that for-proﬁt ﬁrm to precisely the kinds of regulation from the state, elected
by the people, that we apply to car companies, to architects, all the other industrial
forces in our lives.
We have to recognize that Facebook isn’t special. Weirdly, to do that, we have to start
recognizing that identity itself is not special and above the political fray. We need to do
our politics through institutions. We need to return to that old, boring style of
recognizing diﬀerences and negotiating across across them.

NK: It’s the core setup of neoliberalism. You ﬁnd many First-Generation immigrants who are
leftists or socialists have great, serious critique of neoliberal identity politics. This position
isn’t the same as not valuing the expression of identity; it’s a critique of how the expression
of identity alone syncs so well with the ﬁnancial imperative of platforms.
I don’t see identity politics addressing the real material issues of our time, like how racial
capitalism intersects with city planning. I see perfectly expressed identities in ﬁefdoms,
without any politics on which we can agree, or a space in between in which we can gather
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I don’t see identity politics addressing the real material issues of our time, like how racial
capitalism intersects with city planning. I see perfectly expressed identities in ﬁefdoms,
without any politics on which we can agree, or a space in between in which we can gather
together to effect material change.
FT: Yes. That’s exactly right. Facebook’s power blew me away. The poster that
bothered me the most in Facebook was a poster of Dolores Huerta, who was an
organizer of the farm workers. She’s still alive. You’ll know that she was one of
America’s greatest union organizers in the 20th century. And Facebook is a company
that has relentlessly resisted unionization.
Some of its contract workers are unionized, but that’s it. So, you have to wonder, why
is a company not just tolerating, but promoting the image of Dolores Huerta around its
place? Part of the answer, on the part of the designers, is trying to help workers
appreciate that there’s a diverse world out there, and they need to be in touch with it.
Fair enough.
But I think that a poster of Dolores Huerta only works inside Facebook if nobody
remembers what it was that made her Dolores Huerta. So long as you can turn her into
an image, particularly, a Latina female image inside of a ﬁrm with a dearth of Latina
females, you sort of check that expressive political box, then carefully uncheck the
institutional box of unionization or making institutional change, that would actually
distribute resources to the communities she represents.

NK: It’s unbelievable. As long as her image means nothing in particular, then it means just as
much as any other image.
So then, this support for full expression overlaps very neatly with support for “unfettered
creativity” and experimentation, so, art. Who wants to get in the way of people living their
passions? Art’s status as an unarguable public good, makes it a powerful space for pushing
ideology.
FT: Oh, very deﬁnitely.

NK: Without tipping into institutional critique, how does this ideology of creativity, at all
costs, change the kind of risky, experimental, challenging art that can be made?
FT: Let me address the issue of creativity. Certainly, inside Facebook, one of the
reasons that they have art everywhere is, I think, to remind programmers and
engineers to think of themselves as creative people. Ever since the Romantics, the
creative individual has been an American icon.
But the kind of creativity that’s never gotten any attention is working class creativity.
Do you know how creative you have to be to be a single mother with a below-povertylevel income, intermittent access to food stamps and food, some job or no job, and be
able to make a living, and make a family stay together?
That’s the kind of creativity, the kind of MacGyvering, that engineers just never think
about. It’s not even on our radar with regard to creativity. We talk about the ideology of
creativity, and what we’re talking about is an elite theme, an elite hope that we
engineers, we who architect this new surveillance reality are, in fact, the descendants
of Walt Whitman, the descendants of the artists in the 19th century, descendants of
American romantics. That’s just hooey.
In the meantime, as we pursue that vision, we very carefully elide all the modes of
creative action and interaction that sustain people who don’t have the resources that
we have.
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Notice the language I’m using. I’m very carefully not using identity-based markers for
those people because what matters is their economic standing or their regional
location, the fact that they may be the children of woodsmen, who can’t move
anymore because the logging industry is dead. These are folks who are living lives
below the poverty line, in sort of post-industrial spaces that don’t look like Silicon
Valley, and there’s some of them living in Silicon Valley. The whole rhetoric of creativity

location, the fact that they may be the children of woodsmen, who can’t move
anymore because the logging industry is dead. These are folks who are living lives
below the poverty line, in sort of post-industrial spaces that don’t look like Silicon
Valley, and there’s some of them living in Silicon Valley. The whole rhetoric of creativity
explicitly ignores them. It says to be creative is to build media goods that generate a
proﬁt and to have fun doing it. Bah! [Laughs]

I absolutely think that art and tech can go together
and can help produce art that will, in time, will
eventually be seen as being as beautiful, as valuable,
as the Michelangelo paintings were seen by the
Church.
NK: It is totally destructive to critical thinking. Creativity is for making media goods; criticism is in this way threatened by the ethic of technology and engineering, which demands we
produce sense, or consumable, working ideological products. But successful art might be,
sometimes, useless, or critical of labor. Actual dissent, not just an aesthetic of dissent.
How do you see “Silicon Values,” as critic Mike Pepi writes, shaping our relationship to art?
He describes how art is deployed as a vital tool through which to push technological business
models.
FT: Let’s step back and ask, what is tech, in regard to art? One answer is that the tech
industry can be the sponsor of art. In that sense, it’s a lot like the Catholic church.
When you ask me about artists at Facebook or artists at large companies or artists
working with technologists, I think about the many generations of artists who worked
with the Catholic Church from the early Middle Ages on.
Now, the Church is a complex institution. It has been the home of the Inquisition and
its leaders have ignored and even hidden acts of child abuse around the globe. Yet the
Vatican is also the place where Michelangelo paints the Sistine Chapel. The beauty of
the Sistine Chapel, or of Michelangelo’s paintings, are not reduced by their appearing
under the sponsorship of the Church. The best art, I think, can outlive the
circumstances of its creation.
I think we also sometimes imagine that art is immune to the forces that drive every
other thing that we do. It’s immune to commerce. It’s immune to greed. It’s immune to
failure. It’s immune to ugliness. It’s immune to collective pressures. It’s always the
product of an individual mind. The hope that we could have an art that would be
outside the industrial world which is so clearly driven by tech, is a little naïve.
That said, I’ve seen art inside Facebook that has dazzled my sensorium. Truly. I’ve
seen art using and leveraging devices created by people in Silicon Valley at places like
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and marveled at the beauty and the way
that it makes me rethink what the natural world might be.
So, I absolutely think that art and tech can go together and can help produce art that
will, in time, will eventually be seen as being as beautiful, as valuable, as the
Michelangelo paintings were seen by the Church, or as landscapes sponsored by
hideous patrons eons ago might be seen as beautiful today. I don’t think the sins of the
sponsors necessarily ruin the experience of the art.

NK: And then there’s the second kind of art doing the support work, the oblique shilling.
FT: Yes. Art doing the work of tech legitimation. I hear, a lot of times, that we need to
get artists and technologists together in some space, because the technologists will
be able to show the artists their tools, and the artists will be able to adopt the tools to
come up with creative new uses. The technologists will, in turn, be able to monetize
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FT: Yes. Art doing the work of tech legitimation. I hear, a lot of times, that we need to
get artists and technologists together in some space, because the technologists will
be able to show the artists their tools, and the artists will be able to adopt the tools to
come up with creative new uses. The technologists will, in turn, be able to monetize
those uses in terms of new products. This does, in fact, sometimes happen.
In the artist-technologist collaborations that I’ve looked at from the ’50s and ’60s, the
work that went on was primarily ideological. Collaboration helped everybody imagine
that they were creative, that they were making something valuable. It made it possible
for engineers who were building our media and communication systems, the Bell Labs
sound system, or the engineers working at NASA on rocket engines that would send
things into space, or people working in Silicon Valley on Polaris missiles, to imagine
themselves as the same kind of exquisitely sensitive and culturally elite person that,
say, a John Cage was, or Robert Rauschenberg was.
By the same token, Rauschenberg and Cage and others who collaborated with
technologists in that period, were able to get new ideas, get money, and borrow some
of the legitimacy of the engineers, who were winning the Cold War at the time. I think
we see that now. I think we can see artists borrowing legitimacy of technologists, and
then taking their money. We can see technologists borrowing the legitimacy of artists,
and taking their ideas.
I think it’s a mutually beneﬁcial relationship so far.

NK: At present, the Whole Earth Catalog, chaos magic, and mysticism, of the kind expounded on in Erik Davis’s Techgnosis, are seeing a strong resurgence within tech. It seems to me
there’s a feeling that it is possible to go back to the original idea, that computers and platform
can yet still mediums for liberation, rather than platforms for control.
So. What would a Whole Earth Catalog for our time look like, if we learned from past
failures?
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FT: Yeah. Hm. Oh, boy. Well, if you ask some of the people associated with the actual
Whole Earth Catalog, which I’ve done, they will tell you it would look like Google. It

FT: Yeah. Hm. Oh, boy. Well, if you ask some of the people associated with the actual
Whole Earth Catalog, which I’ve done, they will tell you it would look like Google. It
would be a global system for an individual to search out the things that individual
needed to build a life on their own terms. I think that’s ﬁne.
But I think that deﬁnition misses the key part of the Catalog, which is the way that it
didn’t actually sell goods. It printed recommendations for goods.
The recommendation letters came from people living on communes at a time when
the only way know what communes were out there in the world, was to get on the
telephone, or use snail mail letters. The Catalog become one of the ﬁrst
representations of the commune world. It was a map. Embedded in all those products
was a map of all the diﬀerent communes that were using and recommending them.
So, the thing that I would like to see, that I don’t think Google is, is a map, a kind of
map of an alternative kind of society, a better kind of society. I don’t think the Whole
Earth Catalogs mapped a better society, but they tried. Can we see a map of
alternative communities, communities that are taking things in diﬀerent directions, not
just, can we search using digital tools for tools that help us lead our life the way we want
to? I mean, that just sounds like the L.L. Bean catalog on steroids. Can we identify
communities that are taking us in directions we want to, map their interconnections,
and ﬁnd some way for ourselves to search our way into new kind of community, and
new kinds of institutions? I think that’s what I would like to see.

We have inherited from the Whole Earth Catalog a language of
individuals, tools, and communities, which we’ve translated, I
think, in tech speak, into individuals, communities, and
networks.
There’s something I’ve always held against the Catalog, and that’s its individualism.
The opening sentence, you remember, in the front of the book, is “We are as gods, and
we might as well get good at it.” The sentiment, We are as gods, in the Catalog, meant
that they were able to take the products of industrial society, and put them to work for
individual purposes in what Stewart Brand called “a realm of intimate, personal
power.”
To the extent that we imagine the politics take place in the intimate realm of personal
power we’re going to get lost. We’re going to keep building interfaces that allow for
expression, that allow for the extension of intimate personal power, and we’re going to
precisely not do the work, the boring, tedious, structural work of building and
sustaining institutions that allow for the negotiation of resource exchange across
groups that may not like each other’s expressions at all.
So we have inherited from the Whole Earth Catalog a language of individuals, tools,
and communities, which we’ve translated, I think, in tech speak, into individuals,
communities, and networks. I would like to see a language of institutions, resources,
and negotiation take its place.

NK: Beautiful. I’m going to go walk around in the woods and think about that.
FT: There’s another thing hiding in here, under the Catalog, an idea that the
counterculture and neoliberalism share: if you just free people up and build a market
structure, things take care of themselves. What this idea ignores is the persistence of
subsidies, of regulation, of shared state resources, of things as basic as roads and
bridges. If you don’t tend to that subsidy, you can’t have any of the other freedoms
So, that’s what we need. We need to be alert to sharing and sustaining our public
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So, that’s what we need. We need to be alert to sharing and sustaining our public
resources.

NK: Artist Caroline Woolard speaks of this as a deﬁance of the academy’s teachings. This
generation, she says in a recent Brooklyn Rail interview, is one of artists that makes cultural
organizing, community arts, and advocacy a central part of artistic practice. To rebuild that
degraded civic spirit, artists can’t be disengaged.
FT: Well, I think a lot about Eastern Europe during the Communist era and how artists
dealt with that. Some artist became critical. Some artists became politically active.
Other artists just wrote beautiful stories.
I do think there’s a role for disengaged art in a moment when otherwise our lives need
to be engaged. I think there’s something to be said for laying aside objects of beauty
for when times are better. I’ve spent the morning today at the Gemäldegalerie in Berlin
looking at early Renaissance paintings, ﬁlled with violence, but also stunningly
beautiful.
Alongside these kind of political paintings, were all these little portraits that the artists
did, just people’s faces from eons ago, totally disconnected from the politics of the
time. They were just interested in the subjects’ physiognomy: their hair, their skin, their
noses. Those faces come down to us as emblems of the kinds of connections we can
make with each other across time that aren’t political in any direct, immediate,
historically speciﬁc sense, but are the most deeply political in that they oﬀer us a
vision of seeing each other with love. That’s something that the arts can do almost
uniquely, but they can only do it, in a weird way, when artists stand a little to the side of
the political fray.

*Ed. – Nudge or choice architecture is a development of behavioral science, in which
consumers are ‘nudged’ to make socially desirable choices, like eating better or recycling.
**Ed. – Harris is a former Google Design ethicist and founder of non-proﬁt Time Well
Spent, aiming for development of ethical design standards in tech.

This interview is excerpted from What’s to be done?, a limited-edition zine marking the
10th edition of Rhizome’s Seven on Seven. The publication was edited by Rhizome’s special projects editor Nora Khan, and designed by W+K’s Richard Turley, Justin Flood, and
Frank DeRose. To purchase a copy, please email info@rhizome.org.
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the Persuasive Technology Lab at Stanford University and the teacher of many
Silicon Valley stars such as Instagram co-founder Mike Krieger. Fogg designs
systems that change human behavior, and though his research has stopped
focussing on technology, his work has laid the groundwork for our relationship
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The Street Scene
A Basic Model for an Epic Theatre
Bertolt Brecht
translated by John Willet
In the decade and a half that followed the World War [WWI] a comparatively new way of acting was
tried out in a number of German theatres. Its qualities of clear description and reporting and its use
of choruses and projections as a means of commentary earned it the name of ’epic’. The actor used a
somewhat complex technique to detach himself from the character portrayed; he forced the spectator to
look at the play’s situations from such an angle that they necessarily became subject to his criticism.
Supporters of this epic theatre argued that the new subject-matter, the highly involved incidents of the
class war in its acutest and most terrible stage, would be mastered more easily by such a method, since
it would thereby become possible to portray social processes as seen in their causal relationships. But
the result of these experiments was that aesthetics found itself up against a whole series of substantial
difficulties.
It is comparatively easy to set up a basic model for epic theatre. For practical experiments I usually
picked as my example of completely simple, ’natural’ epic theatre an incident such as can be seen at any
street corner: an eyewitness demonstrating to a collection of people how a traffic accident took place.
The bystanders may not have observed what happened, or they may simply not agree with him, may ‘see
things a different way’; the point is that the demonstrator acts the behaviour of driver or victim or both
in such a way that the bystanders are able to form an opinion about the accident.
Such an example of the most primitive type of epic theatre seems easy to understand. Yet experience
has shown that it presents astounding difficulties to the reader or listener as soon as he is asked to see
the implications of treating this kind of street corner demonstration as a basic form of major theatre,
theatre for a scientific age. What this means of course is that the epic theatre may appear richer, more
intricate and complex in every particular, yet to be major theatre it need at bottom only contain the same
elements as a street-corner demonstration of this sort; nor could it any longer be termed epic theatre
if any of the main elements of the streetcorner demonstration were lacking. Until this is understood it
is impossible really to understand what follows. Until one understands the novelty, unfamiliarity and
direct challenge to the critical faculties of the suggestion that street-corner demonstration of this sort
can serve as a satisfactory basic model of major theatre one cannot really understand what follows.
Consider: the incident is clearly very far from what we mean by an artistic one. The demonstrator
need not be an artist. The capacities he needs to achieve his aim are in effect universal. Suppose he
cannot carry out some particular movement as quickly as the victim he is imitating; all he need do is
to explain that he moves three times as fast, and the demonstration neither suffers in essentials nor
loses its point. On the contrary it is important that he should not be too perfect. His demonstration
would be spoilt if the bystanders’ attention were drawn to his powers of transformation. He has to avoid
presenting himself in such a way that someone calls out ’What a lifelike portrayal of a chauffeur!’ He
must not ’cast a spell’ over anyone. He should not transport people from normality to ’higher realms’.
He need not dispose of any special powers of suggestion.
It is most important that one of the main features of the ordinary theatre should be excluded from
our street scene: the engendering of illusion. The street demonstrator’s performance is essentially
repetitive. The event has taken place; what you are seeing now is a repeat. If the scene in the theatre
follows the street scene in this respect then the theatre will stop pretending not to be theatre, just as the
street-corner demonstration admits it is a demonstration (and does not pretend to be the actual event).
The element of rehearsal in the acting and of learning by heart in the text, the whole machinery and the
whole process of preparation: it all becomes plainly apparent. What room is left for experience? Is the
reality portrayed still experienced in any sense?
The street scene determines what kind of experience is to be prepared for the spectator. There is no
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question but that the street-corner demonstrator has been through an ’experience’, but he is not out to
make his demonstration serve as an ’experience’ for the audience. Even the experience of the driver and
the victim is only partially communicated by him, and he by no means tries to turn it into an enjoyable
experience for the spectator, however lifelike he may make his demonstration. The demonstration would
become no less valid if he did not reproduce the fear caused by the accident; on the contrary it would
lose validity if he did. He is not interested in creating pure emotions. It is important to understand that
a theatre which follows his lead in this respect undergoes a positive change of function.
One essential element of the street scene must also be present in the theatrical scene if this is to
qualify as epic, namely that the demonstration should have a socially practical significance. Whether
our street demonstrator is out to show that one attitude on the part of driver or pedestrian makes an
accident inevitable where another would not, or whether he is demonstrating with a view to fixing the
responsibility, his demonstration has a practical purpose, intervenes socially.
The demonstrator’s purpose determines how thoroughly he has to imitate. Our demonstrator need
not imitate every aspect of his characters’ behaviour, but only so much as gives a picture. Generally the
theatre scene will give much fuller pictures, corresponding to its more extensive range of interest. How
do street scene and theatre scene link up here? To take a point of detail, the victim’s voice may have
played no immediate part in the accident. Eye-witnesses may disagree as to whether a cry they heard
(Look out!’) came from the victim or from someone else, and this may give our demonstrator a motive for
imitating the voice. The question can be settled by demonstrating whether the voice was an old man’s or
a woman’s, or merely whether it was high or low. Again, the answer may depend on whether it was that
of an educated person or not. Loud or soft may play a great part, as the driver could be correspondingly
more or less guilty. A whole series of characteristics of the victim ask to be ortrayed. Was he absentminded? Was his attention distracted? If so, by what? What, on the evidence of his behaviour, could
have made him liable to be distracted by just that circumstance and no other? Etc., etc. It can be
seen that our streetcorner demonstration provides opportunities for a pretty rich and varied portrayal of
human types. Yet a theatre which tries to restrict its essential elements to those provided by our street
scene will have to acknowledge certain limits to imitation It must be able to justify any outlay in terms
of its purpose.1
The demonstration may for instance be dominated by the question of compensation for the victim,
etc. The driver risks being sacked from his job, losing his licence, going to prison; the victim risks a
heavy hospital bill, loss of job, permanent disfigurement, possibly unfitness for work. This is the area
within which the demonstrator builds up his characters. The victim may have had a companion; the
driver may have had his girl sitting alongside him. That would bring out the social element better and
allow the characters to be more fully drawn.
Another essential element in the street scene is that the demonstrator should derive his characters
entirely from their actions. He imitates their actions and so allows conclusions to be drawn about
them. A theatre that follows him in this will be largely breaking with the orthodox theatre’s habit of
basing the actions on the characters and having the former exempted from criticism by presenting them
as an unavoidable consequence deriving by natural law from the characters who perform them. To
the street demonstrator the character of the man being demonstrated remains a quantity that need
not be completely defined. Within certain limits he may be like this or like that; it doesn’t matter.
What the demonstrator is concerned with are his accident-prone and accident-proof qualities.2 The
theatrical scene may show more fully-defined individuals. But it must then be in a position to treat their
individuality as a special case and outline the field within which, once more, its most socially relevant
1 We often come across demonstrations of an everyday sort which are more thorough imitations than our street-corner accident
demands. Generally they are comic ones. Our nextdoor neighbour may decide to ’take off’ the rapacious behaviour of our common
landlord. Such an imitation is often rich and full of variety. Closer examination will show however that even so apparently complex
an imitation concentrates on one specific side of the landlord’s behaviour. The imitation is summary or selective, deliberately
leaving out those occasions where the landlord strikes our neighbour as ’perfectly sensible’, though such occasions of course
occur. He is far from giving a rounded picture; for that would have no comic impact at all. The street scene, perforce adopting
a wider angle of vision, at this point lands in difficulties which must not be underestimated. It has to be just as successful in
promoting criticism, but the incidents in question are far more complex. It must promote positive as well as negative criticism,
and as part of a single process. You have to understand what is involved in winning the audience’s approval by means of a critical
approach. Here again we have a precedent in our street scene, i.e. in any demonstration of an everyday sort. Next-door neighbour
and street demonstrator can reproduce their subject’s ’sensible’ or his ’senseless’ behaviour alike, by submitting it for an opinion.
When it crops up in the course of events, however (when a man switches from being sensible to being senseless, or the other
way round), then they usually need some form of commentary in order to change the angle of their portrayal. Hence, as already
mentioned, certain difficulties for the theatre scene. These cannot be dealt with here.
2 The same situation will be produced by all those people whose characters fulfil the conditions laid down by him and show the
features that he imitates.
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effects are produced. Our street demonstrator’s possibilities of demonstration are narrowly restricted
(indeed, we chose this model so that the limits should be as narrow as possible). If the essential elements
of the theatrical scene are limited to those of the street scene then its greater richness must be an
enrichment only. The question of border-line cases becomes acute.
Let us take a specific detail. Can our street demonstrator, say, ever become entitled to use an
excited tone of voice in repeating the driver’s statement that he has been exhausted by too long a spell
of work? (In theory this is no more possible than for a returning messenger to start telling his fellow
countrymen of his talk with the king with the words ’I saw the bearded king’.) It can only be possible, let
alone unavoidable, if one imagines a street-corner situation where such excitement, specifically about
this aspect of the affair, plays a particular part. (In the instance above this would be so if the king had
sworn never to cut his beard off until . . . etc.) We have to find a point of view for our demonstrator that
allows him to submit this excitement to criticism. Only if he adopts a quite definite point of view can
he be entitled to imitate the driver’s excited voice; e.g. if he blames drivers as such for doing too little
to reduce their hours of work. (’Look at him. Doesn’t even belong to a union, but gets worked up soon
enough when an accident happens. ”Ten hours I’ve been at the wheel.” ’)
Before it can get as far as this, i.e. be able to suggest a point of view to the actor, the theatre needs to
take a number of steps. By widening its field of vision and showing the driver in other situations besides
that of the accident the theatre in no way exceeds its model; it merely creates a further situation on
the same pattern. One can imagine a scene of the same kind as the street scene which provides a wellargued demonstration showing how such emotions as the driver’s develop, or another which involves
making comparisons between tones of voice. In order not to exceed the model scene the theatre only has
to develop a technique for submitting emotions to the spectator’s criticism. Of course this does not mean
that the spectator must be barred on principle from sharing certain emotions that are put before him;
none the less to communicate emotions is only one particular form (phase, consequence) of criticism.
The theatre’s demonstrator, the actor, must apply a technique which will let him reproduce the tone of
the subject demonstrated with a certain reserve, with detachment (so that the spectator can say: ’He’s
getting excited—in vain, too late, at last. . . . ’ etc.). In short, the actor must remain a demonstrator;
he must present the person demonstrated as a stranger, he must not suppress the ’he did that, he said
that’ element in his performance. He must not go so far as to be wholly transformed into the person
demonstrated.
One essential element of the street scene lies in the natural attitude adopted by the demonstrator,
which is two-fold; he is always taking two situations into account. He behaves naturally as a demonstrator, and he lets the subject of the demonstration behave naturally too. He never forgets nor does he allow
it to be forgotten, that he is not the subject but the demonstrator. That is to say, what the audience sees
is not a fusion betwee demonstrator and subject, not some third, independent, uncontradictor entity
with isolated features of (a) demonstrator and (b) subject, such as the orthodox theatre puts before us in
its productions.3 The feelings and opinions of demonstrator and demonstrated are not merged into one.
We now come to one of those elements that are peculiar to the epic theatre, the so-called A-effect
(alienation effect). What is involved here is, briefly, a technique of taking the human social incidents
to be portrayed and labelling them as something striking, something that calls for explanation, is not
to be taken for granted, not just natural. The object of this ’effect’ is to allow the spectator to criticize
constructively from a social point of view. Can we show that this A-effect is significant for our street
demonstrator?
We can picture what happens if he fails to make use of it. The following situation could occur. One
of the spectators might say: ’But if the victim stepped off the kerb with his right foot, as you showed
him doing. . . ’ The demonstrator might interrupt saying: ’I showed him stepping off with his left foot.’
By arguing which foot he really stepped off with in his demonstration, and, even more, how the victim
himself acted, the demonstration can be so transformed that the A-effect occurs. The demonstrator
achieves it by paying exact attention this time to his movements, executing them carefully, probably in
slow motion; in this way he alienates the little subincident, emphasizes its importance, makes it worthy
of notice. And so the epic theatre’s alienation effect proves to have its uses for our street demonstrator
too; in other words it is also to be found in this small everyday scene of natural street-corner theatre,
which has little to do with art. The direct changeover from representation to commentary that is so
characteristic of the epic theatre is still more easily recognized as one element of any street demonstration. Wherever he feels he can the demonstrator breaks off his imitation in order to give explanations.
3 Most

clearly worked out by Stanislavsky.
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The epic theatre’s choruses and documentary projections, the direct addressing of the audience by its
actors, are at bottom just this.
It will have been observed, not without astonishment I hope, that I have not named any strictly
artistic elements as characterizing our street scene and, with it, that of the epic theatre. The street
demonstrator can carry out a successful demonstration with no greater abilities than, in effect, anybody
has. What about the epic theatre’s value as art?
The epic theatre wants to establish its basic model at the street corner, i.e. to return to the very
simplest ’natural’ theatre, a social enterprise whose origins, means and ends are practical and earthly.
The model works without any need of programmatic theatrical phrases like ’the urge to self-expression’,
’making a part one’s own’, ’spiritual experience’, ’the play instinct’, ’the story-teller’s art’, etc. Does that
mean that the epic theatre isn’t concerned with art?
It might be as well to begin by putting the question differently, thus: can we make use of artistic
abilities for the purposes of our street scene? Obviously yes. Even the street-corner demonstration
includes artistic elements. Artistic abilities in some small degree are to be found in any man. It does no
harm to remember this when one is confronted with great art. Undoubtedly what we call artistic abilities
can be exercised at any time within the limits imposed by our street scene model. They will function
as artistic abilities even though they do not exceed these limits (for instance, when there is meant to
be no complete transformation of demonstrator into subject). And true enough, the epic theatre is
an extremely artistic affair, hardly thinkable without artists and virtuosity, imagination, humour and
fellow-feeling; it cannot be practised without all these and much else too. It has got to be entertaining, it
has got to be instructive. How then can art be developed out of the elements of the street scene, without
adding any or leaving any out? How does it evolve into the theatrical scene with its fabricated story, its
trained actors, its lofty style of speaking, its make-up, its team performance by a number of players? Do
we need to add to our elements in order to move on from the ’natural’ demonstration to the ’artificial’?
Is it not true that the additions which we must make to our model in order to arrive at epic theatre
are of a fundamental kind? A brief examination will show that they are not. Take the story. There was
nothing fabricated about our street accident. Nor does the orthodox theatre deal only in fabrications;
think for instance of the historical play. None the less a story can be performed at the street corner
too. Our demonstrator may at any time be in a position to say: ’The driver was guilty, because it all
happened the way I showed you. He wouldn’t be guilty if it had happened the way I’m going to show you
now.’ And he can fabricate an incident and demonstrate it. Or take the fact that the text is learnt by
heart. As a witness in a court case the demonstrator may have written down the subject’s exact words,
learnt them by heart and rehearsed them; in that case he too is performing a text he has learned.
Or take a rehearsed programme by several players: it doesn’t always have to be artistic purposes that
bring about a demonstration of this sort; one need only think of the French police technique of making
the chief figures in any criminal case re-enact certain crucial situations before a police audience. Or
take making-up. Minor changes in appearance—ruffling one’s hair, for instance—can occur at any time
within the framework of the non-artistic type of demonstration. Nor is make-up itself used solely for
theatrical purposes. In the street scene the driver’s moustache may be particularly significant. It may
have influenced the testimony of the possible girl companion suggested earlier. This can be represented
by our demonstrator making the driver stroke an imaginary moustache when prompting his companion’s
evidence. In this way the demonstrator can do a good deal to discredit her as a witness. Moving on to
the use of a real moustache in the theatre, however, is not an entirely easy transition, and the same
difficulty occurs with respect to costume. Our demonstrator may under given circumstances put on
the driver’s cap—for instance if he wants to show that he was drunk: (he had it on crooked)—but he
can only do so conditionally, under these circumstances; (see what was said about borderline cases
earlier). However, where there is a demonstration by several demonstrators of the kind referred to above
we can have costume so that the various characters can be distinguished. This again is only a limited
use of costume. There must be no question of creating an illusion that the demonstrators really are
these characters. (The epic theatre can counteract this illusion by especially exaggerated costume or
by garments that are somehow marked out as objects for display.) Moreover we can suggest another
model as a substitute for ours on this point: the kind of street demonstration given by hawkers. To
sell their neckties these people will portray a badly-dressed and a well-dressed man; with a few props
and technical tricks they can perform significant little scenes where they submit essentially to the same
restrictions as apply to the demonstrator in our street scene: (they will pick up tie, hat, stick, gloves
and give certain significant imitations of a man of the world, and the whole time they will refer to him as
’he’!) With hawkers we also find verse being used within the same framework as that of our basic model.
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They use firm irregular rhythms to sell braces and newspapers alike.
Reflecting along these lines we see that our basic model will work. The elements of natural and of
artificial epic theatre are the same. Our streetcorner theatre is primitive; origins, aims and methods of
its performance are close to home. But there is no doubt that it is a meaningful phenomenon with a clear
social function that dominates all its elements. The performance’s origins lie in an incident that can be
judged one way or another, that may repeat itself in different forms and is not finished but is bound to
have consequences, so that this judgment has some significance. The object of the performance is to
make it easier to give an opinion on the incident. Its means correspond to that. The epic theatre is a
highly skilled theatre with complex contents and far-reaching social objectives. In setting up the street
scene as a basic model for it we pass on the clear social function and give the epic theatre criteria by
which to decide whether an incident is meaningful or not. The basic model has a practical significance.
As producer and actors work to build up a performance involving many difficult questions—technical
problems, social ones—it allows them to check whether the social function of the whole apparatus is
still clearly intact.
[’Die Strassenszene, Grundmodell eines epischen Theaters’, from Versuche 10, 1950]
NOTE: Originally stated to have been written in 1940, but now ascribed by Werner Hecht to June 1938. This is an elaboration
of a poem ’Über alltägliches Theater’ which is supposed to have been written in 193o and is included as one of the ’Gedichte aus
dem Messingkauf’ in Theaterarbelt, Versuche 14 and Gedichte 3. The notion of the man at the street-corner miming an accident is
already developed at length there, and it also occurs in the following undated scheme (Schriften zum Theater 4, pp. 51–2):
EXERCISES FOR ACTING SCHOOLS
(a) Conjuring tricks, including attitude of spectators.
(b) For women: folding and putting away linen. Same for men.
(c) For men: varying attitudes of smokers. Same for women.
(d) Cat playing with a hank of thread.
(e) Exercises in observation.
(f) Exercises in imitation.
(g) How to take notes. Noting of gestures, tones of voice.
(h) Exercises in imagination. Three men throwing dice for their life. One loses. Then: they all lose.
(i) Dramatizing an epic. Passages from the Bible.
(k) For everybody: repeated exercises in production. Essential to show one’s colleagues.
(l) Exercises in temperament. Situation: two women calmly folding linen. They feign a wild and jealous quarrel for the benefit of
their husbands; the husbands are in the next room.
(m) They come to blows as they fold their linen in silence.
(n) Game (l) turns serious.
(o) Quick-change competition. Behind a screen; open.
(p) Modifying an imitation, simply described so that others can put it into effect.
(q) Rhythmical (verse-) speaking with tap-dance.
(r) Eating with outsize knife and fork. Very small knife and fork.
(s) Dialogue with gramophone: recorded sentences, free answers.
(t) Search for ’nodal points’.
(u) Characterization of a fellow-actor.
(v) Improvisation of incidents. Running through scenes in the style of a report, no text.
(w) The street accident. Laying down limits of justifiable imitation.
(x) Variations: a dog went into the kitchen. [A traditional song]
(y) Memorizing first impressions of a part.
Werner Hecht suggests that these exercises, like those cited on p. 147, may relate to lessons given by Helene Weigel at a Finnish
theatre school.
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An Unfaithful Return to Poetics
<in four arguments>
Bojana Cvejić
I would like to begin by observing a peculiar fact. Nowadays, many more concepts of
philosophy and critical theory can be found in art than there are artistic ideas or tropes
feeding back into the philosopher’s Imaginary. The paradox is that the eloquent
overuse of notions such as “body-without-organs” (BwO) by artists today overlooks
the indebtedness of the artists’ favorite philosopher (Gilles Deleuze) to an artist
(Antonin Artaud) in this glaring example. My interest isn’t to restore the legitimacy of
art discourse proper and “pure,” a stance that would be hard to defend. Rather, I’m
compelled to ask what has happened to the conceptual imagination of the artists
today? Does the fact that philosophy and critical theory enjoy the status of intellectual
authority in matters of art mean that artists, in spite of their linguistic proficiency and
excellence in self-reflectiveness, lack conceptual imagination? The claim remains
recklessly general unless we limit and define the sense of our interrogation. That is,
we might have to address the problem from a historical-materialistic account of the
conjuncture in which contemporary art is produced today.1
#1 Praxis overall, or anti-production
Coming out of an excessively professionalized art education, artists are trained to
communicate and manage the conditions of their production (funding), as well as the
reception of their work on the institutional market, outside of which, they are taught,
their art doesn’t exist, i.e. doesn’t appear public. “An artist who cannot speak English
is no artist” (Mladen Stilinović, 1994). A large amount of artistic writing takes the
form of applications and post-hoc reports for subsidy, and of course, also emails to
curators and programmers in which one exercises persuasive expression. The purpose
of this substantial textual production has recalibrated the art discourse by instrumental
reason, whereby transparency, accountability, and what is arguably deemed social
usefulness, are prominent criteria that shape artistic procedures and reflection upon
them.2 But we must be wary of harsh criticism of artists, who aren’t alone in the
business of internalizing the capitalist demands of production. It is also thanks to the
recent curatorial and performative turns conjoint that art institutions adapt to the
moods of experience economy, which is reflected, in particular, in the curatorial term
“participation.” As the Croatian dramaturg and theatermaker Goran Sergej Pristaš has
argued, the mandate of cultural institutions is no longer to produce a work of art in
order for a public to valorize it, but rather to reproduce consumer relations with a
work of art, to reproduce and exchange its valorization through performatively
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Fredric Jameson has argued that theory, which supplanted philosophy in the twentieth century,
represents another characteristic superstructural development of late capitalism, whose dynamic of
expansion could be described as “imperialist”: “the supplanting of one language by another” by
disciplines appropriating and translating one theory after another. He also compares the language of
theory with “language police”: a “search and destroy mission” of any affirmative positions, outruled as
ideological. F. Jameson, “Symptoms of Theory or Symptoms for Theory?” Critical Inquiry, vol. 30,
no.2 (winter 2004): 403–8. Obtained from
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic1315975.files/The%20Gathering/Jameson%20%20Symptoms%20of%20Theory.pdf.
2
I have argued elsewhere that procedural knowledge characterizes the modus operandi of the artists in
neoliberal capitalism (see “Social Choreography” in Public Sphere by Performance).
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monitored participation of the visitors. 3 This process is parallelled with the
transformation of artistic work into praxis, whereby artistic labor is extended,
atomized and dispersed in a variety of activities in which the artist manifests his/her
will. These purportedly free, yet commodified activities are often presented under the
paradigm of art as research and education: lectures, workshops, encounters,
methodological exchanges, residencies etc., a familiar rhythm of fragmentation and
subsumptions of life under work, i.e. the all-encompassing term artistic praxis.4 In all
this, little time is left for artist to actually engage with his/her art, Pristaš concludes.
To do that, the artist must endorse (and perfect) laziness, as Stilinović’s Praise of
Laziness recommends in an emphatic annihilation of capitalist production and
institutional market.5 Laziness emerges as a notion of poetics for Stilinović (but also
in Kazimir Maljevič and Marcel Duchamp, whom he draws upon), or as a condition
for poetics, understood as an engagement with the principles of production (poiesis).
Let me pause here for a moment to reformulate the problem. According to Aristotle’s
classification, poiesis is one of the three categories of human activity. It is poietikai
technai which designates the art of making, forming and composing, or production, in
difference to, on the one hand, praktikai technai, which refers to activity without an
end or product, carried out to have an effect in public, hence, as a performing art or
the political life of citizens. On the other hand, poetics is also distinguished from
teoretikai technai, which signifies investigation, or theory thus opposed to practice.
However, this distinction can barely hold anymore, as the term of practice has
broadened to such an extent that it incorporates both poetics and theory.6 Moreover,
the discourse on artistic practice has cannibalized poetics, emptying it of thought
concerning what the product of artistic activity is, what it means, how its principles
might become instruments to look past art into society. Instead, practice today enfolds
everything into itself, mixing the public and the private, work and life, activity and its
product into the self-performance of the artist. In the last instance, practice becomes
an ever blander notion, signalling artists’ quest for continuity of atomized labor, for
dwelling in art which might bridge the gaps between dispersed activities. We might
also regard artistic practice today as anti-production (Pristaš), for it incorporates
distribution and consumption and turns into the production of subjectivity (of the
artist, but also of the public), or rather, conversely, into a performative consumption
of abilities, the human “capital” actualized in these manifold activities.
So, to underline our first argument in favor of poetics: if we return to our first
example, the Deleuzo-Artaudian trope, BwO can’t be relegated to an artistic technical
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See B. Cvejić, “Notes for a Society of Performance” in Composing Differences, ed. Virginie Bobin
(Paris: Presses du réel, forthcoming).
4
Goran Sergej Pristaš, “Monetization” (TkH vo. 23, forthcoming).
5
Stilinović writes: “Artists from the East were lazy and poor because in the East, that entire system of
insignificant factors did not exist. Therefore, they had enough time to concentrate on art and laziness.
Even when they did produce art, they knew it was in vain, it was nothing.” He concludes Praise of
Laziness (1993) with two quotes about work: “Work is a disease (Karl Marx). Work is a shame (Vlado
Martek).”
6
“Agamben made an important point in this respect when he noticed that, in the modern Western
world, all human doing began to be perceived as practice—but now conceived as a productive activity.
In this process, the meaning of praxis was not only broadened to such an extent that it became a general
term for all human activities; it went through a complete transformation to the point that it started to
signify a manifestation of the human being’s will and vital impulse, along with the concrete effects
thereof.” B. Cvejić and A. Vujanović, Public Sphere by Performance (Berlin: b_books, 2012), 136.
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procedure, nor does it have an image of the human body. Rather, it is a poetical notion
that surfaces as a principle of a non-organic intensive process of production based on
desire. It can account for the way that a collective transforms itself, or for the syntax
of a poem as well. Its power lies in the thought that parallels, is adequate, but not
equal to action and practice.
#2 Expression, abduction and feigning
There is a definition of poetics that we must brush aside on our way to discern the
kind of thought that poetics, as I consider it here, yields. Stemming from the study of
poetry, poetics was considered for a long time to be normative—as in the postRenaissance treatises which, after the Latin version of Aristotle’s Ars poetica,
prescribed stylistic conventions of literary genres. Thanks to French structuralism,
poetics was resuscitated, with a new advantage, into literary criticism: its analysis of
the deep structure of a text mediates between its immanent properties and the
transcendent views of its critical interpretation. In a slight modification of that notion,
poetics expresses how an artwork arises, comes into being and is thought. I propose to
view it through the principle of expression, whereby expression here embraces both
the way things come to be in reality, and the way they are perceived and known in
thought, since the act of thinking something is the same act that produces it and the
means by which it comes to be.
Expression devises a relationship between sensibility and thought, which remains
problematic, based on a noncausal parallelism between thinking and acting. 7
Therefore, expression is a logic opposed to representation; it is a certain way of
thinking and forming ideas outside of analogy and eminence that govern
(transcendental) relations of agreement between the idea and the object. It is the
thought that forces a practical path in which ideas, in the form of problems and
compositions, arise in parallel, noncausal correspondence. The probing of this path
requires time to be inserted into the construction of the problem, doubled by a
sensorial and affective experience of an experiment parallel to the thought. This time
could be regarded as a time of unlearning or ungrounding the knowledge of
possibilities that reproduce rather than create new thoughts, images, movements,
bodies, sounds, and their relations. Such learning implies “violent” training without a
general method, but with a dedication to the problem that, as Deleuze describes,
“demand[s] the very transformation of our body and our language.”8 The French
choreographer Xavier Le Roy explicitly refers to learning as the process of removing
habit under the construction of constraints:
I always worked with constructing constraints in order to produce “new” movement
or to transform the perception of the body in a situation. What can you do when you
cannot do this or that; you have to look for another way, and you have to go around
habits. In a way, it’s making things difficult in order to explore ways outside the
power of habits.9

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

7	
  This claim draws on the Spinozist univocity of being, an immanentist ontology that posits an absolute
power of thinking and of acting (doing, making, etc.) as autonomous and equal on the same plane.
Immanence is like the movement of a vertigo, as Cull has put it (Theatres of Immanence, Basingstoke
and New York: Palgrave, 2013, 12–13) that ceaselessly produces processes which interfere in one
another: processes of thought, sensibility, imagination, physical movement, attention, and so on.	
  
8
Gilles Deleuze. Difference and Repetition (London and New York: Continuum, 1994) 192.
9
From a conversation with Le Roy, 2009.
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To demonstrate the thought born in expression, I will briefly unpack a case of a
creation of a performance Weak Dance Strong Questions (2001). The duet made and
performed by a dancer and choreographer, Jonathan Burrows, and a theater director
without professional dance training, Jan Ritsema, was determined by the initial
constraint of improvisation (since the “non-dancer” wasn’t capable of repeating a
movement). However, it wasn’t a sufficient departure point for the two to begin to
move together: an idea about movement that would determine how, where, when, and
why they were to dance still had to be invented. The idea slowly began to emerge in
discussions, during which a poem, Burnt Norton from T. S. Eliot’s Four Quartets,
echoed:
At the still point of the turning world. Neither flesh nor fleshless;
Neither from nor towards; at the still point, there the dance is,
But neither arrest nor movement. And do not call it fixity,
Where past and future are gathered. Neither movement from nor towards,
Neither ascent nor decline. Except for the point, the still point,
There would be no dance, and there is only the dance

The poem Burnt Norton lent the notion of a movement “neither from nor towards”:
the thought of a dance for which they couldn’t envisage a possible movement because
it addressed the inconcrete nature of time that they couldn’t grasp through movement.
Movement outside of time was impossible to think, and this impossibility forced them
to eliminate all possibilities they could rely on in improvisation. In other words, the
fantasy of movement that has neither spatial nor temporal structure, a movement that
internalizes “the still point,” created—a problem. The problem led Weak Dance
Strong Questions to diverge from improvisation, when conceived as an exploration of
the conditions of possible movement based on the capabilities of dancers. The
formulation of the problem began when Burrows asked Ritsema, “Can you dance a
question?”
We can dispense here with the technical details about the terms and rules of dancing
that these artists invented in order to be able to dance and question movement by
movement itself, for my interest here is to examine their thought. Burrows observes
that the process of questioning led to such a short time of thought or expression to the
extent “that we were almost dealing with interruptions only.” The two contrary
desires—to move and yet not produce a cognizable movement—constitute the
paradox as a matter of disequilibrium between, on the one hand, the possibilities that
have to be eliminated or “forgotten”, and, on the other, dancing in a state of
questioning. Thus it results in a special syntax comprised of “stutterances”—
utterances that are cut before they can develop into a sequence comparable to a
phrase. Each utterance appears like a new beginning and thus affirms the power of
beginning and beginning again. What does it mean exactly to stammer in movement,
to become a stutterer in dance in the case of Weak Dance Strong Questions? It implies
a disjunction between the times of thinking and moving, whereby the problem of
dancing and questioning are two divergent series. Although they must run parallel,
they also try to interfere with each other without ever achieving the equation
movement = question. This destabilizes every utterance as a new beginning in which
two disjunct series attempt to converge in vain. Movement stutters because it reaches
its limit—in the stops, in the moments of stillness, when the dancer realizes that the
movement may yield to the habits, “the don’ts” specified by the terms and conditions.
“Stuttering” appears as a poetical idea in the creation of the aforementioned dance.
The moment of creating the problem, captured in the phrase “can you dance a
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question?” could be regarded as one of discovery, which corresponds to a third kind
of inference in logic, neither deduction, where a particular fact is explained by a
general rule, nor induction, where a hypothesis is empirically tested on particular
instances. It is abduction that Charles Peirce introduced as a non-necessary type of
reasoning, which explains the invention of a new idea, a new hypothesis that will only
have to be assessed. A new idea or hypothesis “is where we find some very curious
circumstance, which would be explained by the supposition that it was the case of a
certain general rule, and thereupon adopt that supposition.”10 Abductive inference is
summarized in the following logical formula:
The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.11

Then the hypothesis must be “entertained,” or in other words, interrogated or probed
by experiment.12 As long as we consider it an interrogation, we needn’t fear error. We
have agreed to think within uncertainty or probability, which involves an element of
guess-work, prediction, even belief. We have resolved to speculate, where to
speculate would mean to conjecture a certain outcome without having firm evidence.
Although it remains somewhat controversial, Peirce’s abduction has been accepted in
philosophy as an inference frequently employed, in some form or other, both in
everyday and in scientific reasoning. My inclusion of it here isn’t meant to be
revelatory for artistic creation; rather, in a more cautious mood, I resort to abduction
in order to divorce poetics from the instrumental reason that we nowadays find in
artistic discourse. Abductive reasoning enables an amount of imagination and fiction,
which might be capable of disentangling the possible from the feasible. I am referring
here to what I discussed within the previous argument as the economization of theory,
degraded to the means of intellectually legitimizing an artwork.
In the legacy of rationalist philosophy, imagination is an inadequate kind of
knowledge, also called feigning, or pretending to know. In my view, feigning is a
close relative of abduction and therefore merits our attention here. In a somewhat
unfaithful reading of Spinoza, the British philosopher Christopher Norris suggests that
fictions that are products of imagination ought to be considered as expressions of a
positive mental capacity: the capacity to feign.13 We feign not that which we know to
be true or that which we know to be untrue, but that of which we are ignorant.
Feigning is inversely proportional to understanding, but as long as we treat it as an aid
to, rather than a substitute of, understanding, it is a point of access to truth.
Rephrasing imagining into “feigning” might introduce a useful approach to the
specific knowledge artists produce in their research. Feigning thus could mean
“pretending” or “faking to know,” while being conscious of the “as-if” clause that
frames the cognitive value of such knowledge: artists feign because they do not have
a proper knowledge of the concepts they imagine. They produce concepts from
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Charles Sanders Peirce, The Essential Peirce: Selected Philosophical Writings. Vol. 1, 1893–1913,
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992), 189.
11
Charles Sanders Peirce, “Abduction and Induction, in Philosophical Writings of Peirce, ed. Justus
Buchler (New York: Dover Publications, 1955), 151.
12
“The operation of testing a hypothesis by experiment, which consists in remarking that, if it is true,
observations made under certain conditions ought to have certain results, and then causing
those conditions to be fulfilled, and noting the results, and, if they are favourable, extending a certain
confidence to the hypothesis, I call induction.” Peirce, 152.
13
Christopher Norris, Spinoza and the Origins of Critical Theory.
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imagination, which blurs the border between being affected and acting from the mind
alone.
#3 Poetry piercing dance
It is more than symptomatic to find that a poem acted as a cue for two dancers seeking
to pose a problem (in Weak Dance Strong Questions). As I concoct these arguments
to call forth poetics above praxis, I notice how a poetic use of natural language
surfaces in performance and dance anew. The history of experimental art practices
across music, visual arts and performance in the twentieth century has been frequently
punctuated with offbeat manifestations of poetic writing, sound and visual poetry,
conceptual statements formulated in poetic language, scores that needn’t only be
performed but could be read as poems instead, and so on. From a wide range of
functions that they accommodated, what might be of interest here are those moments
in which poetry “pierced through” where it wasn’t expected.14 By “piercing through”
I am invoking a poetic notion again, a term that the Slovene artist Janez Janša15
coined to describe the status that modern dance had in Yugoslavia. During the
communist regimes in East Europe, dance wasn’t granted institutional status. Only
folklore, ballet and military parades were the expressions of dance-like movement in
socialism that the Western history of dance registered, confirming its contentious
claim that modern dance was the legacy of the twentieth-century democracy, born in
America. But dance was present all along, emerging in those sites of Neo-avantgarde
experiments (visual arts, happenings and performance art, experimental music) that
allowed it.16
By way of an opposite movement, we are now witness to poetry piercing
contemporary dance, and it is not a matter of a passing fad, or of a novel, aesthetically
unified expression. The Norwegian choreographer and performer Mette Edvardsen
creates a performance conceived as a “library collection of living books.” In her work
titled Time has fallen asleep in the afternoon sunshine (since 2010), a group of people
(not necessarily professional performers) memorize a book of their choice, and make
themselves “ready to be consulted by a visitor,” who will be the spectator of their
reciting performance that takes place wherever it is convenient, in a library, cafeteria,
park, or courtyard, where I had the pleasure to listen to Herman Melville’s Bartleby
performed by Kristien Van Den Brande (2012, during the festival In-Presentable,
Madrid). Edvardsen writes in her author’s note: “Books are read to remember and
written to forget.” To memorise a book, or more poetically “to learn a book by heart,”
is, in a way, a rewriting of that book. In the process of memorizing, the reader steps
for a moment into the place of the writer, or rather he/she is becoming the book.” The
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Hereby a few examples: the ironic commentary which acts as a détournement from interpretative
instructions in Erik Satie’s piano scores; John Cage’s speech acts in his performance lectures composed
by the method of musical works, including the famous statement “I have nothing to say, I am saying it,
and it’s poetry, as I need it” (“Lecture on Nothing” 1961); conceptual idiosyncrasy in Marcel
Broodthaers’s work. These have become almost canonical examples of recourse to poetry as the means
of articulating a distinctive, usually problem-posing position within an art discipline: Satie questioning
15
In dialogue with Aldo Milohnić, Goran Sergej Pristaš and Bojana Kunst
16
The famous example is Pupilija, Papa Pupilo, and the Pupilčeks, a performance made by the
Slovene poets’ collective Pupilija Ferkeverk, in which dance and physical movement became manifest
in the 1960s, or the theater experiments of Kugla Glumište and Milana Broš in Croatia in the 1970s, or
the performance art pieces of Katalin Ladik in Serbia in the 1980s.
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visitor/spectator surrenders her faith to the book she is bound to listen to, which may
stumble and stutter when memory fails it, or be reedited in the performer’s
imagination. The idea of rescuing fiction from the dystopic futurist society that
censors it – in François Truffaut’s Fahrenheit 451 – resumes urgency today when we
receive our daily portions of fiction more through TV series consumed on laptop
screens than by the solitary effort of picking a book to read or attending an auteur
cinema screening. Literature might be relegated to an endemic genre of fiction.

Screenshot from the performance Sixteen Candles by Bryana Fritz and Christoffer
Schieche, October 8, 2015, BUDA Kortrijk.
Edvardsen’s “performing books” could be said to have become the corporeal figures
of literature. In the work of another Norwegian, the dancer and poet Janne-Camilla
Lyster, poetry makes up a choreographic script. In Escape and Transformation
(2015), five dancers are given a poem, composed in several parts timed with a certain
duration. Each dancer “reads” the poem autonomously, saying it to herself by heart
and translating the text that she internalized into movement. No mimetic relationship
is assigned between movements and words, each dancer keeps her autonomy and
discretion of her own shaping of the movement language of her embodiment. The
result are five simultaneous layers, like five voices or parts of a thick polyphonic
composition. We the audience are given the poem to read at our convenience. What
usually remains a concealed implicit dimension of dancers’ mode of performance, is
now unraveled in the voice of the poem: a poetic transfiguration of images, words,
sounds, thoughts, which dancers use as the imaginary prosthesis of their movements,
is intimated. A distinctive quality of this writing qua poetry appears in tropes
combining an intricate insider’s experience of bodily things (parts, organs, tissues,
fluids, sensations etc.) and incorporeal objects and verbs detailing movement.
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Excerpt 1 from the choreographic script Escape and Transformation for the
eponymous performance by Janne-Camilla Lyster (courtesy of the artist)

Excerpt 2 from the choreographic script Escape and Transformation for the
eponymous performance by Janne-Camilla Lyster (courtesy of the artist)
Such poetry reflects catachresis, originally the Greek stylistic figure that designates a
semantic error or a necessary misuse of language which often entails crossing
categorical boundaries with words, because there would otherwise be no “proper”
expression. Most common instances in everyday language conjoin an animate
corporal element to an inanimate thing (leg of the table, wing of the airplane, etc.).
The American literary theorist writing on social choreography, Andrew Hewitt, uses
catachresis, in Jacques Derrida’s understanding of the incompleteness of meaning and
unstability of metaphors, to show that the natural language doesn’t only reflect
dancing movement by way of an imprecise metaphor. Instead, it brings into being its
referent (dance), just as here, the odd detailed poetic conjunctions of bodies, actions
and attributes generate an imagination of movement beyond specific representational
categories of dance. 17 The dancers are invited to “abductively” infer about and
“feign,” i.e. invent, the movements invoked by the poetic triggers of imagination. The
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Andrew Hewitt. Social Choreography: Ideology as Performance in Dance and Everyday Movement
(Durham, South Carolina: Duke University Press, 2007).
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audience, too, are compelled to dwell in the opaque and ambiguous, to readjust their
attention to something akin to listening, discerning detail through time, in spite of the
prevalence of sight.
#4 Poetic heteronomy/autonomy: A mode of action, a production mode
I have chosen to speak about what a poetic use of language does to dance,
choreography and performance. Piercing was the poetical notion used to elucidate the
situation of a breakthrough, resolution of a lack, or impossibility to renew conceptual
imagination beyond recognition rooted in a legitimizing theoretical interpretation of
an artwork. What remains to be gauged are the modes of action and production that
poetry affords, not only for dance and performance (as in the cases discussed until
now), but as a frame of artwork that doesn’t fall under the specification of one art
discipline.
Such is the work of the French artist Franck Leibovici, who has introduced the term
“document poétique” (poetic document) for a variety of modes of textual
presentation. 18 The field of Leibovici’s investigation is low-intensity conflicts
(unresolved and protracted conflicts, asymetrical fragmented guerrilla wars), which
exists as massive data in forms inaccessible to the public. His approach is to use
various modes of classification, transcription and redescription to render these
materials into texts or performance scores. Thus, Colin Powell’s U.N. speech about
the evidence of the existence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq or testimonies at
the International Criminal Court in The Hague, transcribed in the original language of
the witnesses (and not the languages of the court itself only), are redescribed as texts
that offer themselves as a new kind of knowledge, an “intellectual technology”
devised between poetry, social science and politics. The performance of the poetic
document (as an opera, book, installation, etc.) promotes a kind of heteronomy, where
the document shows how it behaves both in a context-sensitive and context-free, that
is, displaced, environment. As the poetic document underlines the subjection of
materials to different laws, at the same time, it offers itself as an instrument of
fabricating reality. The mode of action of such poetic documents can become
political, as for instance in the case of an in-depth investigation of the mass killings in
a village in Congo (the working title of Leibovici’s poetic document Bogoro), where
the text is issued in Swahili, which allows it to circulate in Congo, where the
documents of the International Criminal Court do not reach. Hence, the poetic
document is given the opportunity to intervene in the public sphere of a certain
context.
From the economic point of view of production, the recourse to poetry is rather
meaningful. Poetry is often said to be at the lowest level of the food chain, as the
famous expression has it. As a mode of production, it is cheap, requiring a minimum
of ownership of means, often as little as a writing machine, which is less costly than
hiring space and bodies. “The pores of the screen open up and fill the fallen thought,”
the voice of American dancer and choreographer, Bryana Fritz whispers in her
performance Sixteen Candles. I wouldn’t want to risk being misunderstood as
demagogically defending the vulgar truism that there is more creativity the emptier
the stomach. But there is something to be learned from the situation in which artists
seek out poetry to divorce their work from the aesthetic norms and economic
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franck leibovici. document poétique (Paris: Al Dante, 2008).

contracts linked to their specific mediums. The upshot is an increase of uncertain,
speculative, non-necessary (“abductive”) thought, as well as opaque and
heteronomous expressions. As the Belgian curator and cultural activist and writer,
Laurence Rassel, told me, the poetic means (as much or as little, as intensive or as
imperceptible, I would add) that it might happen. Our wish then is to try to unravel
poetics as the productive kind of thought that drives and accounts for such potential.
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Selected by Zhana Ivanova
Material from
Robert Robinson, “Portraying the World through Neutral Eyes,” in
As If an Entrance Is Over There, ed. Edward Clydesdale Thomson
(Eindhoven, the Netherlands: Lecturis, 2013), 78–83.
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In 1996, commercially produced audio description in
movie theatres for blind or visually impaired people was
just beginning in the UK, but it was common in live theatre, using a hearing loop and live describers who watched
the action on stage as it unfolded. The describers had
to work in real time and be present in the theatre, for a
stage play can, of course, take unforeseen directions and
its pace can differ each night. It should perhaps have been
easier in the cinema, but the technical problem of syncing description to the gaps in dialogue was difficult. Only
when DVD and digital projection became common was the
way clear for people with visual impairment to fully experience a movie in the cinema, with all the joy that a collective, mass reaction to events portrayed on screen can
bring. The aim was to enable visually impaired people to
have an experience as close to that of all other cinemagoers. This meant that the audio description should enable
them to interpret the film rather than have it interpreted
for them, and also be as fluent and as detailed as possible
without impinging on the film’s soundtrack. I have written descriptions of the visual events on screen for several
films, some of which were also distributed on DVD.1
The challenge for the writer of audio description for
film is that of converting a visual ‘text’ to a written one,
making sure it is effective aurally. The intended audience
never comes into contact with the written text, which acts
as an intermediary between the visual information on
the screen and its metamorphosis into sounds. In many
ways the audio describer has the same concerns as a poet.
A written text is produced, but the sound of the words,
their rhythm, their mood and its buildup to climaxes, or

PORTRAYING THE WORLD
THROUGH NEUTRAL EYES
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The process of describing a moving picture is in some
respects paradoxical, for the audio describer will often
stop the movie in order to write his or her description
from a frozen image. Then, when the description is
inserted into the film’s soundtrack, it should link clearly
and succinctly to the action on screen as it unfolds
over time. Describing what is on a screen, which is of
course constantly changing, means that the describer’s
written snapshots usually focus on the main visual
source of action and sound, and seek to add peripheral,
atmospheric details when they can. The choice of these
details — peripheral but essential for full enjoyment of the
movie — could be said to be more instinctive than organised or methodical. The tone created by these choices
may be one of the ways in which we could judge whether
an audio description is effective or not. The notion of the
describer’s eye following a structured path around the
image — emulating a regulated process of looking — does
not apply for the mostly practical reasons stated above,
and also because the final text is usually shortened drastically. Thus the process has less observable regularity
than, for example, the movement of vision while browsing
or reading the page of a broadsheet newspaper.
The complication in audio description for me, in
the films I worked on (between 1996 and 2005), was to
convey the events happening on screen during gaps in
dialogue, without patronising or leading the audience by
attempting to ‘read’ the film in terms of theme, character,
symbolism etc. Gaps in movie dialogue are usually small,
so description that becomes subjective and overwrought

to bathos, or to humour, etc., is more important to the
audience. For each segment of a description of a film, the
words are written, corrected, read aloud and improved
many times before the final recording. As a final step,
the company for whom I wrote descriptions always used
professional actors to do their recording — thus another
voice has to be convinced by the rhythms and detail of the
description — creating further opportunities for interpretation and mood development.

Portraying the World Through Neutral Eyes
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with adjective or adverb is almost always too long.
However, it is possible to slip into the habit of, say, using
adverbs that imply attitudes or intentions not justified
by what is in the visual information. To give a simple,
hypothetical example: there is a choice between someone
advancing ‘slowly’ and someone advancing ‘menacingly’
on a person from behind. Both can be justified, but the
latter interprets from more than the physical, visual information. The choice as an audio describer is whether the
physical fact (‘slowness’) is portrayed as menacing by the
visual information on screen. Usually it would be clear
that the motives and emotions were quite adequately conveyed by the dialogue, music and sound effects, and the
process of describing did not need to identify more than
the physical. It sometimes feels artificial to write in this
way, when the simple inclusion of an ‘interpretative’ adjective or adverb would speed description up, but the choice
is between conveying the information as if the writer is a
pair of eyes only, rather than a pair of eyes and a decision
making/inferring brain. The former is the equivalent of
objectivity, and the latter is a kind of didactic teaching
stance that seeks to impose a point of view and leave little
or no space for the reaction of, and interpretation by the
audience.
Of course, even if the describer is limited to what
is seen by his or her eyes, and his or her work is linked
mainly to the physical, there are still choices to be made.
Every section of the screen has something in it, even if it
is black space. Choosing which to describe, and the order
in which to describe it, conveys information too. I often
felt that a good audio description script had the kind of
terse and dynamic feel of a short story by the American
author, Raymond Carver.2 There is enough detail so that
the listener/reader can pick up the story, but the real
wealth of emotion and meaning lies in the gaps left for
the audience to fill in. Essentially the audio describer is
showing through his or her language what is on the screen,
and not telling the audience how to react by including
loaded words that carry obvious connotations. In my
experience, after a while, the kind of spare, stripped-down
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This description process provoked much agonising,
specifically about the first four words, which hint at a
subjective view of what the picture looked like through
a lens. The actual picture was taken through a lens — an
objective, presumably provable fact — but nevertheless
this was the audio describer’s opinion given the only
evidence I had (the photographic print). As is sometimes
the case with audio description, I felt it was impossible

As through a lens; a patch of grassy land with
the foreground blurred as is the middle to near
distance. There is a background of grey shapes
and hints of more vegetation around the plants
which are in focus.
A long flower stalk rises from a grassy
patch, in which grow longer and shorter stalks
of tall wispy grass mixed with broader leaves of
emerging plants.

However, the laudable intention of removing altogether
the interpretative eye of the audio describer or reference
to the way the visual image has been produced, sometimes works against accuracy and completeness in the
final description. In my work describing for the visually
impaired, while generally being reluctant to remind the
listener that they cannot see well, or at all, does not have
to treat as a complete taboo reference to the biological
mechanism of seeing, or the mechanical production of
images. There is, of course, a delicate tension between
the need for precision and care for the sensitivities of the
listener and their situation.
Some tasks for audio description are difficult to
keep objective and totally denotative. A photograph
I described in the manner of an audio descriptive script
was for Edward C Thomson, who later recorded the text
and transferred it to a vinyl record:3

language needed for audio description becomes familiar,
the urge to enhance and embellish disappears and the
essence of a picture becomes apparent.

Portraying the World Through Neutral Eyes
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I am, therefore, portraying here a challenge often doomed
to failure. Although I attempted to keep my written language sparse and lean, it often defied my attempts to strip
it of all but the basic connotations, and, no matter how
much we search for the neutral, the very act of searching
implies its own values.

to remove any reference to ‘seeing’ and instead, in this
instance, I acknowledged that important component by
referring to the means of the image’s production (via the
lens or camera) even though the effect was not necessarily visible in the image itself. The rest of the description
attempted to be as denotative as possible, but the impossible task of bringing totally neutral language means that
some mood or atmosphere is evoked. What, of course, is
for the reader or listener to say.

Robert Robinson
1
Audio description exists in other
arenas than that of movie description
and theatre; they have also been commissioned to allow visually impaired
people greater access and enjoyment
from sensory gardens; I have written a description of a leaflet for a
National Health Service Trust which
gives aural information for patients
prior to a stay in hospital. I am sure
many other examples exist, and many
other people are working in this field,
down to the individual carer who
may take his or her visually impaired
charge to a football match or event,
and whisper a description in their ear.
2
A section of a story “Kindling” from
Call if you Need Me: the uncollected
fiction & prose by Raymond Carver
could illustrate this: “This is my wife.
This is Bonnie, Sol said. Bonnie was
watching TV but moved her eyes to
see who it was coming inside. She
pushed a button on the device she
held in her hand and the volume
went off. She pushed it again and the
picture disappeared. Then she got up
from the sofa and onto her feet. She
was a fat girl. She was fat all over
and she huffed when she breathed.”
(London: Harvill, 2000), 7.
3
The recording was heard through
headphones in Thomson’s exhibition,
Borderline Picturesque & the Recounting
Prospect at the Tromsø Kunstforening
in 2010.
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You are Jeff
Richard Siken
1
There are two twins on motorbikes but one is farther up the road, beyond
the hairpin turn, or just before it, depending on which twin you are in
love with at the time. Do not choose sides yet. It is still to your advantage to remain impartial. Both motorbikes are shiny red and both boys
have perfect teeth, dark hair, soft hands. The one in front will want to
take you apart, and slowly. His deft and stubby fingers searching every
shank and lock for weaknesses. You could love this boy with all your
heart. The other brother only wants to stitch you back together. The
sun shines down. It’s a beautiful day. Consider the hairpin turn. Do not
choose sides yet.
2
There are two twins on motorbikes but one is farther up the road. Let’s
call them Jeff. And because the first Jeff is in front we’ll consider him
the older, and therefore responsible for lending money and the occasional punch in the shoulder. World-wise, world-weary, and not his
mother’s favorite, this Jeff will always win when it all comes down to
fisticuffs. Unfortunately for him, it doesn’t always all come down to
fisticuffs. Jeff is thinking about his brother down the winding road behind him. He is thinking that if only he could cut him open and peel him
back and crawl inside this second skin, then he could relive that last mile
again: reborn, wild-eyed, free.
3
There are two twins on motorbikes but one is farther up the road, beyond
the hairpin turn, or just before it, depending on which Jeff you are. It
could have been so beautiful—you scout out the road ahead and I will
watch your back, how it was and how it will be, memory and fantasy—
but each Jeff wants to be the other one. My name is Jeff and I’m tired
of looking at the back of your head. My name is Jeff and I’m tired of
seeing my hand me down clothes. Look, Jeff, I’m telling you, for the
last time, I mean it, etcetera. They are the same and they are not the
same. They are the same and they hate each other for it.
4
Your name is Jeff and somewhere up ahead of you your brother has
pulled to the side of the road and he is waiting for you with a lug wrench
clutched in his greasy fist. 0 how he loves you, darling boy. 0 how, like
always, he invents the monsters underneath the bed to get you to sleep
next to him, chest to chest or chest to back, the covers drawn around
you in an act of faith against the night. When he throws the wrench into
the air it will catch the light as it spins toward you. Look—it looks like
a star. You had expected something else, anything else, but the wrench
never reaches you. It hangs in the air like that, spinning in the air like
that. It’s beautiful.
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5
Let’s say God in his High Heaven is hungry and has decided to make
himself some tuna fish sandwiches. He’s already finished making two
of them, on sourdough, before he realizes that the fish is bad. What is
he going to do with these sandwiches? They’re already made, but he
doesn’t want to eat them.
Let’s say the Devil is played by two men. We’ll call them Jeff. Dark
hair, green eyes, white teeth, pink tongues—they’re twins. The one on
the left has gone bad in the middle, and the other one on the left is about
to. As they wrestle, you can tell that they have forgotten about God, and
they are very hungry.
6
You are playing cards with three men named Jeff. Two of the Jeffs seem
somewhat familiar, but the Jeff across from you keeps staring at your
hands, your mouth, and you’re certain that you’ve never seen this Jeff
before. But he’s on your team, and you’re ahead, you’re winning big,
and yet the other Jeffs keep smiling at you like there’s no tomorrow.
They all have perfect teeth: white, square, clean, even. And, for some
reason, the lighting in the room makes their teeth seem closer than they
should be, as if each mouth was a place, a living room with pink carpet
and the window’s open. Come back from the window, Jefferson. Take off
those wet clothes and come over here, by the fire.
7
You are playing cards with three Jeffs. One is your father, one is your
brother, and the other is your current boyfriend. All of them have seen
you naked and heard you talking in your sleep. Your boyfriend Jeff gets
up to answer the phone. To them he is a mirror, but to you he is a room.
Phone’s for you, Jeff says. Hey! It’s Uncle Jeff, who isn’t really your
uncle, but you can’t talk right now, one of the Jeffs has put his tongue
in your mouth. Please let it be the right one.
8
Two brothers are fighting by the side of the road. Two motorbikes have
fallen over on the shoulder, leaking oil into the dirt, while the interlocking
brothers grapple and swing. You see them through the backseat
window as you and your parents drive past. You are twelve years old.
You do not have a brother. You have never experienced anything this
ferocious or intentional with another person. Your mother is pretending
that she hasn’t seen anything. Your father is fiddling with the knobs
of the radio. There is an empty space next to you in the backseat of the
station wagon. Make it the shape of everything you need. Now say
hello.
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9
You are in an ordinary suburban bedroom with bunk beds, a bookshelf,
two wooden desks and chairs. You are lying on your back, on the top
bunk, very close to the textured ceiling, staring straight at it in fact, and
the room is still dark except for a wedge of powdery light that spills in
from the adjoining bathroom. The bathroom is covered in mint green
tile and someone is in there, singing very softly. Is he singing to you?
For you? Black cherries in chocolate, the ring around the moon, a beetle underneath a glass—you cannot make out all the words, but you’re
sure he knows you’re in there, and he’s singing to you, even though you
don’t know who he is.
10
You see it as a room, a tabernacle, the dark hotel. You’re in the hallway
again, and you open the door, and if you’re ready you’ll see it, but
maybe one part of your mind decides that the other parts aren’t ready,
and then you don’t remember where you’ve been, and you find yourself
down the hall again, the lights gone dim as the left hand sings the right
hand back to sleep. It’s a puzzle: each piece, each room, each time you
put your hand to the knob, your mouth to the hand, your ear to the
wound that whispers.
You’re in the hallway again. The radio is playing your favorite song.
You’re in the hallway. Open the door again. Open the door.
11
Suppose for a moment that the heart has two heads, that the heart has
been chained and dunked in a glass booth filled with river water. The
heart is monologing about hesitation and fulfillment while behind the
red brocade the heart is drowning. Can the heart escape? Does love
even care? Snow falls as we dump the booth in the bay.
Suppose for a moment we are crowded around a pier, waiting for something
to ripple the water. We believe in you. There is no danger. It is not
getting dark, we want to say.
12
Consider the hairpin turn. It is waiting for you like a red door or the
broken leg of a dog. The sun is shining, O how the sun shines down!
Your speedometer and your handgrips and the feel of the road below
you, how it knows you, the black ribbon spread out on the greens between these lines that suddenly don’t reach to the horizon. It is waiting,
like a broken door, like the red dog that chases its tail and eats your rosebushes and then must be forgiven. Who do you love, Jeff? Who do you
love? You were driving toward something and then, well, then you
found yourself driving the other way. The dog is asleep. The road is behind you. O how the sun shines down.
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13
This time everyone has the best intentions. You have cancer. Let’s say
you have cancer. Let’s say you’ve swallowed a bad thing and now it’s
got its hands inside you. This is the essence of love and failure. You see
what I mean but you’re happy anyway, and that’s okay, it’s a love story
after all, a lasting love, a wonderful adventure with lots of action,
where the mirror says mirror and the hand says hand and the front
door never says Sorry Charlie. So the doctor says you need more
stitches and the bruise cream isn’t working. So much for the facts. Let’s
say you’re still completely in the dark but we love you anyway. We
love you. We really do.
14
After work you go to the grocery store to get some milk and a carton of
cigarettes. Where did you get those bruises? You don’t remember.
Work was boring. You find a jar of bruise cream and a can of stewed
tomatoes. Maybe a salad? Spinach, walnuts, blue cheese, apples, and
you can’t decide between the Extra Large or Jumbo black olives. Which
is bigger anyway? Extra Large has a blue label, Jumbo has a purple
label. Both cans cost $1.29. While you’re deciding, the afternoon light
is streaming through the windows behind the bank of checkout counters. Take the light inside you like a blessing, like a knee in the chest,
holding onto it and not letting it go. Now let it go.
15
Like sandpaper, the light, or a blessing, or a bruise. Blood everywhere,
he said, the red light hemorrhaging from everywhere at once. The train
station blue, your lips blue, hands cold and the blue wind. Or a horse,
your favorite horse now raised up again out of the mud and galloping
galloping always toward you. In your ruined shirt, on the last day, while
the bruise won’t heal, and the stain stays put, the red light streaming in
from everywhere at once. Your broken ribs, the back of your head, your
hand to mouth or hand to now, right now, like you mean it, like it’s splitting you in two. Now look at the lights, the lights.
16
You and your lover are making out in the corner booth of a seedy bar.
The booths are plush and the drinks are cheap and in this dim and
smoky light you can barely tell whose hands are whose. Someone raises
their glass for a toast. Is that the Hand of Judgment or the Hand of
Mercy? The bartender smiles, running a rag across the burnished wood
of the bar. The drink in front of you has already been paid for. Drink it,
the bartender says. It’s yours, you deserve it. It’s already been paid for.
Somebody’s paid for it already. There’s no mistake, he says. It’s your drink,
the one you asked for, just the way you like it. How can you refuse Hands
of fire, hands of air, hands of water, hands of dirt. Someone’s doing all
the talking but no one’s lips move. Consider the hairpin turn.
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17
The motorbikes are neck and neck but where’s the checkered flag we
all expected, waving in the distance, telling you you’re home again,
home? He’s next to you, right next to you in fact, so close, or. . . he isn’t.
Imagine a room. Yes, imagine a room: two chairs facing the window but
nobody moves. Don’t move. Keep staring straight into my eyes. It feels
like you’re not moving, the way when, dancing, the room will suddenly
fall away. You’re dancing: you’re neck and neck or cheek to cheek, he’s
there or he isn’t, the open road. Imagine a room. Imagine you’re dancing. Imagine the room now falling away. Don’t move.
18
Two brothers: one of them wants to take you apart. Two brothers: one
of them wants to put you back together. It’s time to choose sides now.
The stitches or the devouring mouth? You want an alibi? You don’t get
an alibi, you get two brothers. Here are two Jeffs. Pick one. This is how
you make the meaning, you take two things and try to define the space
between them. Jeff or Jeff? Who do you want to be? You just wanted
to play in your own backyard, but you don’t know where your own yard
is, exactly. You just wanted to prove there was one safe place, just one
safe place where you could love him. You have not found that place yet.
You have not made that place yet. You are here. You are here. You’re
still right here.
19
Here are your names and here is the list and here are the things you left
behind: The mark on the floor from pushing your chair back, your underwear, one half brick of cheese, the kind I don’t like, wrapped up, and
poorly, and abandoned on the second shelf next to the poppyseed dressing, which is also yours. Here’s the champagne on the floor, and here
are your house keys, and here are the curtains that your cat peed on.
And here is your cat, who keeps eating grass and vomiting in the hallway. Here is the list with all of your names, Jeff. They’re not the same
name, Jeff. They’re not the same at all.
20
There are two twins on motorbikes but they are not on motorbikes,
they’re in a garden where the flowers are as big as thumbs. Imagine you
are in a field of daisies. What are you doing in a field of daisies? Get up!
Let’s say you’re not in the field anymore. Let’s say they’re not brothers
anymore. That’s right, they’re not brothers, they’re just one guy, and
he knows you, and he’s talking to you, but you’re in pain and you cannot understand him. What are you still doing in this field? Get out of
the field! You should be in the hotel room! You should, at least, be trying to get back into the hotel room. Ah! Now the field is empty.
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21
Hold onto your voice. Hold onto your breath. Don’t make a noise,
don’t leave the room until I come back from the dead for you. I will
come back from the dead for you. This could be a city. This could be a
graveyard. This could be the basket of a big balloon. Leave the lights
on. Leave a trail of letters like those little knots of bread we used to
dream about. We used to dream about them. We used to do a lot of
things. Put your hand to the knob, your mouth to the hand, pick up the
bread and devour it. I’m in the hallway again, I’m in the hallway. The
radio’s playing my favorite song. Leave the lights on. Keep talking. I’ll
keep walking toward the sound of your voice.
22
Someone had a party while you were sleeping but you weren’t really
sleeping, you were sick, and parts of you were burning, and you
couldn’t move. Perhaps the party was in your honor. You can’t remember. It seems the phone was ringing in the dream you were having but
there’s no proof. A dish in the sink that might be yours, some clothes on
the floor that might belong to someone else. When was the last time you
found yourself looking out of this window. Hey! This is a beautiful
window! This is a beautiful view! 1 hose trees lined up like that, and the
way the stars are spinning over them like that, spinning in the air like
that, like wrenches.
23
Let’s say that God is the space between two men and the Devil is the
space between two men. Here: I’ll be all of them-Jeff and Jeff and Jeff
and Jeff are standing on the shoulder of the highway, four motorbikes
knocked over, two wrenches spinning in the ordinary air. Two of these
Jeffs are windows, and two of these Jeffs are doors, and all of these Jeffs
are trying to tell you something. Come closer. We’ll whisper it in your
ear. It’s like seeing your face in a bowl of soup, cream of potato, and the
eyes shining back like spoons. If we wanted to tell you everything, we
would leave more footprints in the snow or kiss you harder. One thing.
Come closer. Listen . . .
24
You’re in a car with a beautiful boy, and he won’t tell you that he loves
you, but he loves you. And you feel like you’ve done something terrible, like robbed a liquor store, or swallowed pills, or shoveled yourself
a grave in the dirt, and you’re tired. You’re in a car with a beautiful boy,
and you’re trying not to tell him that you love him, and you’re trying to
choke down the feeling, and you’re trembling, but he reaches over and
he touches you, like a prayer for which no words exist, and you feel your
heart taking root in your body, like you’ve discovered something you
don’t even have a name for.
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But then, how can you be sure that the place you're taken to is home? After all you might simply be deceived by
the feeling of relief that comes with that sense of arrival,
the relief to have arrived somewhere — which could be
anywhere, really, as long as it offers you the comfort
of knowing you reached some kind of destination. You
made it. Glad you did. Still, how can you tell that this
destination is yours? And not just any? For all you know
it might well be, and the place the image takes you to is
nowhere you have ever been. That you feel you have, may
only be the trick that the image plays on you. For this is
how images work when they work on your imagination:
they give you a sense of being in the image, that is, in
a place in which you are not, presently, when you look at
them (and if you were, it would be funny, wouldn’t it?1)
And since images therefore, almost by definition, take

So how do you find an image? It’s not as if you lost one
and look for it now, is it? Usually it’s rather a case of:
you find it as you come across it. When that happens,
what is it that comes across in the image? Well, first of
all a sense of having found something. Yes, but what is it
that gives you that sense? Is it a moment of recognition?
Perhaps. Then what is it that you recognise? Something
you once knew, maybe, and forgot you knew, and which,
now that you see it again you remember you forgot…
It’s a very powerful feeling, a sense of homecoming, of
returning to a place you had once maybe known very
well but, with time passing, stopped relating to the way
you did. So what the image gets across when you come
across it is: you. It takes you across the gulf that time
opened up, and transports you back to where your passage may have begun. And that is quite something.
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To be honest, the secret of the trade that image-makers
practice — and musicians, writers and perfomers do
too — lies precisely in the art of giving people that sense
of coming home to locales they may never have been
in before, locales which may not even exist in the first
place. If I were now to speak to you about the place
that I take you to when you read this: then it truly is
the place from which I address you. But it’s not where
I am while I write this. The place from which my voice
speaks could in fact not be further away from where
I currently sit, jotting down these lines. If any sense of
serenity is evoked by my words here, it’s because I fake
it, taking great care, as I do now, that the pace at
which my sentences unfold is as even as I can possibly
manage to keep it, while I write on a busy commuter
train on a rainy morning in the Netherlands. Just now,
my attention had been fully absorbed by the slender
black rubber boots that the elderly lady seated next to
me was wearing: they were Hunters. After Kate Moss
had been seen wearing such boots at the Glastonbury
festival (notorious for its muddy grounds), the brand
became very popular. In Bergen, I realised the other
day, one in four Norwegian girls owns a pair. Does the
elderly lady who just got off the train at the stop ‘Goes’
know? And: Where are the Norwegian girls when they
put on their Hunters? In Kate’s shoes in rural Britain?
Pondering this, I walked into an artist’s studio in
Bergen and froze: on her bookshelf sat a copy of Carson
McCullers’ The Heart is a Lonely Hunter. We know that

you somewhere you are not, what reasons are there to
trust them to transport you to where you once were?
Anyhow, it’s hard to check. All you can go by is the
sense of place you associate with the memories that the
image evokes. And, who knows, if the image deceives
you, what’s evoked may be no more than a ghost that
resides behind the lens, inside the hull of the camera,
or within the walls of the archive, from where the image
originated. A ghost. Not necessarily even yours.
So far.
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How to navigate this continuum? There are ways, one
of the most vital indeed being description. Describing is

Writing these lines, I got so carried away that I almost
missed my stop, Middelburg, but got off, just in time,
only to be stopped in my tracks, as the bridge across the
channel by the station was up (or rather, it was rotated
on its base in the middle of the channel into a position
paralleling the banks of the channel) to let a small oil
tanker pass. Wagenborg was written across its hull in
huge capital letters. Mild drizzle. And an older woman,
on a bench outside the station comforting a younger
woman seated next to her, who was crying, like she lost
someone, and had two heavy shopping bags at her feet.
I’ll stop here. The bridge has moved back into position.
I’ll have to go.
This is exactly how it was. I swear. But by the time
this has gone to print and you read it, of course, things
are no longer like they were, there and then. The channel for sure still runs by the station. Apart from that,
however, everyone in the picture will have moved on to
other places, myself included. How wide is the gulf that
opened up between then and now, there and here (wherever you may be in this moment)? How do you measure
the distance? In days? Or miles? In terms of the number
of times that this text will have been revised in the process of being transcribed and edited? None of that would
make too much sense, would it? It rather seems that the
distance between the time and place of an event and
the moment of reading of it, defies quantification. Yet,
strangely enough, since neither the distance to the event
nor the intimacy in which it is shared (in the moment of
reading) can be broken down into a logic of hard facts,
distance and proximity here seem to exist in a peculiar
continuum in which things past and far away can easily come to seem present and close, and, just as easily,
recede and fade into unreality.

home is where the heart is. But where does it go when it
goes hunting?
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Fiction indeed is as much a means for inhabiting the
continuum between words and the world as nonfiction
is. They differ in terms of the type of veracity we expect
from them. Yet, they still resemble each other closely in
terms of the way in which they generate that sense of
veracity in language: by means of producing moments
of plausibility that in turn remain strictly immanent to
the manner in which words are made to relate to other

a cultural technique — an artform! It bridges distance
while acknowledging it fully. In describing what you see
(in a picture, in actuality or before your mind’s eye) to
someone else, you respond to the circumstance that they
don’t presently see it, you answer to their need to see, or
act upon your desire to let them partake in your experience, without, however, promising — or pretending — that
you could ever fully satisfy this need and desire: For
whoever describes something with care will, in the very
act of choosing their words wisely, also foreground the
fact that, indeed, it’s only words they are offering. The
sense of proximity, that is, the feeling of moving up close
to what is described, generated by careful descriptions,
is therefore inseperable from an avowal of the distance
that prevails between the words and what is pictured.
The care taken (in the process of pondering on the right
choice of words) comes to fruition in the intimacy created (between the reader or listener and that which
goes beyond words and exists in the mind or out there
somewhere). Yet, by virtue of the fact that it’s the words
receiving the care, it’s them that remain at the heart
of the matter.
So, when a good close description gives you that
sense of home-coming, the home that it guides you back
to is a home that exists as much in the world because
it lies in language, and in language alone. Description
therefore is the art of inhabiting the continuum in which
what is in the world is related to what is in language
in terms of proximity and distance, identity and difference, intimacy and separation… as well as fiction and
nonfiction.
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So, what you might find in an image, and what description can give you via the care taken of words in this
sense resembles what may touch you in a song: the sense
of coming to a place which comes to you, at which you
arrive because it arrives in the image, writing and song.
So even if it’s not a home and it possibly never existed,
you still inhabit it as a home, in the act of navigating

It’s what qualifies a carefully woven web of lies as a
good alibi. Yet, it also allows for fiction — of all kind,
not just in writing but also in music, image making and
theatre — to build a relation to the world in the very
act of suspending that relation. So, if you sing a song
in a language that never existed and underlay it with
sounds from a sea voyage you (most likely) weren’t on
at the time (and in the place) when (and where) you
recorded the singing, the manner in which those sounds
chime together with the tone of the singers’ voices, then
the flow of the tunes and the sound of the instruments
creates its very own form of plausibility: You will
suddenly hear the folk music of a people that perhaps
never walked the face of the earth. But now that you
hear their music, it’s indeed highly plausible that they
actually may have — not least because something in the
songs, while being fiction, through being sung, may
actually tap deep into the memories and sentiments
of a culture that did and does still exist. Yet, as a
culture it in turn also only survives in the music that
it passes on. So it, too, exists, in reality, always already
in the key of being translated and transfigured into
song.

words within the vocabulary chosen and scenario
evoked. A report about an American president fluently
chatting with the govenor of Vladivostok in his local
Russian dialect, for example, will strike you as implausible for the same reasons that will make you recoil in
disbelief from a tale in which a unicorn addresses a
maiden by roaring like a lion, or making an extremely
coarse joke. Plausibility is veracity relative to language.

Jan Verwoert
the space between proximity and distance that the
image, description and song travels across.
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An Absolute Law

T

here is a passage that crops up in the midst of Marx’s Capital
that captures one of the key paradoxes of what he calls the
specifically capitalist application of machinery. At first glance,
the scenario Marx draws out seems far removed from our own
time in its details. But closer inspection reveals a surprising
continuity with the condition of many wage-laborers today, both
in the rich nations of Europe and North America, and a fortiori
for workers elsewhere across the globe. The paradox is this: in
many situations when available labor-saving machinery can or
should be used, it isn’t. In a non-capitalist society, one can
imagine labor-saving machinery would be used first and foremost
to perform the most onerous and least desirable tasks considered
socially necessary. These are jobs that in many cases put a special
physical, mental, or emotional strain on workers; often, they are
jobs that compromise the health of those compelled to perform
them, leading over time to physical and emotional harm,
eventually an inability to work at all. In advanced capitalist
economies, these workers, now deprived of the ability to work,
often find themselves reclassified as “disabled.” Others will die
before their time. But in the case of many such workers, in
particular women, being unemployed and disabled does not mean
a release from the burden of work. At home, there are often men,
perhaps also disabled or out of work, to be looked after, along
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with children (including adult children) who require attention.
Sometimes parents or older relatives are present, requiring care.
The invisible labor in the home must be done even if, in the eyes
of the state, these workers are deemed unable to work. It is
performed without compensation and almost always alone and
in private, without the cooperation of others, and with minimal
technological mediation (at best, a washing machine for the
clothes, television for the children).
These sorts of activities, however necessary they may be for
the reproduction of capitalist class relations, are always the last
to be rationalized, that is, made more efficient, and less onerous,
by means of labor-saving innovations. I have already discussed in
detail the reasons for this. In some cases, the labor process itself
is hard to reproduce mechanically. If you think robots have a hard
time driving cars, imagine the calamities simple tasks like folding
clothes or giving baths to the elderly would entail. But just as
often, the pressure to automate activities is obviated by the sheer
availability of human labor-power, which cheapens the cost of
labor and therefore discourages business owners from investing
capital in expensive machinery that often becomes obsolete well
before it fully depreciates. An abundance of labor means a dearth
of machines.
When Marx sketches out the many “contradictions and
antagonisms inseparable from the capitalist application of
machinery,” he is particularly sensitive to the claims made by
business owners and their advocates, economists, regarding
the blessings machines hold in store for workers, who in the
first decades of the workers’ movement saw them as a threat
to their livelihood. Citing John Stuart Mill, he begins his chapter
on machinery by calling into question whether “all the mechanical
inventions yet made have lightened the day’s toil of any human
being.”1 Marx offers a litany of paradoxes generated by the
contradictions that arise from innovation, which renders human
labor more productive in material terms (things or services
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produced per unit of labor) and less productive in money terms
(since less value-producing labor-power is consumed in the labor
process). One of the most poignant images he elaborates comes
early on in the chapter, when he observes that in England, the
home of the industrial revolution, wage-laborers are forced to
perform particularly dreadful labors that are elsewhere carried
out either by machines, or by beasts of burden. “In England,”
he writes, women
are still occasionally used instead of horses for hauling
barges, because the labour required to produce horses and
machines is an accurately known quantity, while that required
to maintain the women of the surplus population is beneath
all calculation. Hence we nowhere find a more shameless
squandering of human labour-power for despicable purposes
than in England, the land of machinery.2
Not only is machinery abundant and cheaply available in England,
where much of it is invented and produced, it is also shipped across
the seas to North America and Europe, where it performs tasks that
the “women of the surplus population” perform in England. It is
more rational for a business owner to pay unemployed women
to haul barges than to hire horses or employ machines, since
capitalists who compete with one another in a given sector must
choose the cheapest combination of inputs (labor, raw materials,
machinery, rents, and so on) possible relative to a given quantity
of work performed. To do otherwise is to risk losing business
to competitors and, eventually, face bankruptcy. The paradox
outlined in this passage, however, is not simply that a surplus of
available labor drives down wages, which in turn deters business
owners from replacing certain types of laboring activities with
machines. The excess of labor that prevents the mechanization
or automation of one particular sector is itself the result of an
“excess” of automation in another sector.
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In highly industrialized economies, Marx observes, the use of
efficient, labor-saving devices in one industry, for example in the
textile factories, will often temporarily create such a redundancy
of labor in that industry that a large number of workers will be
displaced into other sectors of the economy, desperate for work.
Because they need money to survive, they will perform whatever
odd jobs present themselves, and do so for wages that are a
fraction of what they were formerly paid in their previous job.
Under these circumstances, wages will be pushed downward by
the supply of labor, so much so that the wages received will fall
below the established value of labor-power. When the price of
labor-power dips below its value, the cost of labor is so low that
it actively “prevents the use of machinery in [these] other branches
and, from the standpoint of the capitalist, makes the use of
machinery superfluous, and often impossible, because his profit
comes from a reduction in the labor paid for, not in the labor
employed.”3 If what determines whether a capitalist employs
machinery is whether the cost of the labor objectified in the
machine is lower than the cost of the labor it displaces, then
a precipitous drop in wages can effectively prevent a business
owner from employing machinery, even should he or she want
to do so. Yet this paradoxical condition, in which machines are
left to idle, or shipped overseas where wages are higher, is itself
an effect of the capitalist application of machines: a sudden surge in
technological innovation in one sector will produce, ineluctably
and in an uneven pattern, technological stagnation in another.
Marx’s chapter on “machinery and large-scale industry” is by
far the longest chapter of Capital, and it is also the chapter richest
in empirical data about contemporary British industry, much of it
gathered from the reports of factory inspectors commissioned by
parliament to examine the living and employment conditions of
the English working class. The period in which Marx was writing
was one marked by the rapid mechanization of certain industries.
The textile industry was especially affected by this historical
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process, bringing together a stream of innovations in technology
and refinements of the labor process, reflecting advances in the
natural sciences and engineering, and an enormous boom in raw
materials, especially cotton, shipped from the slave plantations
of the u.s. South to the docks of Liverpool, on their way to
Manchester and the industrial heartlands. Marx notes throughout
this chapter not only the increasing number of workers absorbed
into the fast-growing textile industries but the equally prodigious
growth of ancillary industries, which reflected the dynamism of
England’s manufacturing core. The explosion in labor productivity
in the textile factories abetted a boom not only in raw materials
produced overseas by slave labor, but in local industries as well:
in machine production, in the extraction of coal, and in the
expansion of the material infrastructure required to distribute
these cheap commodities pumped out by the northern English
factories. Marx underlines, for example, that whole new industries
arose on the heels of the expanding textile industry, and with
them new forms of work and new figures of the worker (“along
with the machine, a new type of worker springs to life: the machinemaker”). The production of machinery would be supplemented
by “entirely new branches of production, creating new fields of
labor,” in particular the construction of vast facilities capable
of shuttling commodities across continents and seas (“canals,
docks, tunnels, bridges, and so on”), not to mention new forms
of media and communications, such as the telegraph, allowing
industrialists and merchants to communicate in real time with
suppliers and eventually consumers half a world away.
But in witnessing this prodigious expansion of capitalist
economy, which by the time Capital was written was global in
scale, Marx was particularly sensitive to what he saw as the limits
to the expansion of English and, eventually, global industry,
despite the fact that the number of workers absorbed into the
industrial core (manufacturing, mining, construction) would
continue to expand while producing ever more output for almost
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a full century more. What was especially prescient about Marx’s
analysis of the arc of capitalist development is the way he
measured the historically unprecedented economic growth
he observed against what he called an absolute law. This law
is expressed with the utmost simplicity, even though its
ramifications would preoccupy Marx for the rest of his analysis
of capitalism. Simply put, it states that “if the total quantity of
the article produced by machinery is equal to the quantity of the
article previously produced by a handicraft or a manufacture,
then total labor expended is diminished.”4 Put this way, the law
is almost tautological: provided the same amount of physical
output is produced, machinery reduces the quantity of labor
needed to produce that output. But Marx’s argument is primarily
about the effect automating one industry has on job growth in
others. Generally speaking, he writes, though the mechanization
of one industry “throws men out of work in those industries in
which it is introduced,” it often in turn “bring[s] about an increase
in other employment in other industries.” I have already detailed
in what sense this is true: the automation of one industry means
higher demand for labor in other industries like the production
of machines, the cultivation, extraction, or processing of raw
materials, and the building of infrastructure like ports and
highways. The extent to which these ancillary sectors will expand
depends on their degree of capital intensity. The surge in demand
for coal (today, we might substitute lithium for electric batteries)
to power factories increased the demand for coal miners; yet as
coal mines became increasingly mechanized, the demand for
miners diminished. But the absolute law of capitalist development
posits a clear limit to the growth in demand for labor: it will grow
only to the extent that total output of industry (“the total quantity
of the article produced” in all industries) does, and necessarily
at a slower rate. This applies to individual sectors as much as to
the economy as a whole. The growing superfluity of labor in the
economy is not simply a pattern that follows the rise and fall of
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the business cycle; it is a secular and irrevocable trend that Marx
elsewhere called the growing immiseration of the proletariat.
Where will these increasingly superfluous workers go,
if they are not absorbed into ancillary industries like mining,
construction or shipping, transport, and communications? Marx
has already given us one image of the fate of such workers: the
women of the surplus population, performing the work of horses.
But he also points in another direction: an ever-growing “servant
class.” In the period in which Marx was writing, he noted with
irony and rage that the number of English workers employed
as servants (“men-servants, women-servants, lackeys, etc.”) in
the houses of the middle and upper classes exceeded the number
of workers employed in the textile industries and mining (both
coal and metal extraction), combined. Here, then, is perhaps the
greatest contradiction or paradox of the automated factory, as
Marx envisioned it:
the extraordinary increase in the productivity of large-scale
industry, accompanied as it is by a more intensive and a more
extensive exploitation of labor-power in all other spheres of
production, permits a larger and larger part of the working
class to be employed unproductively. Hence it is possible
to reproduce the ancient domestic slaves, on a constantly
expanding scale, under the name of a servant class.5
What Marx proposed in his formulation of an absolute
law of capitalist development appears to fly in the face of many
of the projections developed by socialists and labor-movement
militants over the past two centuries. In those accounts, Marx’s
contention that more and more of the working-age population of
industrializing countries would become dependent on wage-labor
for its own reproduction is confused with the idea that wageearning activities will take the form of high-productivity,
semi-skilled work in technologically progressive sectors
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(“modern industry”) like manufacturing and mining. Such
prognostications seemed, for a full century, to be on the mark,
as capital-intensive goods-producing sectors of the economy
drew in larger and larger numbers of workers; the manufacturing
share of employment expanded in the u.s. and the uk for decades
after Marx proposed his absolute law, well into the middle of the
twentieth century. It peaked around 1955, that is, at precisely the
moment when “automation” began to be implemented on a vast
scale in the most productive industries of the global capitalist
economy, such as automobiles, steel, mining, and petrochemicals.
A threshold was reached. The very “productiveness of modern
industry” meant that fewer and fewer workers, relative to the
total working population, were needed to carry out these activities.
The productivity gains that meant larger output could be generated
with fewer and fewer workers directly involved in its production
required more and more workers to be employed in manufacturing-adjacent industries, many of them categorized by Marx as
“circulation labor,” like transportation and warehousing, retail
and sales, accounting and law, communications and infrastructure,
and, in the twentieth century, advertising and marketing. But
these fast-expanding parallel sectors could not grow rapidly
enough to absorb all of the labor shed by productivity gains
in the most dynamic sectors. Because these activities will not
increase at a rate rapid enough to soak up labor market excess—
and many of these activities will be subject to technological
“progress” in their turn—a sizable fraction of the wage-earning
class will find themselves performing domestic duties for the
urban upper and middle classes. Here is a core contradiction of
the capitalist use of machinery: the very productivity of capitalist
industry consigns a larger and larger portion of humanity to
low-productivity, and often unproductive in Marx’s sense of
the term, laboring activities.
Many observers, primarily on the left, would argue that the
picture I have drawn in these pages—a scenario that in my view
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confirms Marx’s “absolute law” of capital development—is
misleading at best, dispiriting at worst. In a 2016 essay sizing
up the prospects for the u.s. working class, for example, Kim
Moody sketched a portrait of the u.s. economy that appears
to invert, point-by-point, the features I have tried to outline.
Though he conceded the self-evident fact of a considerable
reallocation of labor away from core industries, he suggested
that this migration of workers has had little effect on the key
indicators I have examined. The most salient feature of the u.s.
economy since 1980, he argued, is the “large productivity gains”
achieved by u.s. business, by means of “growing investment and
work intensification.”6 Indeed, contrary to data I have marshalled
in previous chapters regarding the rate of business investment,
Moody claims, against the evidence,7 that non-residential fixed
investment as a share of gdp has soared since 1980, stabilizing
at a rate higher than in the postwar boom, and has continued
to do so in the midst of a sustained near-depression. This surge in
investment in fixed capital, combined with a wave of mergers
and acquisitions beginning in the 1980s, has resulted not only
in impressive gains in labor productivity but in workplace
conditions resembling those that prevailed in earlier phases of
capitalist development: “more and more workers are employed
in workplaces that are both more capital intensive and employ
more workers on average.”
Moody is particularly interested in the growth of the so-called
logistics sector, and the way that the reallocation of labor in the
u.s. economy toward circulation activities requires the concentration of workers in a few dense “nodes” or clusters, within which
working conditions resemble those of the old manufacturing
centers of the 1930s–60s: large numbers of workers handling,
valorizing, and potentially arresting, through workplace actions,
enormous quantities of capital. But it is not only these transportation nodes—which in fact employ a tiny portion of the workforce,
and which are expanding at a much slower rate than low-wage
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service work—that in Moody’s estimation are re-creating
conditions reminiscent of the heyday of the u.s. labor movement.
Similar trajectories, he holds, can be observed in other sectors,
including those traditionally considered “service” occupations.
Moody singles out the healthcare sector in particular in his
depiction of the trend toward concentrations of capital in larger
firms and workplaces combined with rising capital intensity, but
nowhere does he make mention of the Bureau of Labor Statistics’
contention that job growth in this sector will most likely consist
in adding more and more units of low-wage, low-skill labor.
Whether he is considering transportation nodes, hospitals and
healthcare centers, “Big Box retailers . . . hotels and call centers,”
Moody sees not dispersed, labor-intensive, low-productivity
occupations, but instead “the ‘factories’ of today,” from which
a new epoch of “working class organization and action,” on a
par with the industrial unionism of the 1930s, might once again
arise.
Throughout this book, I have marshalled evidence contrary
to such a vision. The advanced industrial economies of the world
face significant, often mutually reinforcing, headwinds: low productivity growth, declining rates of business investment, stagnant
wages, a larger and larger “overhang” of workers who produce
no value, faltering profit rates, and so on. All of these conditions
represent barriers to what Moody calls “working class organization
and action,” at least in the form these assumed in the middle of
the twentieth century. What must be undertaken today is a sober
assessment of these conditions and their effect on the capacity
of workers to organize themselves across a complex, fragmented
economy, marked by increasing divergence among them, in terms
of wage levels, notions of skill, labor processes, and so on.
A widely cited paper from the late 1990s on the causes
of deindustrialization, written under the auspices of the
International Monetary Fund, sizes up in its conclusion the
potential effects of the growing concentration of employment
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in the slow-growth, technologically stagnant service sector of
the economy. The co-authors, Robert Rowthorn and Ramana
Ramaswamy, emphasize how the fragmentation of this sector,
riven by cleavages in skills and wage levels, combined with
the material disparity of the concrete labor processes lumped
together under this label, will undoubtedly pose insurmountable obstacles to rebuilding powerful trade unions like the uaw
of the late 1930s sit-down strikes. “Trade unions,” they warn,
“have traditionally derived their strength from industry, where
the modes of production and the standardized nature of the work
have made it easier to organize workers.”8 The historical workers’
movement and the industrial unions of the mid-twentieth century
endeavored, through the institution of collective-bargaining
agreements, to reduce wage differentials across industries. This
objective was formulated not simply on the basis of infra-class
solidarity among workers, but on the tendency, driven by
competitive pressures among firms, for technological innovations
to spread across lines of production and eventually sectors. As
firms across the economy adopt similar techniques, the different
working conditions of various class segments are smoothed out
and over. The rising ratio of machinery and raw materials to
labor employed assures a tendential material density of the class.
Comparable skill levels, wages, and working conditions prevail
in massive plants bringing together thousands of workers at
each individual site. The workers’ movement itself was at once
the product and the reflection of this convergent material unity
of the capitalist mode of production: if worker struggles of the
nineteenth century (such as the conflicts over the length of the
working day) in part spurred the development of the forces of
production, the generalization of this development across lines
of production in the early twentieth century shaped the class
into a compact and often militant mass. This is what James
Boggs, a militant auto worker writing in the early 1960s, had in
mind when, echoing Marx, he spoke of the “embryo of a socialist
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society” gestating within this one, “united, disciplined and
organized by capitalist production itself.”9
In her magisterial history of the workers’ movement, Forces of
Labor, Beverly Silver underlines the way the objective splintering
of the service sector outlined by Rowthorn and Ramaswamy is
reflected in the isolation of these workers from one another,
and their distance from the strategic leverage points enjoyed
by workers in fields as different as manufacturing and education.
Those who work in the automotive industry are imbricated in a
tightly articulated detail division of labor, so that a work stoppage
at one point in the production sequence can bring the entire
process to a halt. Teachers, on the other hand, operate with
relative autonomy in their classrooms, less affected by a ramified
technical division of labor. At the same time, a large-scale strike
by educators might reveal their crucial place in the social division
of labor, causing widespread disruption at least at the local level,
as parents scramble to find someone to care for their children.
Workers in the oil sector, however tiny it may be, are able to
disrupt the entire functioning of the capitalist economy on at
least the national level, as recent struggles in France (in 2010
and 2016) have shown. Workers who find themselves stranded
in low-wage service occupations in retail or hospitality (together,
one-fifth of the workforce) have no such leverage: their workplaces
are often dispersed and small in comparison with the great
industrial concentrations of the past, and they have little fixed
capital to idle. Silver can point to important if modest recent
victories by workers in these fields, but avers that such successes
have come despite the distance of these workplaces—in the
case of retail, restaurants, and similar types of work—from
the levers of production and social reproduction. They have
instead had to “follow a community-based organizing model
rather than a model that relies on the positional power of workers
at the point of production.”10 It is, however, these pre-existing
community ties—neighborhoods, languages, religion—that the
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ever-expanding ambit of the personal services sector threatens.
If these were the foundations of the old workers’ movement,
whose forms of mutuality and self-aid often relied on affinities
derived from ethnic, cultural, and geographical proximity, they are
today everywhere in tatters, as the social fabric is chewed through
by the corrosive effects of money and markets, and communities
dissipate into warring, atomized dysfunction.
By far the most militant section of the u.s. labor force in the
recent past has been not workers in large industrial firms with
high capital-to-labor ratios but public-sector workers in the
“education industry.” The past few years have witnessed largescale, even state-wide, strikes by teachers, especially in politically
conservative American states, with deep support from the public,
who are often parents directly affected by such work stoppages.
(The 2019 strike by Los Angeles Unified School District employees
shares many of the features of the strikes in rural, Republican
states.) These strikes in most cases won modest gains for teachers,
both in terms of direct and indirect wages—West Virginia
teachers first organized, defensively, against dramatic increases
in insurance premiums—and with regard to deteriorating working
conditions, including rising class sizes, the lack of nurses in
schools, and encroachment on public education from privately
run “charter schools.” In most cases, the demands that triggered
the strikes were formulated not by the leadership of the public
sector unions, in the framework of traditional collective bargaining
agreements, but by rank-and-file pressure, through the use of
social media and novel tactics developed in situ. Above all, these
strikes seemed to have a political content: they represented a
spirited defense of the public sector as a cost necessary for the
reproduction of society. Though teachers are subject to few of
the constraints and pressures of private-sector employees in
industries where technological change—and the broader search
for efficiencies—drives individual employers in fierce competition
with other firms for market share, they play a considerable part
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in the production of a competent workforce able to supply the
job market with fresh, semi-skilled and cheap labor-power. In
addition to this longer-term objective, forming workers able
to read, write, and learn new skills, teachers and educational
personnel perform a perhaps even more important role in the
day-to-day functioning of society: they watch over, care for,
and manage tens of millions of children so that their parents,
in particular women, can earn money through wage-labor
elsewhere in the social division of labor.
We can underline here the stark contrast between the
material situation of workers in the education industry, in
particular teachers, and the private-sector workers in heavily
capitalized industries whom Moody anticipates will be most
agitated in the years to come. Workers in education are subject
to few of the factors he cites as conditions for an epoch of
renewed labor militancy. The “changes in the labor process”
he claims are “embracing” more and more of the working
class—technological change, concentration of industries, rising
capital-to-labor ratios, just-in-time supply chains—do not affect
this particular industry even indirectly, for the most part. The
actual labor process required in the delivery of education services
has changed very little over decades, or even longer, whatever
enthusiasm administrators might have for introducing new
technologies in the classroom. Indeed, despite the ever-expanding
administrative stratum of the industry, and the corresponding
oversight functions it carries out, classroom activities are marked
by a high degree of autonomy relative to other kinds of work.
Though some activities associated with teaching have been
reassigned to teacher’s assistants, one of the fastest growing
jobs in the post-crisis economy, the technical division of labor
at the classroom level is almost non-existent, especially relative
to the massive industrial concerns of the 1930s Moody sees as
models for the “factories of today.” Educators remain relatively
immune to the pressures of so-called automation. “Productivity”
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gains can be wrung from teachers for the most part only by
expanding classroom size, decreasing teacher-to-student ratios,
and having some of their traditional functions carried out by less
skilled assistants. It is against these cost-cutting measures, long
the only recourse of administrators, that teachers have mobilized.
And just as teachers are invulnerable to most forms of technological substitution, they are also not subject to offshoring or
replacement by cheaper labor elsewhere. In contrast with those
sectors of the private economy focused on producing tradable
goods and services, the education industry cannot exploit wage
differentials across geographical distances; by the same token,
the services it provides cannot be concentrated in just a few
regional “clusters,” as with the logistics industry. In Forces of
Labor, written well before the current upsurge, Beverly Silver
suggests that “the imperviousness of the education industry
to spatial and technological fixes (in particular, geographical
relocation and automation) may be at the root of a great deal
of teacher bargaining power.”11
In order to understand why the movement of teachers has
been as powerful as it has been, we should employ a crucial
distinction between two forms of the division of labor. Specialization is a feature of modern, industrial societies: individual units
of production tend to focus on making a single product or related
group of products (Nike, for example, does not make frozen
yogurt), while workers are generally given skill-specific tasks
within these units. The segmentation of production tasks within
a given unit of production is generally referred to as the detail, or
technical, division of labor; the specialization of production, with
individual firms focused on a narrow range of products, across
the economy as a whole is called the social division of labor.
In conceptual terms, we can say that the detail division
of labor within a given unit of production (a single company,
for example) requires both the segmentation of the labor process
into discrete tasks, and the coordination of these separated
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activities by managers who plan and oversee this unified process.
In the case of the social division of labor, the distribution and
coordination of specialized activities is organized not through
deliberate planning but by means of the market. Within a given
company, individual segments of the labor process are not
coordinated through exchange; one workshop in a car factory
does not purchase inputs from another workshop within the
same factory. In advanced economies, however, particularly
in a context of globalized trade relations and wage differentials
across geographical distances, even the production of relatively
simple products can incorporate components from a wide variety
of producers often separated by both large distances and national
borders. A production process that might, decades ago, have
been largely done in-house, today is turned outward, mobilizing
intricate supply chains punctuated by acts of buying and selling,
with the final product assembled from any number of produced
inputs. In such a scenario, the distinction between the detail and
social divisions of labor becomes tenuous, entwining internal
planning and exchange between distinct producers. By the
same token, in an economy in which the principles of planning
predominate, an altogether different relation between these two
forms prevails: rather than market relations intervening within
the production of a single commodity, the planning process
extends beyond the unit of production to society as a whole.
Moody’s mapping of the “new terrain” of class struggle in
an era of globalized production emphasizes the way transnational supply chains create an extended technical division of
labor, in which workers involved in the transportation, handling,
and storing of products performed by the so-called “logistics”
industry can be said to “perform final steps in actual production,”
and to be “engaged in goods production despite being classified
as something else by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.” The same
cannot be said, however, for the material situation in which
workers in the education industry find themselves. As I have
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spelled out already, the efficiencies typical of the technical
division of labor are almost entirely absent in the classroom,
or in the school system as a whole. A labor stoppage in one
workshop at a large factory can bring the entire production
process to a halt; a labor stoppage in one classroom in one school
will have little effect on the activities of other classrooms, nor
will a labor stoppage at one school affect the rest of the school
district. But should the teachers and educational laborers of an
entire school district go on strike, or otherwise interrupt their
labor, the effect will be massive and radiate through the entire
economy, as workers in other sectors scramble to find daycare
for their children. The power of these workers is attributable not
to their place in a technical division of labor but to their place
within the social division of labor, since the withdrawal of their
labor compels the interruption of work across a given locale.
This material leverage, combined with the fact that educational
services are only with difficulty replaced by “automation”
or threats of relocation, gives these workers a power almost
unequaled elsewhere in the economy.
What about the rest of the service sector, given that the
workers in the largely public education sector, though in a highly
strategic position within the social division of labor, still make
up a small fraction of the total workforce? What of those workers
who find themselves condemned to the circumstances of isolation
and atomization characteristic of the servant economy? The
conditions these workers share with teachers is that their jobs
remain largely invulnerable to both automation and offshoring.
In the first case this is because the tasks performed do not
admit replacement by even the most advanced technological
innovations; in the second, because these are in-person services
performed on site, and so cannot be performed remotely. In
contrast with Moody’s image of workers concentrated in larger
and larger workplaces, in conditions approximating the factories
of the great industrial epoch, the growing personal services
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sector is by its very nature fragmented into small workplaces,
and their in-person nature requires these workplaces to be
spatially dispersed, rather than being concentrated in a few
huge hubs, clusters, or facilities. Here the contrast with teachers
is especially important, since those who deliver education
services, though their particular place of work might employ a
small number of people, invariably work for a single employer
encompassing a unified district or territory. These conditions,
though hardly factory-like, nevertheless offer workers in this
industry opportunities for action not found elsewhere in the
workforce. Indeed, in this specific sense, the workplace conditions
encountered by teachers do resemble those of the large factories
of the 1930s, in which tens of thousands of workers could conduct
large-scale and sometimes economically crippling actions against
their employers. But the parallel stops there. Workers in technologically progressive industries have power through their place
in a technical division of labor; teachers, owing to their position
within the social division of labor. In the case of workers consigned
to jobs in retail, restaurants, and nursing homes, none of these
conditions favoring a “coming upsurge” prevail.
France in early 2020 was the site of an enormous and
powerful mobilization of workers revolting against changes,
proposed by the Macron administration, to the system of
retirement benefits. This mobilization not only brought about
large and frequent union-led demonstrations, but involved a
particularly effective transport strike, in which unionized workers
employed by national and regional rail services immobilized
entire cities and regions for weeks on end, preventing many
workers from using public services to get to and from work. Like
the case of the teachers discussed above, here is an instance of a
workplace action that, because of the sensitive and strategic place
occupied by these public services personnel in the social division
of labor, has the potential to quickly set off a widespread, if not
total, immobilization of economic activity.
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Yet these demonstrations must be seen in relation to another,
apparently unrelated, form of class struggle that recently emerged
in France. This time, the protagonists were primarily workers
living outside of dense urban areas, in regions where there is
a relative absence of public services, or where those services
have recently been cut back dramatically. The revolt of the gilets
jaunes, so named because of the yellow safety vests those who
took part in these struggles wore as a sign of solidarity, was
triggered by a proposed tax on diesel fuel that would inordinately affect those workers, many of whom participate in the
low-wage “servant” sector, who must drive to and from work
owing to the dearth or withdrawal of state-provided transportation networks. What is specific and new about these struggles is
that those who undertook them, unlike the striking rail workers,
are not unionized and are unable to undertake workplace actions
that would contribute to a broader slowing or shutting down
of economic activity. Even if they could, the types of work they
do are for the most part not located at key points in the social
division of labor, as is the case for transport workers or teachers.
It is true that many of those who took part were truck drivers,
whose labor is embedded in the extended detail division of labor
articulated by the just-in-time production model and its logistics
infrastructure. But most of the workers involved find they are
“excluded” from the economy in more than one sense: they are
paid low wages, forced out of cities, denied public services, are
not unionized, and do not perform activities that are located at
strategic points in the economy. It is for this reason that their
struggle was restricted primarily to Saturdays, when workers have
the day off, and that it had little direct effect on workplaces. As
a movement, however, it was especially significant insofar as it
mobilized workers who are not represented by the traditional
institutions of the labor movement. Most had never been to a
demonstration before deciding to participate in the movement.
The contrast between the struggle undertaken by French public
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service workers and those who are most affected by the absence
of transportation services in the French hinterlands is a telling
one, reflecting in the arena of class struggle a deep polarization
internal to contemporary capitalist labor markets.
In the early 1960s, Boggs foresaw a day when a large number
of those expelled from the factories of northern industry would
have “nowhere to go”: these were the “surplus people,” “the
expendables of automation.” Today the children and grandchildren of these surplus people remain trapped in collapsing
cities, far-flung suburbs, and rural ruins. They scrape by on
part-time precarious work and tenuous lines of extortionate
credit, commuting to and from work an hour each way, surveilled
by heavily armed cops as they make their way home from bus
stops. Some run rackets and hustles, while others sink into
depression or drugs. Prison is always near.
Boggs foresaw a world of outsiders on the margins of the
wage relation, whose every move was hounded by money. To
those who imagined rebuilding the afl-cio of two decades
prior, he could only say, dream on. The union was lost, he wrote
with sangfroid, the moment the bosses brought in the computer-controlled machines. The cause of unionism was lost before
that: never setting out to attack the bases of capitalist society,
it became part of it. “Historically, workers move ahead,” Boggs
wrote, in imaginary retort to those who want to reactivate older
figures of organization. “That is, they bypass existing organizations
and form new ones uncorrupted by past habits and customs.” Boggs
was careful not to venture details about what shapes these organs
might take; he did not promise they would reconcile the class
fractions churned out by changes in the composition of capital.
American workers (a term ample enough to envelop his “surplus
people”) would, should they take command again over their
own lives, have to launch a “revolt powerful enough to smash
the union, the company, and the state.” But Boggs’s accent was
less on negation than discovery. Surrounded by “labor leaders
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and well-meaning liberals” proposing gimmick upon gimmick in
hopes of saving the reigning social order, Boggs wagered on these
“outsiders,” who will have to compose, and soon, a “new way
to live.” What he said then is just as true now: “The means to live
without having to work are all around them, before their very eyes.
The only question, the trick, is how to take them.”12
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IT WAS A COOL, QUIET MONDAY EVENING in northeast England when the computer
first told them about Peter Chapman. The clock read a little after five, and two officers
from Cleveland police were cruising in their patrol car. A screen lit up next to them: the
on-board computer was flashing an alert from the local police network. The message
told them the target was a blue Ford Mondeo and gave them its registration number.
It was only a few minutes before they came across the car and pulled it over with a
sounding of their siren. Inside was Chapman, a 33-year-old convict wanted for
questioning in connection with a string of offences, including arson and theft. The
officers verified his identity and took him to a station just a few miles away.
At 5:07 p.m. on October 26, 2009, just 20 minutes before he was arrested, Chapman had
driven past an Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) camera stationed next to
the road. As his car passed, the camera recorded its registration number, together with
the time and location, and sent the information to Cleveland Police’s internal computer
network, where it was checked against a hotlist downloaded from Britain’s central police
database.
There was a hit: a request to detain anyone driving Chapman’s car had been entered into
the system three days earlier. Once the computers had processed their search — a
matter of fractions of a second — the command to apprehend the driver was broadcast
to local officers, who stopped and arrested Chapman as soon as they were able.
This feat was made possible by the continuous operation of a vast automated
surveillance network that sits astride Britain’s roads. The technology — known as
License Plate Recognition (LPR) in the US, where it is also used — captures and stores
data on up to 15 million journeys in the UK each day.

It is the most extensive system of its kind in the
world.
Yet the true extent of the network, the areas it covers, and the locations of the cameras,
is a matter of secrecy. In order to function fully, say the police, such details cannot be
revealed. As a result, we do not know precisely how the technology is used, nor how it is
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abused.
It is only in cases like Peter Chapman’s that this secret system becomes visible.
WHEN CHAPMAN’S CAR triggered that alert on the evening of October 26, it took the
police just 20 minutes to find and stop him. But, as a later investigation discovered, it
was not the first warning that had been issued. In fact, a total of 16 ANPR alerts had
been put out over the previous three days — including four on the day he was arrested.
The combined area covered by Cleveland,
Durham, and North Yorkshire police forces
is over 10,000 square kilometers. It is
policed by close to 5,000 officers and home
to almost two million people — similar in
size to Houston, Texas, but spread across an
area 10 times greater. The report for
Chapman’s vehicle said the driver was “to
be immediately stopped”, but it was only
graded as medium priority. In truth, the
alerts were just a tiny handful of those that
tumble onto police computers in a neverending avalanche of data: in Cleveland
alone, roadside cameras generate around
Three police forces spotted Peter Chapman.
Between them they cover a combined area of
more than 10,000 square km.

2,500 alerts every day. Officers were sent to
find his car six times, but for four days
attempts had proved futile. After all,
knowing where a vehicle had been 10

minutes earlier is not necessarily enough to find it on Britain’s crowded road network.
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In the space of three days, 16 alerts were generated by Chapman’s car. Each one urged police to arrest the driver.

There is a reason so much is known about Chapman’s arrest: it was the subject of an
extensive investigation by Britain’s law enforcement watchdog, the Independent Police
Complaints Commission. The reason for their inquiry was that Chapman’s capture,
rather than being a striking model of efficient police work, was a disaster.
Chapman had been wanted for arson and theft, but he was also a convicted rapist. And
after his arrest he made a startling confession: he had murdered Ashleigh Hall, a 17year-old student from the nearby town of Darlington. Chapman had met her on
Facebook, posing as a teenager in order to win her trust. On Sunday evening, two days
and eight alerts after the request to apprehend Chapman had been made, Hall told her
mother she was spending the night at a friend’s house.
On Tuesday, Chapman led police officers to her body, hidden in a field by the roadside
just a few miles away from where they had pulled him over.
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ANPR IS A BRITISH INVENTION: created, developed, and tested in the UK. Its first
major outing was in 1984, when police scientists set themselves up in a small, unmarked
cabin on a bridge overlooking the busy M1 motorway.
The road is one of the country’s most important north-south arteries, running 193 miles
between London and Leeds. Inside the cabin, video cameras were trained on every lane
of traffic. As cars passed beneath, the cameras captured their registration numbers and
sent the data along a cable to a hut hidden a hundred meters away and out of sight of
the road, where a computer checked a list of stolen vehicles. This was Britain’s first fully
functioning ANPR installation.
“At the moment there is no intention of using it for anything other than detecting stolen
cars”, a police spokesperson noted at the time.
Scientists had been working on the system for eight years, but the M1 set-up was the
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most advanced deployment to date: not only was it capable of tracking moving cars but,
using infrared, it could read plates at night.
Concerns about the new technology were raised immediately, including from within the
government. A 1984 report for the Greater London Council Police Committee warned
that the system made every car a potential suspect and handed policy on mass
surveillance to the police. “This possibility in a democracy is unacceptable,” it
concluded.
Democratically unacceptable or not, the development of networked ANPR continued.
DURING THE 1990s, thousands of cameras, including plate readers, were installed to
form a so-called “ring of steel” around the City of London, a massive operation aimed at
ending the string of Irish Republican bombings in the financial district. Laws were
changed to make the technology more effective: legislation enacted in 2001 required
characters used on plates to be displayed in a font that made them easier for ANPR
cameras to recognize.
In the same year, the government decided to deploy “spectrum vans” — mobile units
with multiple ANPR cameras, connected by radio to local control stations — across
every police force in England and Wales. The success of the scheme led to Project Laser,
a 2005 plan to deploy more than 2,000 fixed cameras nationwide, and to the creation of
the National ANPR Data Centre, which is tasked with handling the information
collected.
Since that time, the system has been continually, if largely invisibly, expanded
throughout the UK. In 2012 the Metropolitan Police, which patrols Greater London,
announced its own ANPR bureau, and rolled out a new fleet of dedicated “ANPR
interceptors”: at least 110 police vehicles on London’s roads, each equipped with mobile
camera equipment and a live link to the central computer.
Meanwhile, local governments and private businesses have been installing their own
ANPR systems for parking security, fuel station payments and to catch speeding drivers.
Some of these systems, too, have been absorbed into the police network. By 2005, more
than 50 local authorities — almost one sixth of the country — had agreed to use their
traffic cameras for monitoring purposes.
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Many of these systems were sold to local residents using promises that were quickly
broken.
One example is the London Congestion Charge, which was introduced in 2003 as a
traffic-reduction scheme. The charge zone, which covers 20 square kilometers of the
capital, is monitored by a ring of almost 700 cameras that are trained on every road in
and out. As vehicles drive in, their plates are read and checked against the payment
records; those that have paid are deleted from the system’s database the following day.
Data on those with outstanding fees may be retained for no longer than 13 months.
These restrictions were designed in part to assure the public that the congestion cameras
were not going to become a system for spying on Londoners.
In 2007, however, the government signed a certificate of exemption that granted the
Metropolitan Police full, real-time access to the zone’s cameras. The certificate gives the
Met all the data they can gather, where that data relates to “the safeguarding of national
security”.
We have made repeated requests for more information on how their system works, but a
Met spokesman would only say that the service “manages ANPR data in accordance with
the Data Protection Act and all relevant ACPO [Association of Chief Police Officers]
policies”.
This is despite the fact that the data in question is specifically exempted from these laws.
He refused to comment further on the specific details of how these records are kept
separate from the police’s own network of ANPR camera data, or even whether they are
kept separate at all.
BRITAIN IS ONE OF THE MOST surveilled countries in the world. Studies put the
number of operational CCTV cameras at between two and four million, for a population
of 60 million people. The country’s national DNA database holds records on six million
people. Telecoms companies are mandated to store logs of all mobile-phone calls and
text messages for 12 months, and to make the data available to government at all levels.
In many cities, closed-circuit cameras have built-in loudspeakers that allow operators —
mainly local government employees — to speak directly to those they see live on-screen
and suspect of foul behavior. As a result, British people are accustomed to the sight of
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cameras fixed to the outside of buildings, and on poles by the side of the road.
These are mostly of two kinds: standard CCTV cameras, in various sizes, perched like
inquisitive birds on lamp posts and shopfronts; and speed cameras: boxy, painted yellow,
which flash brightly when triggered by a speeding motorist.
At first glance, ANPR cameras resemble CCTV: indeed, many systems, such as the
London Congestion Zone, run on repurposed standard cameras. Newer systems often
incorporate two or three distinct lenses — “multiple eyes” — to capture wider areas at
greater resolution, for better license plate recognition. But ultimately, the cameras are of
many makes and many designs; there’s no way to tell what they’re being used for unless
the operators choose to divulge that information. And the British police, the largest
users of ANPR in the country, are reluctant to do so.
In 2009, a House of Lords report described the explosion of surveillance technologies as
one of the most significant changes to Britain since the Second World War. It noted:
“Mass surveillance has the potential to erode privacy. As privacy is an essential
pre-requisite to the exercise of individual freedom, its erosion weakens the
constitutional foundations on which democracy and good governance have
traditionally been based in this country.”
This has been described as an acceptable price to pay for greater security, but studies of
surveillance technology fail to support that argument.
One review of 44 separate CCTV studies,
published the same year as the House of
Lords report, showed that the more than
£500 million ($780 million) spent on CCTV
in Britain in the decade up to 2006 had
produced only modest benefits. The report’s
most damning conclusion found that where
CCTV was at its most effective —
preventing vehicle crime in car parks — the
same results could be achieved simply by
improving lighting in the parking area.
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Advocates of surveillance technology also
highlight the legal safeguards that govern
its use, but this argument is open to
criticism too. It is true that some data logs
are subject to strict restrictions: security
video from rail stations, for example, is kept
for just 14 days. But police data procedures
are very different. The National ANPR Data
Centre stores a full two years of vehicle
records, which are accessible to anyone
with ANPR authorization for 90 days. This
is possible because Britain’s privacy laws do
not consider vehicle records to be personal
data, a bizarre stance given that the vast
majority of vehicles are registered to
individuals.
Even when the privacy safeguards designed
to prevent the abuse of surveillance
technology kick in, the systems can still survive.
In July 2013, the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO), which is responsible for
overseeing Britain’s privacy laws, issued an enforcement notice regarding Hertfordshire
Police’s use of ANPR around the small town of Royston.
Despite having a population of just 15,000 and a relatively low crime rate, the town was
encircled in 2011 by ANPR cameras that record every vehicle that enters and leaves, 24
hours a day. Following a complaint by privacy groups, the ICO ruled that the system had
not taken privacy into account, making it a violation of the Data Protection Act. The
town’s police force reacted by saying that while they will work with the commissioner,
they would continue using the cameras, and monitoring the citizens of Royston, for the
foreseeable future.
BY 2010, THE NATIONAL ANPR system was capturing up to 12 million records per day,
using over 5,000 cameras. Internal police figures show that increasing to 15 million
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reads in 2011, while access to private camera data doubled the size of the network.
What is not known is how many of the UK’s 34 million registered vehicles are captured,
and at what rate. Also unknown is the true reach of the system, which areas it covers and
what the distribution of cameras is. This opacity, it turns out, is entirely deliberate: the
police have repeatedly and forcefully rejected efforts to understand the true magnitude
of the network.
In August 2009, MATTER’s SA Mathieson filed a Freedom of Information request on
behalf of The Guardian, asking for the locations of ANPR cameras used by police in
Devon and Cornwall, two large but sparsely populated counties that make up much of
England’s south-west peninsula. The idea was to explore how the force had configured
its cameras to cover such a large area.
But instead of being processed as normal, the request became the subject of a tug of war
that lasted three years.
First the application was turned down by Devon and Cornwall Police, and then by the
Information Commissioner’s Office. That decision was taken to the Information Rights
Tribunal, where it was appealed and the earlier decision subsequently overturned.
However, the police counter-appealed and had the reversal struck down. In June 2012, a
final tribunal conclusively dismissed the application: the attempt to force the disclosure
of camera locations had failed.
Despite the extensive, convoluted efforts by the police to keep the data out of the public
domain, their push for secrecy was not entirely successful. While they kept camera
locations under wraps in order to make their case, the police were forced to disclose
hundreds of pages of evidence on the workings of ANPR. These included information on
how some criminals were avoiding and sabotaging the very system the police were
trying so hard to protect.
In the evidence, the police detailed how professional criminals were aware of the
location of many ANPR installations, and had developed ways to avoid detection. These
include changing the way they drive “a properly trained driver can adopt a particular
driving style that will greatly reduce the chance of the vehicle being detected by ANPR,”
said one statement, “and modifying plates so that they are harder to read.” These
sections of the documents were blacked out until their redaction was successfully
challenged in court.
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Meanwhile, a statement from the Police Service of Northern Ireland — operators of an
extensive camera network which is not counted among the estimates for England and
Wales — provided even more evidence that camera positions are widely known by those
who take a direct interest in finding them.
“There has been a concentrated effort by criminals to damage a number of our sites,” it
said. “One such site has been damaged and rendered non-effective three times in the
past few months, the cost to repair, apply counter measures and re-install has amounted
to over £12,000. Another site has been set on fire and completely destroyed; the cost to
repair and apply counter measures has amounted to over £24,000.”
Despite evidence that criminals are already familiar with the system and its weaknesses,
the police contend that knowledge of ANPR locations decreases the efficacy of the whole
system. But the physical locations, and their obscurity, stand in for a wider obfuscation
of the system, as well as the often-mistaken public perceptions of it.
In their deposition to the Freedom of Information case, Devon and Cornwall police
referred to a burglary case that was dropped because it would have required them to
divulge the location of an ANPR camera. Instead, they said, it was preferable to
withdraw the prosecution “so that the integrity of that camera could be maintained for
future use.” In this case, and an unknowable number of others, the covert operation that
is apparently required for the system to function to its full potential is in direct conflict
with that potential.
Thus a system shrouded in secrecy is compelled to prioritize that secrecy over the full
exercise of the law, degrading justice in the same manner in which secret courts and
secret intelligence have led to the gradual erosion of ancient legal rights, among them
habeas corpus.
This culture of secrecy surrounding technology-led policing is corrosive in other ways.
In 2010, Birmingham City Council and West Midlands Police announced Project
Champion, an initiative to combat anti-social behavior and street crime. Over 150 ANPR
cameras and almost 50 CCTV cameras were installed in and around the neighbourhoods
of Washwood Heath and Sparkbrook. Forty were classified as covert, most likely hidden
in trees and walls. The result was another version of the ring of steel, preventing local
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residents from entering or leaving the area without their cars being tracked.
Washwood Heath and Sparkbrook both have large Muslim populations, and
Birmingham councillors were concerned that the program would unfairly target their
Muslim constituents and damage community relations. Their misgivings were dismissed
by West Midlands Police, who repeatedly said the scheme was in place for public
“reassurance” and “crime prevention.”
But in June 2010, an investigation revealed that the £3 million ($4.6 million) camera
network had actually been funded entirely by a national anti-terrorism initiative. The
object was not to protect local residents: it was to create a “vehicle movement net” that
would allow operators to covertly watch potential terrorism suspects.
It was a public relations disaster, and West Midlands Police and the city council were
forced to apologize for masking the true intentions of the system. Residents voiced their
anger at public meetings, graffiti on local walls declared “you are now entering a police
state” and bags were placed over the cameras to prevent them from being used.
THE NATIONAL NETWORK DOES NOT just observe in real time: it can be used to look
back through history, too. Take one routine traffic stop in June 2012 as an example.
It was a Saturday afternoon, and a South Yorkshire police officer pulled over an ageing
Renault Laguna on the M1. When the man at the wheel gave conflicting answers to the
officer’s questions, the registration details were run through the police computer; the
car, it emerged, was not insured. According to procedure, the vehicle was impounded,
and the occupants, two young men named Omar Khan and Jewel Uddin, were sent to
the nearest train station to get home.
The following Monday, the police received a call from the pound: inside the car, workers
had discovered an arsenal that included knives, swords and shotguns, as well as a
homemade explosive device adapted from a firework that contained 350 nails and
almost 100 ball bearings. Officers were shocked by the discovery, and a massive counterterrorism operation swung into action. The aim was to track down not just Khan, 27,
and Uddin, 26, but anyone who might have been associated with whatever plot they
were involved in before they could destroy evidence or leave the country.
Earlier on the day they were stopped, it emerged, Khan and Uddin had travelled from
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Birmingham to Dewsbury, where they planned to attack a rally by the English Defence
League, a controversial far-right group. They had prepared carefully, building their stash
of weapons, purchasing the Laguna at short notice and leaving their mobile phones at
home to avoid leaving a trail of data. But the trip did not go as planned: the EDL march,
lacking speakers, finished early, and the group’s supporters had dispersed by the time
the men arrived. Instead of launching an attack, they dropped into a local shop for fish
and chips, before getting back into their car for the trip home.
When the police used ANPR data to study Khan and Uddin’s movements, they uncovered
another surprise: the duo hadn’t travelled alone. Officers dug into the national database
using a technique called “convoy analysis.” First, every record of Khan and Uddin’s car
trip was recalled from the system. Then another set of plate numbers was generated:
those of every car that had passed by those same cameras within a few seconds or
minutes of the pair. By comparing this set with those at the next camera site, and the
next, and the next, the police identified a second car that had travelled in convoy with
them from Birmingham to Dewsbury. Within 48 hours, police arrested not only Khan
and Uddin, but four further members of the group from the second car. All six men later
plead guilty to preparing an act of terrorism, and were sentenced to a total of 111 years
in prison.

Mohammed Hasseen, Jewel Uddin, Anzal Hussain, Zohaid Ahmed, Omar Khan and Mohammed Saud were
convicted for a total of 111 years

Convoy analysis is not the only advanced technique made possible by the ANPR
database. One common criminal tactic for avoiding insurance, speeding tickets, or
having a car identified in any way, is to clone the plate of a vehicle that is registered to a
different owner. (Most European countries mandate a single national supplier for
license plates, but the UK has 40,000 suppliers and virtually no oversight of production
quality, or security.)
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So, in addition to looking for vehicles already under suspicion, the ANPR system seeks
out “impossible journeys” records in the database that should simply not be achievable,
such as a car apparently passing two cameras, hundreds of miles apart, in the space of a
few minutes. Data like that suggests a cloned plate, and an alert can be issued to find out
which vehicle is using the plate illegally.
Other types of algorithmic investigation are being developed all the time. The police
now use pattern analysis not just to see where a car has been, but to predict where it
might be in the future. Sometimes this is used to re-establish human surveillance of a
target who has slipped the net. It is also used to build a list of potential witnesses to an
incident by finding those who regularly travel past the spot in question at a specific time.
And then, sometimes, it helps law enforcement decide where to wait if they want to stop
a car that has produced a hit on the hotlist.
These techniques show the real key to the power of the ANPR network. It is not merely a
group of roadside cameras, and it does not just react to what it sees immediately: it is a
vast database of historical movements. Every vehicle it captures is saved, analyzed and
reviewed. This is what transforms the network from a simple, real-time identification
tool into a system of pervasive and algorithmic surveillance.
It’s easy to think that automated, networked surveillance methods such as ANPR, CCTV
and internet monitoring could not truly be useful because there is simply too much
information to be adequately processed and comprehended. As the Chapman case
shows, this can be true. Nobody can watch all of the monitors all of the time or follow up
every lead as soon as it is generated. In a great number of cases, ANPR will fail to
provide a basis for real-time action.
But the technology is advancing fast enough to push many of these concerns to the side.
Thanks to the falling cost of data storage, and the increased sophistication of
algorithmic analysis, far more complex operations are becoming possible. And this is the
real outcome of ANPR and all other contemporary surveillance technologies. They have
the potential to create a comprehensive database of peoples’ activity, that, over time, can
be stored, searched, analyzed, and exploited.
OVER THE PAST DECADE, countries all around the world have started to employ the
same technologies Britain has been building for 30 years. Australia began fitting mobile
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ANPR units to its highway patrol vehicles in 2009. The small Belgian city of Mechelen
was selected to trial the system in 2011: by the following year, the city was already
monitoring a quarter of a million vehicles every month. The results of the program,
including the discovery of 224 stolen vehicles, are now being used to justify the
installation of high-definition CCTV and facial recognition systems throughout the city
center.
Italy, the Netherlands, Ukraine and Turkey: all are among the ever-expanding list of
countries now rolling out plate-reading systems at scale.
In the United States, implementations have multiplied many times over in recent years.
Thanks to lobbying and financial support from insurance companies, Oklahoma and
Arizona, among other states, have introduced extensive ANPR networks aimed at
catching uninsured drivers. Other deployments, meanwhile, have a more familiar
feeling.
When the city of San Leandro, California, purchased ANPR cameras for its police force in
2009, local resident Michael Katz-Lacabe, using a Freedom of Information request,
discovered that his car had been captured by the system more than 100 times in a matter
of months. The report generated by the local police department included a photograph
of him and his daughters getting out of their car in their own driveway.
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The photograph of Michael Katz-Lacabe and his daughters from the local police report

Up and down California, cities are using the ring of steel model to surveil citizens. Just a
few miles to the north of San Leandro, another adopter is the upmarket enclave of
Piedmont: a tiny city of some 10,000 well-heeled residents that is completely encircled
by the larger, poorer and more crime-ridden city of Oakland. Piedmont residents,
concerned about a spate of burglaries and robberies in their area, recently voted to
install 36 cameras, enough to cover every road into or out of the city.
On the other side of the country, New York state, flush with homeland security funding
in the years after 9/11, has installed more than 100 cameras, with no limits to how long
the data they collect may be retained. In December 2013, Boston Police halted its license
plate collection after it inadvertently released more than 68,000 detailed vehicle records
to the public, including plate numbers and GPS locations. Every single police
department in the Boston region uses ANPR.
The unregulated nature of ANPR in the United States means that the information
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regularly leaks out, and can be acquired by third parties — or even sold. Among the
vendors is a Texas-based company called TLO, which provides so-called data solutions to
law enforcement agencies, lawyers, and private investigators. These “solutions” include
individuals’ personal information, addresses, employment, relatives and assets. TLO
maintains a vehicle sightings database containing, it claims, one billion location records,
with an additional 50 million added each month. For $10, anyone can look up a vehicle’s
log to see when and where it has been seen, and even obtain the sort of photographic
evidence uncovered by Katz-Lacabe.

In 2013, the American Civil Liberties Union mapped the data retention policies of American police
departments.

Not every nation is so enthusiastic about the technology. In Germany, the federal court
ruled in 2008 that ANPR systems that keep data without a predetermined reason —
such as to track suspected terrorists — violated privacy laws. But this is an isolated
position. Complex analysis requires the routine storage of sightings of all vehicles, not
just those under immediate suspicion. Indeed, convoy analysis is so powerful that it now
comes as a built-in feature of many ANPR systems.
In one of the less-discussed revelations from the recent National Security Agency
congressional hearings in Washington DC, the agency revealed that it routinely looks at
a network “two or three hops” from any given suspect when analysing the data it picks
up. That means it observes not just a person’s direct associates, but associates’ of those
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associates, and the associates of the associates of the associates.
When dealing with data, it is easy to make connections, which then justifies making
further connections. This, in turn, encourages the retention of data for longer and longer
periods. The ease of technological analysis makes retention, not deletion, the default
option: a subtle twist on the old argument that if you have done nothing wrong, you
have nothing to hide.
Today, the legal basis for such searches often lives in the gray areas of existing law. The
UK’s privacy legislation, for example, was passed at a time when the focus was on
individual access to data, not algorithmic searches. The legal principles around
accessing stored data concern who has the right to request particular kinds of
information from the database and how far back those searches can go.
What is not considered is how such information may be reviewed automatically,
algorithmically, and retrospectively. This failure results in a huge swathe of personal
information, supposedly protected information, constantly being accessed by the system
itself.
The computerized nature of these searches can make them appear irreproachable: it’s
not people looking at the data, just machines. But this is a dangerous assumption, and
you do not have to look far to see why: the commissioner who oversees Britain’s
warrant-based surveillance recently revealed that six people were wrongfully detained
and falsely accused of crimes last year after police and security services incorrectly
analyzed their internet use.
DESPITE THE ARGUMENTS made in favor of algorithmic collection and analysis,
ANPR’s track record is poor. Unlike many other surveillance systems, no major study of
its efficiency has yet been conducted, leaving those who support it with a handful of
highly-publicised cases where technological intervention was deemed a success.
Yet even in these instances, ANPR’s success is often nothing of the sort. Peter Chapman
may have plead guilty to murdering Ashleigh Hall and received a 35 year minimum
sentence for his crime, but it wasn’t murder that the police wanted to stop him for. And it
wasn’t ANPR that prevented a tragedy in Dewsbury: it was the incompetence of the
would-be attackers. They were arrested after their planned strike, not before — and it
was because the group missed their target rally, not because law enforcement had
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intervened. Likewise, their motives were discovered only because their car was
impounded for not being insured. This, it turns out, was because they had entered their
details incorrectly when buying insurance online.
In fact, Dewsbury was in many ways a failure of surveillance, not a success: Jewel Uddin
had actually been under observation by the West Midlands Counter-Terrorism Unit, a
joint team of detectives and MI5 intelligence staff. Just five days before the failed attack,
a surveillance officer watched him and Khan enter a home store in Birmingham, where
they bought the knives they stashed in the back of the Laguna. But nobody was
watching earlier in the month, on the day when Uddin and another plotter, their 22year-old friend Mohammed Hasseen, went on a reconnaissance trip to Dewsbury, nor
when they returned to carry out their grisly mission. Internal enquiries by West
Midlands Police concluded that everything that could have been done was done… and
yet uncovering the intent of Uddin and his conspirators relied on a daisy chain of good
luck and coincidence.
In 2005, Frank Whiteley, then chief constable of Hertfordshire and the man responsible
for nationwide implementation of ANPR, was asked what the technology’s long-term
effects on policing might be, and whether it might be as as important as the forensic use
of fingerprints or DNA profiling.
Whiteley replied: “It has the capability to be as revolutionary. I would describe it as a
ubiquitous policing tool. You can use it in all sorts of different ways.”
In fact, both the Dewsbury case and that of Peter Chapman would appear to show that
ANPR is neither as ubiquitous, nor as effective, as it is presented by the police. Instead it
works best as an adjunct to other investigatory techniques, many of which do not require
widespread surveillance of millions of innocent people.
JOHN AND LINDA CATT were driving into central London early one Sunday morning
when they were stopped and searched by police officers. At the time of the stop, in July
2005, Linda was 45, and John, her father, was an 80-year-old with a shock of white hair.
Officers told them they were being searched under the Terrorism Act. The Catts, who
had no criminal convictions, were threatened with arrest if they refused to answer police
questions.
Although they didn’t know it at the time, minutes before they were stopped their van
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had been captured by the ANPR network, which had triggered an alert: “Of interest to
Public Order Unit, Sussex police.”
This is why most ANPR stops occur: on the basis of a single, non-specific alert among a
flood of thousands issued each day. But the Catts weren’t terrorists or drug dealers or
armed robbers. After they filed a complaint about the incident, they discovered what
had made them of interest to law enforcement: they had attended a series of legal and
peaceful protests against the EDO Corporation, an American arms manufacturer that
used to supply weapons systems to the United States and Israel.
Police had spotted their vehicle at protests and decided that it should be tracked, tagging
them as “domestic extremists”.

John Catt

Notes disclosed as a result of John Catt’s complaint showed exactly how extreme he had
been: at one protest he had been wearing a T-shirt urging the United States to free Omar
Khadr, a 15-year-old boy who had been captured and imprisoned in Guantanamo Bay
since 2002, making him the first child to be prosecuted by a military tribunal since the
Second World War. Catt, the police file said, was “very quiet” and was “holding up a
board with orange people on it”.
In the eight years since they were stopped, Linda and John have tried to get their lawful
activities removed from the police databases that track them. Along the way, the police
watchdog has said that Sussex Police acted unlawfully by marking his vehicle, and some
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of the country’s most senior judges have ruled that the Metropolitan Police wrongly
interfered with his right to a private life. But the police have fought back every step of
the way, and the case is ongoing.
The Catts are not alone. Another man, who spoke to journalists but chose to remain
anonymous to prevent further harassment, says he was stopped more than 25 times by
police under a variety of pretences after he had attended a peaceful local protest against
duck and pheasant shooting. He finally made a formal complaint after police armed
with machine guns pulled him over during an evening out with his wife.
The police collect data at other events too, like the 2009 demonstration that took place
in fields around Kingsnorth power station, in Kent. After protestors assembled for what
they described as “a piece of political theater,” local police confiscated all of their
supplies, from tents to clown costumes, and moved mobile ANPR units to the
surrounding roads. Local government officials were appalled, but it soon emerged that
surveillance and tracking of vehicles associated with legal public protest was not only
routine, but actively encouraged by a number of police forces. In a 2008 briefing
document, senior officers were instructed to “fully and strategically exploit” the ANPR
database for tracking anyone involved in protests, or those who had previous convictions
for motoring offences, such as drunk-driving.
What is common to all of these cases is that in each one the police followed established
guidelines laid down in laws and public policy documents. The intent was debatable, but
it is the regulations that are flawed. It is the regulations that exempted vehicle data from
privacy protections, and it is the regulations that do not mention the very real
possibilities of harassment, intrusion of privacy and wrongful arrest that are inherent
risks of blanket and automated surveillance systems.
The public, of course, is just as susceptible to the glamour of technology as policymakers are. A separation has long existed in the minds of the public between
London riots.
Matthew Lloyd/Getty
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The New York Police Department’s Facial
Recognition Unit, meanwhile, routinely downloads photos from Facebook and
In contrast to the ANPR database, the social database — one of Facebook connections,
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public domain, the security services regularly access vast amounts of our data, either by
requesting it from information providers, or by tapping directly into the cables that carry
it.
A service like Foursquare differs from ANPR in that it has the formal, individual consent
of those it tracks, but what is common to both is that the intangibility of contemporary
networks conceals the true extent of their operation. This is particularly obvious in the
case of ANPR, a system that the police insist must remain partially secret in order to
function correctly, even as that secrecy corrodes the laws and social contracts the
technology is supposed to uphold. Members of the public, so the argument goes, cannot
be allowed to know when and where they are being monitored, while the law cannot be
framed in a way that accounts sufficiently for potential future data-mining techniques
based on the information gathered.
This invisibility extends through physical, virtual, and legal spaces. British guidelines
stipulate that under most circumstances video surveillance must be accompanied by
notification: usually visible signage stating the presence of surveillance and the details
of who operates it. In practice, such rules are frequently ignored — and even when
followed to the letter, they are insufficient. What is required is not only a notice about
the ownership of such information, but the ways in which it is used: not just
“surveillance is in operation here,” but “data storage and analysis is in operation here,
and elsewhere, and will be for some time”.
The failure to adequately explain and signpost these technologies is why the police and
intelligence agencies must fight a constant public relations battle over surveillance. It’s
also why the public reacts with such shock to revelations about the true nature of the
rings of steel around Royston and Birmingham, and of the far more intrusive operations
of the NSA and the British equivalent, GCHQ.

This shock stems from a breakdown of consent.
Consent, the bedrock on which the agreement to be policed is based, is meaningless
without comprehension, and comprehension is impossible without visibility. It is only
when people are brought face-to-face with the reality of surveillance — as the Catts
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were, and as the people of Washwood Heath and Sparkbrook were — that they see how
their privacy, and their right to be presumed innocent, have been affected.
Yet the retention of data by the current ANPR system, and by similar technologies, is not
inevitable. Many decisions were made during its implementation, and many can be
remade without affecting its primary function. In the United States, where there is no
national oversight of license plate scanners, a number of states have proposed laws that
would severely curtail data storage. The UK could follow. It has now created a new code
of conduct and appointed another watchdog, known as the Surveillance Camera
Commissioner, although it has yet to be seen what the results will be.
Technology is a tool: it is a process by which political and human desires are instantiated
in the world. What is significant about that instantiation is that it must take a visible
form. It may be a written, readable code, or a physical infrastructure in the landscape:
servers in data centres, cameras on poles by the roadside, rusting signs on forecourt
walls declaring the owner’s intentions.
When there is pressure to obscure that infrastructure — camouflaging cameras, closing
down networks, or blocking freedom of information requests — a corresponding
pressure is exerted on the very democracy it purports to uphold.
The arguments about privacy and public consent that ANPR stimulates are crucial and
necessary, and of concern to us all. They are not abstract, but instead rooted in the
environment around us: on street corners, road bridges and city centers, in the everyday.

This story was written by James Bridle, edited by Bobbie Johnson with assistance from
SA Mathieson, fact-checked by Lewis Scrafton and copy-edited by Georgia Cool. Penny
Scott-Andrews narrated the audio version.
Follow Matter on Twitter | Like us on Facebook | Subscribe to our newsletter
Surveillance
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By Christopher Beha

O

n the morning of May 26, Donald Trump posted a pair of tweets about voting by mail. “There is NO WAY
(ZERO!) that Mail-In Ballots will be anything less than substantially fraudulent,” Trump wrote. “This will be a
Rigged Election.” Soon after, a monitor flagged the tweets for violating Twitter’s “civic integrity policy,” which reads, in
part, “You may not use Twitter’s services for the purpose of manipulating or interfering in elections or other civic
processes.” In response, Twitter appended to the tweets an unobtrusive link that read “Get the facts about mail-in
ballots” and brought users to a page noting: “Trump’s claims are unsubstantiated, according to CNN, Washington Post
and other fact checkers.”
Outraged by this rather mild clarification, Trump issued an executive order threatening protections contained within
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, the 1996 law that gives “interactive computer services” like Twitter
immunity from legal responsibility for user-generated content. (There was a certain irony to this response, since it is
precisely Twitter’s status as a “platform” rather than a “publisher” that has allowed it to host Trump’s defamatory
statements with impunity.) The day after Trump issued this order, he posted a tweet calling black Americans protesting
police brutality “THUGS,” adding that “when the looting starts, the shooting starts,” a threat that was judged—quite
correctly—to have violated the site’s policy against glorifying or inciting violence. This time, Twitter went a step further.
The company hid the tweet from view, forcing users to click through in order to read it and preventing them from
replying to it. But they did not take it down, as they likely would have if any other user had posted it.
Trump has violated one or another of Twitter’s policies on a near-daily basis in the decade since he joined the site. But
until now, the platform has taken a laissez-faire approach, allowing him to communicate without editorial oversight to
his eighty million followers, not to mention the readers of the countless media outlets that treat his tweets as inherently
newsworthy and breathlessly amplify them. So even these minor interventions represented a major policy shift, as
Trump himself obviously recognized. While many users believed that the site had not gone far enough—Trump’s account
should have been suspended, they said—there was a widespread belief that this was a step in the right direction. Finally,
Trump’s tweets would be fact-checked.

F

act-checking is often identified as one of the features that distinguish so-called legacy publications such as Harper’s
Magazine from the “publish first, ask questions later” world of new media. And it’s true that we consider getting
things right to be an essential part of what we do. But I’m skeptical that Twitter’s apparent embrace of this ethos will
amount to much. While Trump is not the first serial liar to occupy the White House, he is the most aggressively “factchecked” president in history. The Duke Reporters’ Lab, which conducts an annual “fact-checking census,” has found
that since Trump took office the number of outlets that “actively assess claims from politicians and social media” has
more than doubled. Over the years, the New York Times has attempted to keep a “definitive list” of Trump’s lies. The
Washington Post even encourages the public to get in on the fun, with its interactive FACT OR FICTION game, which invites
readers to guess whether various Trump statements “pass the Pinocchio test.” Needless to say, none of this work has been
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particularly effective in changing anyone’s mind about Trump, and it’s tough to see how the occasional Twitter alert
about “unsubstantiated” claims will do any better.
One thing that years of work as a fact-checker teaches is the limits of what can be checked. The prevailing philosophy of
Silicon Valley—not just of its social-media platforms, but of such data-driven, explainer-journalism sites as FiveThirtyEight
and Vox, and of the rapidly proliferating online fact-checking projects—is a kind of positivism that treats arriving at the
truth as a simple matter of data collection: the more facts we have, the closer we are to a complete picture of reality.
This philosophy has also made its way to mainstream outlets like the Times. When a recent op-ed by Senator Tom
Cotton, headlined SEND IN THE TROOPS, caused widespread outrage both inside and outside the Times, the paper
responded with a statement acknowledging that the op-ed “did not meet [its] standards”—because it contained a handful
of factual errors. As a corrective, the Times committed to expanding its checking operations.
Like so many effective ideologies, this elision of information and truth persuades precisely by presenting itself as the
absence of ideology, the neutral view that is laid bare once the facts are allowed to speak for themselves. But facts cannot
speak for themselves. Even if they could, they could not speak all at once—the result would just be noise. The truth can’t
be arrived at by accumulating atomized data points, no matter how scrupulously they have been vetted. Truth requires a
shared context within which the relative meaning and importance of various facts can be judged. It is this sort of context
that magazines like Harper’s seek to provide, and getting our facts straight is a necessary but not sufficient part of
that work.
Social media—by design—strips this context away. On Twitter, an anguished lament about police brutality follows an
absurdist riff on the distracted-boyfriend meme follows an invitation to a friend’s book reading follows an engagement
announcement. None of these tweets is “false,” but what is the truth to which they add up?
This lack of context is what makes Trump such a natural fit for the platform. Not because he is the master of the
impulsive non sequitur, but because he brings his own context—his own values and worldview—with him wherever he
goes. While that context has been painfully manifest in recent weeks, he has carried it with him for his entire public life.
It is the context of a man whose first appearance in a major newspaper was as a defendant in a Justice Department suit
for housing discrimination against black tenants, a man whose transition from tabloid clown to commander in chief
began with his championing of the birther conspiracy. Trump’s supporters know that every tweet carries this context
with it, but the structure of social media allows him to deny it when politically expedient. If this feels dispiriting, never
fear: both the Times and the Post recently fact-checked Trump’s claim to have done more for black people than any
president since Lincoln, with the Post awarding it a rare “Four-Pinocchio” rating.
This checking obsession recently reached a kind of apotheosis after the U.S. Park Police cleared peaceful protesters from
Lafayette Square, near the White House, for a Trump photo op. Protesters said the police had used tear gas against
them; the government insisted it had merely used pepper spray. Luckily, the Associated Press stepped in to fact-check the
matter. Is pepper spray a tear gas? It turns out this depends on whether the term was used in a “common or formal” way.
This was as clear a picture as one could have of where we’ve arrived: the president is gassing his own people, and the
media is fact-checking the gas.
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